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Office of Legal Counsel (“OLC”) 
Index of withheld records 

ACLU et al. v. NSA et al., No. 13 Civ. 9198 (AT)  
 
Doc. 
No. 

Date To From Description Exemptions 

Withheld in Full 

1 May 1984 The Attorney  
General 

Theodore B. 
Olson, Assistant 
Attorney 
General (AAG), 
OLC 

Cover memorandum 
for Document 2 

(b)(5) deliberative 
process privilege 
(DP), attorney-
client privilege 
(AC) 

2 May 1984 The Attorney  
General 

Olson Legal advice 
memorandum 
discussing E.O. 12333 
and addressing legal 
issues relating to 
certain surveillance 
activities 

(b)(1); 
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l); 
(b)(5) DP, AC 

3 September 
2001 

Deputy 
White House 
Counsel 

John C. Yoo, 
Deputy 
Assistant 
Attorney 
General 
(DAAG), OLC 

Legal advice 
memorandum 
regarding contemplated 
intelligence activities 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(l);  
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l);  
(b)(5) DP, AC 

4 October 
2001 

The Counsel 
to the 
President 

Yoo Legal advice 
memorandum 
regarding contemplated 
intelligence activities 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(1); 
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l);  
(b)(5), DP, AC 

5 April 
2002 

Counsel for 
Intelligence 
Policy 

Yoo Legal advice 
memorandum 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(1);  
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l); 
(b)(5) DP, AC; 
(b)(7)(E) 
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Doc. 
No. 

Date To From Description Exemptions 

6 May 2003 The Deputy 
Attorney 
General 

Yoo Legal advice 
memorandum 
regarding contemplated 
intelligence activities 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(1);  
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l);  
(b)(5) DP, AC; 
(b)(6); 
(b)(7)(A); 
(b)(7)(C); 
(b)(7)(D); 
(b)(7)(E); 

7 May 2004 The Deputy 
Attorney 
General and 
Counsel for 
Intelligence 
Policy 

Jack L. 
Goldsmith III, 
AAG, OLC 

Legal advice 
memorandum 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

 (b)(5) DP, AC 

Withheld in Part 

8 November 
2, 2001 

The Attorney 
General 

Yoo Legal advice 
memorandum 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(1);  
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 402 note, 50 
U.S.C. 
§ 3024(i)(l);  
(b)(5) DP, AC 

9 May 2002 Judge 
Colleen 
Kollar-
Kotelly, U.S. 
District 
Court for the 
District of 
Columbia 

Yoo Submission to Foreign 
Intelligence 
Surveillance Court 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 (Attachment was 
released in full) 

(b)(l); 
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 402 note, 50 
U.S.C. § 
3024(i)(l) 

10 May 6, 
2004 

The Attorney 
General 

Goldsmith Legal advice 
memorandum 
discussing, among 
other things, legal 
issues pertaining to 
surveillance under E.O. 
12333 

(b)(1); 
(b)(3), 50 U.S.C. 
§ 402 note, 50 
U.S.C. § 
3024(i)(1); 
(b)(5) DP, AC 
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LEGAL DEPARTMENT 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 

NATIONAL OFFICE 

125 BROAD STREET, 

18TH FL. 

NEW YORK, NY ~0004-2400 

T/2n.s49.25oo 

F/212.549.265J. 
WWW.ACLU.ORG 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
SUSAN N. HERMAN PRESIDENT 

ANTHONY D. ROMERO 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION I 
BY USPS MAIL 

Elizabeth Farris, Supervisory Paralegal 
Office ofLegal Counsel 
Room 5515,950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Department of Justice 
Washington, DC 20530-0001 

fi 13--tJS/ 
f?0d 5/~91;)013 

May 13,2013 

RE: FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT REQUEST 

Dear Ms. Farris, 

The American Civil Liberties Union and the American Civil Liberties 
Union Foundation (together, the "ACLU") submit this request under the 
Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. § 552, for access to 
documents relating to Executive Order 12,333, 3 C.F.R. 200 (1981 Comp.) 
("EO 12,333"). Specifically, we request the following records1

: 

1. Any records in which the Office of Legal Counsel ("OLC") construes 
or interprets the authority of the Department of Justice ("DOJ") or any 
executive agencies under Executive Order 12,333 or any regulations 
issued thereunder; 

2. Any records describing the minimization procedures2 used by the 
government with regard to both intelligence collection and intelligence 
interception conducted pursuant to EO 12,333 or any regulations 
issued thereunder; and 

3. Any records describing the standards that must be satisfied for the 
"collection," "acquisition," or "interception" of communications, as 
those terms are defined in EO 12,333 or any regulations issued 
thereunder. 

Records include but are not limited to electronic records, letters, correspondence, 
tape recordings, notes, data, memoranda, reports, email, computer source and object code, 
technical manuals, technical specifications, legal opinions, policy statements, and any other 
materials. 
2 Minimization procedures include but are not limited to rules, policies, or procedures 
addressing the collection, interception, handling, use, retention, and destruction of information 
relating to U.S. persons that is acquired in the course of intelligence activities. 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 

NATIONAL OFFICE 

ns BROAD STREET, 

18TH FL. 

NEW YORK, NY J.ooo4~2400 

T !212. 549· 2500 

F/2J.2.549·2651 

WWW.ACLU.ORG 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
SUSAN N. HERMAN PRESIDENT 

ANTHONY D. ROMERO 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Request for a Fee Limitation and Public Interest Fee Waiver 

The ACLU requests a waiver of search and review fees because the 
requested records are not sought for commercial use and because the ACLU is 
a "representative ofthe news media." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II). 
Dissemination of information about actual or alleged government activity is a 
critical and substantial component of the ACLU's mission and work. The 
ACLU disseminates this information to educate the public and promote the 
protection of civil liberties. Its regular means of disseminating and 
editorializing information obtained through FOIA requests include: a paper 
newsletter distributed to approximately 450,000 people; a bi-weekly 
electronic newsletter distributed to approximately 300,000 subscribers; 
published reports, books, pamphlets, and fact sheets; a widely read blog; 
heavily visited websites, including an accountability microsite, 
http://www.aclu.org/accountability; and a video series. 

The ACLU therefore meets the statutory definition of a "representative 
ofthe news media" as an "entity that gathers information of potential interest 
to a segment of the public, uses its editorial skills to tum the raw materials 
into a distinct work, and distributes that work to an audience." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(ii); see also Nat'/ Sec. Archive v. Dep't ofDef, 880 F.2d 1381, 
1387 (D.C. Cir. 1989); cf Am. Civil Liberties Union v. Dep't of Justice, 321 F. 
Supp. 2d 24, 29 n.5 (D.D.C. 2004) (finding non-profit public interest group to 
be "'primarily engaged in disseminating information'"). Indeed, the ACLU 
recently was held to be a "representative of the news media." Serv. Women s 
Action Network v. Dep 't of Defense, 888 F. Supp. 2d 282, 287-88 (D. Conn. 
2012); see also Am. Civil Liberties Union of Wash. v. Dep 't of Justice, No. 
C09-0642RSL, 2011 WL 887731, at *10 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 10, 2011) (finding 
ACLU ofWashington to be a "representative of the news media"), 
reconsidered in part on other grounds, 2011 WL 1900140 (W.D. Wash. May 
19, 2011). 

The ACLU also requests a waiver of all search, review, or duplication 
fees on the ground that disclosure of the requested information is in the public 
interest because: (1) it "is likely to contribute significantly to public 
understanding ofthe operations or activities ofthe government," and (2) it "is 
not primarily in the commercial interest of the requester." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(iii). This request clearly satisfies these criteria. 

First, the requested material concerns "the operations or activities" of 
the OLC. E.O. 12,333 is "intended to enhance human and technical collection 
techniques, especially those undertaken abroad, and the acquisition of 
significant foreign intelligence, as well as the detection and countering of 
international terrorist activities and espionage conducted by foreign powers." 
EO 12,333 § 2.2. It authorizes the intelligence community, including the OLC, 
to collect intelligence, and it sets forth certain limitations on intelligence
gathering activities relevant to civil liberties. In its brief in a recent case 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 

NATIONAL OFFICE 

125 BROAD STREET, 

18TH FL. 

NEW YORK, NY J.ooo4-:24oo 

T/212.549.2500 

F/212.549.265J. 
WWW.ACLU.ORG 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
SUSAN N. HERMAN PRESIDENT 

ANTHONY D. ROMERO 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

before the Supreme Court of the United States, the Government emphasized 
its authority to conduct surveillance of Americans' foreign contacts abroad 
under Executive Order No. 12,333, without conforming to various statutory 
restrictions. Brief for Petitioners, Clapper v. Amnesty Int 'l USA, No. 11-1025, 
2012 WL 3090949, at *45 (U.S. 2012). How the Government actually does 
this, and whether it appropriately accommodates the constitutional rights of 
American citizens and residents whose communications are intercepted in the 
course of that surveillance, are matters of great significance. 

Moreover, the requested materials will "contribute significantly to the 
public understanding" of the intelligence community's operations or activities. 
5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii). Though the subject of foreign-intelligence 
collection is a matter of great public interest and concern, little information on 
how the American intelligence community construes the authority conferred 
by EO 12,333 and its implementing regulations is currently publicly available. 

For example, in the Clapper brief described above, the government 
makes no argument beyond a handful of one-sentence assertions of its 
authority under EO 12,333. See Brief for Petitioners, Clapper v. Amnesty Int'l 
USA, No. 11-1025, 2012 WL 3090949 at *4, *33, *4-1, *45. Likewise, the 
publicly available administrative agency materials typically do little more 
than restate EO 12,333's limits on the intelligence community in slightly 
different ways or provide predictable definitions for terms left undefined in 
the executive order. See, e.g., Dep't ofDef., DOD 5240 1-R, Procedures 
Governing the Activities of DOD Intelligence Components that Affect United 
States Persons§ C2.3.12 (Dec. 1982); Nat'l Sec. Agency, United States 
Signals Intelligence Directive 18 (July 1993); Army Regulation 381-10, US. 
Army Intelligence Procedures § 2-2(1) (2007). Judicial treatments of EO 
12,333 contribute equally little to the public understanding of the limits of 
intelligence-gathering powers under EO 12,333. See, e.g., United States v. 
Marzook, 435 F. Supp. 2d 778 (N.D. Ill. 2006); United States v. Poindexter, 
727 F. Supp. 1470 (D.D.C. 1989); United Presbyterian Church in the USA. 
v. Reagan, 738 F.2d 1375 (D.C. Cir. 1984). 

For these reasons, we respectfully request that all fees related to the 
search, review, and duplication of the requested records be waived. If the 
search and review fees will not be waived, we ask that you contact us at the 
email address listed below should the estimated fees resulting from this 
request exceed $100. 

*** 

We request that responsive electronic records be provided 
electronically in their native file format, if possible. See 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(3)(B). Alternatively, we request that the records be provided 
electronically in a text-searchable, static-image format (PDF), in the best 
image quality in the agency's possession, and in separate, Bates-stamped files. 
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES 
UNION FOUNDATION 

NATIONAL OFFICE 

125 BROAD STREET, 

18TH FL. 

NEW YORK, NY J.ooo4~2400 

T/21:L549·25oo 

F/212.549·265J. 
WWW.ACLU.ORG 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS 
SUSAN N. HERMAN PRESIDENT 

ANTHONY D. ROMERO 

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

We also request that you provide an estimated date on which you will 
finish processing this request. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(7)(B). 

If this FOIA request is denied in whole or in part, please provide the 
reasons for the denial, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(i). In addition, 
please release all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material in 
accordance with 5 U.S.C. § 552(b). Furthermore, if any documents responsive 
to this request are classified, please identify those documents, including a date 
and document number where possible, so we may begin the process of 
requesting a Mandatory Declassification Review under the terms of Executive 
Order 13,526 (2010). 

Thank you for your consideration of this request. If you have any 
questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact us at the email address 
listed below. Pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(A)(i), we expect a response 
regarding this request within the twenty working-day statutory time limit. 

Sincerely, 

Alexander Abdo 
Staff Attorney 
National Security Project 
American Civil Liberties Union 

Phone: (212) 549-2517 
Email: aabdo@aclu.org 
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Alexander Abdo 
National Security Project 
ACLU 
125 Broad St. 
18th Fl. 
New York NY 10004-2400 

Re: FOIA Tracking No. FY13-051 

Dear Mr. Abdo: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

June 25, 2013 

This letter acknowledges receipt of your Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA") request 
to the Office of Legal Counsel ("OLC"), dated May 13, 2013. We received your request on May 
29,2013, and assigned it FOIA tracking number FY13-051. 

We have not yet made a decision on your request for a fee waiver. We will do so after 
we determine whether fees will be assessed for this request. 

Finally, pursuant to your conversation with my colleague David Lehn on June 20, 2013, 
we propose that your request be revised as follows: 

1) All OLC final legal advice concerning the scope and application of the authority of the 
United States Government to conduct electronic surveillance of the communications of 
United States persons pursuant to Executive Order 12333 or its implementing regulations, 
regardless of whether the United States person is the target of the electronic surveillance 
or is in the United States at the time of the electronic surveillance, except to the extent 
that the electronic surveillance is conducted pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act. For purposes of this request, "electronic surveillance" and "United 
States person" have the meaning given in Executive Order 12333. 

2) All OLC final legal advice concerning the meaning ofthe terms "collection", 
"acquisition", and "interception" as applied to electronic surveillance conducted pursuant 
to Executive Order 12333 or its implementing regulations. For purposes of this request, 
"electronic surveillance" has the meaning given in Executive Order 12333. 

Please let us know whether you agree to this proposal, so that the processing of your 
request may proceed, consistent with its position in OLC's FOIA queue. To do so, or to discuss 
any other aspect of your request, you may contact Elizabeth Farris, our Supervisory Paralegal 
and FOIA contact, at usdoj-officeoflegalcounsel@usdoj.gov, (202) 514-2038, or Office of Legal 
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Counsel, United States Department of Justice, 950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, DC 
20530. 

2 

Sincerely, 

Paul P. Colborn 
Special Counsel 
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From: Alexander Abdo <aabdo@aclu.org>
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 12:23 PM
To: Lehn, David (OLC)
Subject: RE: OLC FOIA Request 13-051

David, this looks great. Thanks so much. 
 
From: Lehn, David (OLC) [mailto:David.Lehn@usdoj.gov]  
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Alexander Abdo 
Subject: RE: OLC FOIA Request 13-051 
 
Hi, Alex. Thanks for getting back to me. I carved out FISA in light of my understanding of what you were seeking based 
on our conversation.  But we can eliminate the carve‐out given that the application of EO 12333 to elsur under FISA is 
fairly within the scope of your original request. So, how about this?  
 

1) All OLC final legal advice concerning Executive Order 12333 or its implementing regulations with 
respect to electronic surveillance by the United States Government of communications of United States 
persons, regardless of whether the United States person is the target of the electronic surveillance or is in 
the United States at the time of the electronic surveillance. For purposes of this request, "electronic 
surveillance" and "United States person" have the meaning given in Executive Order 12333. 

2) All OLC final legal advice concerning the meaning of the terms "collection", "acquisition", and 
"interception" as used in Executive Order 12333 or its implementing regulations with respect to 
electronic surveillance by the United States Government of communications of United States persons. 
For purposes of this request, "electronic surveillance" has the meaning given in Executive Order 12333. 

 
 

From: Alexander Abdo [mailto:aabdo@aclu.org]  
Sent: Saturday, June 29, 2013 1:18 PM 
To: Lehn, David (OLC) 
Subject: Re: OLC FOIA Request 13-051 
 
David,  
 
Thanks so much for memorializing this. I have a few modifications I'd like to make, just to make sure the 
request is targeted at what we're interested in. 
 
In the first bullet point, can we change "pursuant to Executive Order 12,333" to "governed by Executive Order 
12,333," and can we delete the phrase "except to the extent that the electronic surveillance is conducted 
pursuant to the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act"? My understanding is that the executive order often 
imposes additional requirements on surveillance conducted pursuant to other authorities (such as FISA or the 
FISA Amendments Act). I think the language you proposed would cover those situations as well, but I just want 
to make sure it's clear. 
 
For the same reason and in the second bullet point, can we change "pursuant to" to "governed by"? 
 
Thanks so much,  
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Alex 
 
On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:42 PM, "Lehn, David (OLC)" <David.Lehn@usdoj.gov> wrote: 
 

Alex, following up on our call last week, please see the attached letter. Notwithstanding what the letter says, you can 
respond directly to me. Thanks 
  
  
  
  
____________________ 
David Lehn 
Attorney‐Adviser 
Office of Legal Counsel 
U.S. Department of Justice 
202‐514‐5572 
  
  
  

<13-051 ack 2013-06-25.pdf> 
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Alexander Abdo, Esq. 
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation 
125 Broad Street-18th Floor 
New York, NY 10004 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Washington, D.C. 20530 

September 22, 2014 

Re: ACLU et ano v. NSA et al., No. 13-9198 (S.D.N.Y.); OLC FOIA No. FY13-051 

Dear Mr. Abdo: 

This letter responds to your May 13, 2013 Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA") reqqest to 
the Office of Legal Counsel ("OLC") that is the subject of the above-captioned litigation. On July 
10, 2013, you agreed to narrow your request to: 

1) All OLC final legal advice concerning Executive Order 12333 or its 
implementing regulations with respect to electronic surveillance by the United 
States Government of communications of United States persons, regardless of 
whether the United States person is the target of the electronic surveillance or is 
in the United States at the time of the electronic surveillance. For purposes of 
this request, "electronic surveillance" and "United States person" have the 
meaning given in Executive Order 12333; and 

2) All OLC final legal advice concerning the meaning of the terms "collection," 
"acquisition," and "interception" as used in Executive Order 12333 or its 
implementing regulations with respect to electronic surveillance by the United 
States Government of communications of United States persons. For purposes of 
this request, "electronic surveillance" has the meaning given in Executive Order 
12333. 

Pursuant to paragraph two of the May 9, 2014 Stipulation and Order Regarding Document 
Searches, and the parties' Joint Scheduling Letter of June 20, 2014, we have completed our search of 
OLC's files for records that are responsive to your request as narrowed, and have identified ten 
responsive documents. 

Of these ten records, we are enclosing three records that contain redactions made pursuant to 
FOIA Exemptions One and Three, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(l), (3). The redacted portions are classified and 
specifically exempted from disclosure by 50 U.S.C. § 402 note and 50 U.S.C. § 3024(i)(l). Two of 
the three documents additionally contain redactions made pursuant to Exemption Five, 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(b )(5), because the material is protected by the deliberative process and attorney-client 
privileges. 

We are withholding the remaining seven records in full under Exemption Five because they 
all are protected by the deliberative process and attorney-client privileges. Two of those documents 
also are protected by the presidential communications privilege, and six of the seven documents are 
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being withheld under Exemption One because they are classified. The classified documents may also 
be exempt under Exemption Three. We have determined that none of the withheld material is 
appropriate for discretionary release. 

We are withholding these records in full today because they are currently classified, protected 
by statute, and privileged. As you are aware, the government is engaged in an ongoing large-scale, 
multi-agency review to determine whether additional information regarding its surveillance activities 
can be declassified and released consistent with national security. It is possible that in the future 
some of the responsive withheld records may, as part of these separate and ongoing efforts, be · 
reviewed for possible declassification and discretionary release. In the event this separate review 
process results in the declassification of any portion of any of the responsive records withheld in full 
and the determination that the declassified portions are appropriate for discretionary release during 
the pendency of the litigation regarding this request, we will provide any such portions of the record 
to you at that time. 

For your information, Congress excluded three discrete categories oflaw enforcement and 
national security records from the requirements ofthe FOIA. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(c). This response 
is limited to those records that are subject to the requirements of the FOIA. This is a standard 
notification that is given to all our requesters and should not be taken as an indication that excluded 
records do, or do not, exist. 

Although your request is the subject of ongoing litigation, and administrative appeals are not 
ordinarily acted upon in such situations, I am required by statute and regulation to inform you that 
you have the right to file an administrative appeal. You must submit any administrative appeal 
within 60 days of the date of this letter by mail to the Office oflnformation Policy, United States 
Department of Justice, 1425 New York Avenue, N.W., Suite 11050, Washington, D.C. 20530; by fax 
at (202) 514-1009; or through OIP's e-portal at http://www.justice.gov/oip/oip-request.html. Both 
the letter and the envelope, or the fax, should be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act 
Appeal." 

cc: Jean-David Barnea 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Southern District ofNew York 

David Jones 
Assistant United States Attorney 
Southern District of New York 

Enclosures 

2 
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U,.S. Departmeatt of J~stiee 

Office of~ Counsel 

... ...,.,.. D.C. ZOJJO · 

November 2, 2001 

MEMORANDuM FOR TBEATrORNEY GENERAL 

b1,b3,b5 

b1,b3,b5 

OLCOOl 
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Pages 2-6 

Withheld in Full 

OLC002 
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PageS 

Withheld in Full 
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Pages 10-11 

Withheld in Full 
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OLC007 
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Pages 13-16 

Withheld in Full 
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Page 18 

Withheld in Full 
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U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Office of the AssistMl Attomey General Was/riTJgton, D.C. 20530 

May 6, 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 

Ue: Review of the Legalil.y ~{the STELLAR WIND Program (TSNSJ STLW//NF) 
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You have asked this Office lo undertake a Lhorougb reexamination oflbe STELLAR 
WIND program as it is currently operated to con finn that Ule actions that the Presid~nt has 
directed the Department ofDefeose to undertake through the National See.urity Agency (NSA) 
are lawful. STELLAR WIND is a highly classified and slrictly compartmented program of 
electronic su.rveiltance within the United States that President Bush directed the Department of 
Defense to undertake on October 4, 200 l in response to the attacks of September 11, 2001. 
Specific:ally;'the program is designed to counter the threat of further tenorist attacks on the 
territorial United States by detecting corrummicatlons that will disclose terrorist operatives, 
terrorist plans, or other Wom1t1.tion that can enable the disruption of such attacks, particularly the 
identification ofal Qaeda operatives within lhe United States. The President's initia.1 directive to 
the Secretary of Defense authorized the STELLAR WJNO program for 30 days. Since ·then. the 
President has periodically (roughly every 30 to 45 days} reauthorized the prog~;am. 
ffS'"t/89HiliT'S!fr 'ttq.~ fu T ... .~..-$ I.Jifl 

After describing the initiation of STBLLAR WlNDt modifications to the prog;ram, and its 
ctUTent operation., including the periodic reauthorizations by the Pt"esident, this roemorandwn 
provides a legal analysis ofthe program in four parts. In Part I, we briefly examine STELLAR 
WlND under Executive Order 12,333,46 Fed. Reg. 59,941 (Dec. 4, 1981), the Executive 

. - . 
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ln Part II. we address the statutory framework that governs lhe interception of 
communications in the United States and its <1pplication to the first of the three major parts of the 
STELLAR WiND program - thai is, targeted intetr.eption of the content of international 
communications involving suspected terrorists. Specifically, we address the Foreign [ntelligence 
Surveillance Act (FfSA). as ;unenclecl, SO tJ.S.C. §§ 1801-\862 (1.000 & Supp I 2001 ), m;\<1 
relevant related provisions in Title IH of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 
196&,as 18U.S.C. 2510~2521 & 12001 

we tum to a new analysis of 
STELLAR WINO in relation l.o FISA based on the recognition that a proper legal review should 
not examine FISA in isolation. Rather, in the context or STELLAR WINO collection in the 
ongoing conflict withal Qaeda,lhe restriction. • .-; jn FISA musl be read in light of the express 
authorization enacted by Congress on September 18, 2001 providmg the President authority "to 
use all necessary and appropriate force against those nations, organizations, or persons he 
determines planned, authorized, eonunitted) or aided the terrorist attacks'' of September II. 
Authorization for Use ofMllitary Force, Pub. L. No. 107-40, § 2(a)> 115 Stat. 22.4, 224 (Sept. 18, 
2001) (reported as a note to 50 U.S.C.A. § 1541) ("Congressional Authorization''). The 
Congressional Authorization is significant for our analysis in two respects. First, it is properly 
understood as an express authorization for surveilJance activities - including the content 
collectionundcrtaken as part of STELLAR WIND- targeted against al Qaeda and affiliated 
orga.o.izati.ons that come within its terms. Second, even if it did not provide express authority for 
the targeted contetlt ~llection. lmderlakeu as part of STELLAR WIND~ at a minimum the 
Q>~sional Authorization creat~ sufficient ambiguity concerning the application ofFISA in 
tJl.is·context thatthe canon of constitutional avoicbmce can properly be invoked to.construe the 
Congressional Authorization to overcome restrictions in FISA in this context. 
(TSNSI·STVJHINF) 

conclude that in the circumstances of the current anned conflict with al Qaeda, the restrictions set 
oul in FIS~ as applied to targeted efforts to intercept the communications of the enemy in order 
to prevent further anne.d attacks on the United States, would be an unconstitutional infringement 

' Unless othcrw,se noted, all United Statu Code citations ill dtis memorandum are to Ute 200(} edition. (U) 
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on the constitutionally assigned powers or the President. The President has inherent 
constilulional authority as Commander in Chief and sole organ for the 11ation in foreign affairs to 
conduct wamuttless surveillance of enemy forces for intelligence purposes to detect and disntpt 
anned attacks on lhe · 

'-'': ,,_- 4 
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Finally, in Part V, we examine STELLAR WTND content ,;o.Jiection and meta data 
collection (for both telephony and e-mai I) under the requirements of the Fourth Amendment. 
Although no statutory 1·equirements prevent th.e President rrom conducting surveillance UJ\der 
STELLAR WIND, elcclronic surveillance under STELLAR WIND must still comply with the 
requirements of the Fourth Atr\endmenl. We reaffirm olli:" conclus1011S {i) lhat as to con Lent 
collection, STELLAR WIND activities come within an exception to the Warrant Clnuse and 
satisfy the Fourth Amcndment•s requiren\ent of reasonableness, and (ii) that meta data collection 
does not implicate tbe Fourth AmendmerJL The activities authorized under STELLAR WIND 
are thus constitutionally pem1issible. (TS//Sl-STL\11/INF) 

fJACKGROUND (U) 

A. September 11, 2001 (U) 

On September 11) 2001, the al Qaeda terrorist network launched il set of ~oordinated 
attacks along the East Coast of the Un.ited States. Four commercial airliners, each apparently 
carefully selected because it was fully !<Jaded wilh fuel for a transcontinental flight, were 
hijacked by al Qaeda operatives. Two were targeted at the Nation's financial center itt New York 
and were deliberatdy flown into the two towers of the World Trade Center. The third was 
targeted at the headquarters ofthe Nation's armed forces, the Pentagon. The fourth was 
apparently headed toward Washingtot1, o.c; .• when passengers struggled with the hijackers and 
the plane crashed in Pennsylvania. Subsequent debricfings of captured ai Qacda opt!ratives have 
confinned that tlte intended target of this plane was either the White House or the Capito! 
bnilding, which suggests (hat itS intended mission was a decapitation suike- an attempt to 
eliminate critical governmental leaders by killing either the President or a large percentage of the 
metubers of the Legislative Branch. These attacks resulted in approximately 3,000 deaths- the 
l1ighest single~day death toll fr<:am foreign hostile action in the Nation's history. They also shut 
down air travel jn the United Stales for several days, closed the New York Stock E.x:change for 
days, and caused billions of dollars in damage to ih.e ccoaomy. (U) 

On September 14, 200 J. the 11resident declared a J]ational emergency "by reason of the 
terrorist attacks at the World Trade Center, New York, New York, and the Pentagon, and the 
continuing and immediate threat of further at-tacks on the United States." Proclamation No. 
7463t 66 Fed. Reg. 48, I 99 (Sep-t. 14, 2001 ). The United Slates also launched a massive military 
response-., both at home and abroad. In the Uniled States, combat air pa(rols were immediately 
established over major metropolitan areas and were main(ained 24 hours a day until April 2002.1 

·The United Slates also immediately began plans for a military response directed at af Qaed.a 's 
base of operations in Afghanistan. On September 14) 2001, both houses of Congress passed a 
joint resolution authorizing the Pn:sidenl "to use all necessary and appropriate. for4;;.e against (hose 
nations, organizations, or persons he determines planned, authorized, conunitted, or aided the 
terrorist attacks" of September IT. Con.gressionai Authorization§ 2(a). Congress also expressly 

5 
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acknowledged that the attacks rendered it "necessary and appropriate" for the United States to 
exercise its right "lo protect United States citizens ooth at horne and abroad," and ackJlOWiedged 
in particular lhal the "the President has au!hority under the Constitution to take action to deter 
and prevent acts of in.lemalionallerrorism against the United States." ld. pmbl. Acting under his 
constitutional authotily ~s Cornmancler in Chief, anc..l wilh the support ufCongn:~;s, the President 
dispatched forces to Afghanistan and, with the cooperation ofthe Northem Alliance, toppled the 
Taliban regime from power Military operations Lo seek oul resurgent elements oflhe Talibnn 
regime and al Qaeda fighters continue in Afghanista11 lo lhis day. See, e.g., Mike Wise ;md Josh 
White, E.x~NPL Player Tillman Kllled in Combat, Wash. Post, Apr. 24, 2004, nl AI (noting that 
"\here are stillmore than 10,000 U.S. troops in the country and fighting continues again~t 
remnants of the Taliban and al Qaecla"). {S) 

As I he President made c,.,;plicit in his Military Order of November 13, 2001, authorizing 
the use of military commissions to try terrorists, the attacks of September It "created a state of 
anned conflict.'' Miljtary Order,§ l(n), 66 Fed. Reg. 57,833, 57,833 (Nov. t.l, 2001); see also 
Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzales, Counsel to the President, from Patrick F."Philbin, Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General. Office of Legal Counsel, Re: Legality of the Use of Mifitary 
Commissions To liy Ten·orisls 22-28 (Nov. 6, 2001) (concludiCJg that attacks established a state 
or anned conflict permitting invocation of lhe laws of war). Indeed, shortly after the attacks 
NATO took tbe unprecedented step of invoking article 5 of the North Atlantlc. Treaty, which 
provides that an "armed attack against one or more of[ the parties] shall be considered an nttack 
ngailtst them aU.u North Atlanti<'. Treaty, Apr. 4, l949, nrt. 5, 63 Stat, 2241, 2244, 34 U.N.T.S. 
243,246; see also St.a.le.ment by NATO Sectetary Oe11eral Lord Robertson (Oct. 2, 2001 ), 
available at http:/iwwv.r .nato. intldoculspeech/200 tlsO 11 002a.hl1n C'(I]t l1as now been detennined 
that the attack against the United States on ll September was directed from abroad and shall 
therefore be regarded as an action covered by Article 5 ofU1e Washington Treaty .... "). The 
President also detennined in his Military Order that al Qaeda terrorists •'possess both the 
capabiUty and the intention to wtdertake further terrorist actacks against the United States that, if 
not detected and prevente<i, wiU cau~ ma.o;s deaths, mass injuries. and massive dest.ruction of 
property, aod may place at risk the continuity oftheoperations of the United Sates Go,emment," 
and concluded that ''an extraordinary emergency exists for national defense purposes." Military 
Order, §· l(c), (g), 66 Fed. Reg. at 57,833-34. (U) 

B. Initiation of STELLAR WIND (TSI/SI STV.W/NF) 

Against this unfolding background of events in. the fall of 2001, there was substantial 
concern that al Qaeda was preparing a further attack within the United States. AI Qaeda had 
demonstrated its ability to infiltrate agents into the United Stales undetected and have them carry 
ou.t devastating attacks, and it was suspect.cd that further agents were likely already in position 
withil1 the Nation's borders. Indeed, to Chis day finding al Qaeda sleeper agent-; in the United 
States remains one of the top concerns in the wnr on terrorism. All FBI Director Mueller recently 
stated il\ classified testimor'l.y before Congress, "[t]he task of finding and neutratizing al-Qa,ida 
operatives that have already entered the U.S. and have est.ahtish.oo themselves in American 
society is one of our most sedous in.teUiget1ce and law enforcement chaHenges:: Testimony of 
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RobertS. Mueller, JU, Director, FBI, Before the Senate Select Comm. on Intelligence 5 (Feb. 24, 
2004) (S/ORCON,NF). (SlfNF) 

To counter that threat, on Qc{ober 4, 200 I, the President directed the Secretary of 
Defense to us~ lh~ capabilitit!S oflh~ Department ofDeH:mse, in piU'licular the National Secuti 

allacks within the U11ited States. This progratn is known by the code name "STELLAR WIND.'' 
The electronic surveillance activities that the President authorized under STELLAR WIND fall 
into two broad categories: (I) interception of the content of certain communications, and (2) 
collection of hellderkouLerladdre.(sing inform(JLion on corornunieations such as d · number 

The President furtl1er direct.ed that the Department of Defense should minimize the 
infonnation collected concerning American citizens. ,.,,,ehn . . . . 

' y .. . 
,:lt. -~ 

'..- .· ~\. 7 .. " 
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The President based his decision lo initiate the program on specific findings concerning 
the nature of the threat facing lhe United States 

cons1 magn 
destruction that could result from further terrorist auacks; the need to delecl and prevent such 
artacks, particularly through effective electronic surveillance thai could be initiated swiftly and 
with secrecy; the possible intrusion into the privacy of American cWzen:; that might result from 
the electronic surveillance being authorized; the absence of more 

emergency con 
conducting the · 
noted, however, lhat he intended to infonn the appropriate members of the ate and t-
~fRepresentatives as ~toon as that could be done consistent with n11tional defense needs. 
(T8/ISI STLWIINF) · . 

. ·• ' . ' . , • ,,:., ,$ 

:~ .. ~f~J..~. ' ;'-' ~ 

C. , ·. · Rcattthorizatioos aud the Reauthorization Process (fSJI.Sl STLW/,lNF) 

As noted above, the President's Authorization of October 4, 2001. was limited in duration 
and set its own expiration date for thirty days from the date on which it was signed. Since then, 
the STELLAR WIND program has been periodically reauthorized by the Presiden~ with each 
authorization lasling a defined 'time period. typically 30 to 45 days. The restriction of each 
authorization to a .limited duration has ensured that the basic findings described above upon 
which the President assesses the need for the STELLAR WIND progrnm are re-evaluated by the 

.... l 

'We nole that, in complilnec with the President's instruclions, the ehainnen and ranking minority 
me-mbers of th6 House and Sonate on STELLAR WIND 
Director or tbc NSA i.o .200?.. and 2003. 
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President and his senior advisors based on current infonnation every time that the program is 
reauthorized. (TSl/SI STLW//Nr) 

The reauthorization process operates as follows. As the period of each reauthorization 
nears an end, the Director of C-entral fnteUigeoce {DCI) prepares a memorandum for the 
President outlining selected cun·enl infonnation cot~cerning the continuing lhreat that al Qaeda 
poses for conducting attacks in the United Stalesj as well as infonnation describing the broader 
context ofal Qaeda plans to attack U.S. interests around rhe world. Both the DCI and the 
Secretary of Defense review that memorandum and sign a recommendation that the President 
should reaut'horize STELLAR WIND based on the continuing tlueat posed by potential tenurist 
attacks within the United States. That recommendation is then reviewed by this Offtce. Based 
upon the infomlation provided in the recommendation, and nlso taking into account inforotation 
available to the Preside.nt from all sources, this Office assesses whether lherc is a sufficient 
factual basis demonstrating a threat of terrorist atlack& in the United States for it to conth1ue to be 
reasonable under the standards of the Fourth Amendment for the President to authorize tlle 
warrantless searches involved in STELLAR WIND. {The details of lhe COC\Stitutional analysis 
this Office has a11plied are reviewed in Part V of this memorandum.) As explained in more detail 
below, since the inception of STELLAR WIND, intelligence from various sources (particularly 
from interrogations of detained at Qaeda operatives) has provided cl continuing .Oow of 
information indicating that al Qaeda has had, and continues to have, multiple redundant plans for 
executing fut1her attacks witb.i.n tb.e United States. These strategies are at · 
piatlqlrlg and and some have been · inolude 

rev1ew1n 
you that the proposed 

reauthorization would satisfy relevant constitutional standards of reasonableness nndet the 
Fourth Amendment, as described in this Office's earlier memoranda. Based on that advice, you 
have approved as to foro1 and legality each reauthorization. to date, except for the Authorization 
of March 11, 2004 (discussed further below), and forwarded it to the President for bis action. 
(TS 'lSl STL tlT 'INF) u «rrr. 

Each authorization also includes the jnstructions noted above to minimize the information 
collected enting t -!! a_! oi.. I - t ~ I t 'I t · t 1 I ~ t 

terrorism 
ffS 11St Sf!: 1H'A'~ , Gq , V+, ~ 

D. Modifications to STELLAR WIND Authority (TS/ISI STL'.VI/~lF) 

. The scope of the authorization for electronic surveillance under STELLAR WIND has 
~hanged over lime . . The changes are most easily understood as being divid~hases: (i) 
those thar oceutred before March 2004, and (ii) those tha1 occurred in March-2004. 
(TS11S[ STLU"JloW) tt trtr 

. :~ ... ~ . 
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E. Operntion of the Progrnm and tile Modifications of 
fFS14·'f S=Fb11"'~NF} ., ... )..Til 

,~ .. ·uu, more substantial series of changes to STELLAR WIND took place in March 
. To understand these changes, it is necessary to undersl.a.nd some background 

ncemililg how the NSA accomplishes the collection activity authorized under STELLAR · 
WIND trc: Jt<:t! S"l'' ,. 1 lfMln • t"'T"'if 01 lof ¥¥1 r&'n:"' J 

- . ·.~ - . . 
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Finally, the President; exercising lus constitutional authority under Article II 
determined that the March ll, 2004 Aulhorizalion and aU prior Authorizations were lawful 

,__-!. '\ ' • .~ . .. ... : ' 

's authority under Article IT, including the Commaoder~in·Chief 
(TSH~I SW.V/INF) 

1.5 
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In the March 19, 2004 Modification, the President also clarified the scope of the 
authorization fot· intercepling the conlent of communications. He made clear that the 
Authorization applied where there were r .. "'""'" 

.~ .. · t- . .·~, -~~ '_.: '~ .':,.<;, ~ t ; . 
. ~ This'memorandum analyzes STELLAR WIND as it currently operates.11 To sununnrizeJ 

that include~ solely the following authorities: . 

·~ ·. 

(1) the authorily to intercept lhe content of iulemational commun.icalions ''forwhicb) 
based on the factual and practical considerations of everyday life on which 

. reasonable and prudent persons a.ct, there are reasonable grounds to believe ... 
· (that] a party to such conum~nicatLon is a group engaged in international terrorism, 

,., < pr activities in preparation therefor, or any agent of such a group," as long as that 
.. ' ~ ; · ·~.... . . . 
•·· ) ). ,.:J<: 
~J ' ": j 

-~ :' . . 
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··: .... 

(2} 

(3) 

TOP SECRETl./GOMJNT STELLAR WIN~'/l'JOFO&~ 

group is al Qaeda, an atliliate of<tl Qaeda or another internatiOnal terrorist group 
thai the President has deten11ined bot It (a) is in armed conflicl with the United 
States and (b) poses a threat ofhoslile action within the United States;11 

F. Prior OpJnfons of thts Office (U) 

This Otlice has issued several opinions analyzing ,. ....... t11tt,,u,-.,"'u 
LAR WIND program. On October 4, 200 

·' · · ·~~~~ '# 

. M . ..... 

'-• . 17 
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You have asked us lo undertake a thorough review of the current program lo ensure that it 
is lawful. (TS//Sl STL'I//1-NF) 

A..""'lAL YSJS (U) 

I. STELLAR WIND Under Executive Order 12~333 (TS//SI·STLW/INF) 
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TOP SECJ¥iTNII'/COMINT=-S:rELLAR \V!ND~ 

Ji. Coot cut Collection- Statutory Analysis (TS/,LSI S'fLW//t'W) 

. I.n this ~art, we tum to an analysis of STELLAR WTND coo tent collectiol) under relevnnl 
statutes regulating the goverrunent's interception of communications. specifically under the 
framework eitablishe<l by the Fore[gn Intelligence SuJveillance Act and title JU of the Omnibus 
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Generally speaking, FISA sols out several 
authorities for Ute govemmeat to use in gatltering foreign intelligence (including authority to 

. intercept oorrununications, conduct physical searehes, and install pen registers); establishes 
eenain procedures that must be followed for these authorities to be used (procedures that usually 
uivolve applying for and obtaining an order from a special court); and, for some of these 

· authoritie's •. v.rovides that the processes provided by FfSA are the exc/usl\lt~ means for the 
government~ ~ngage in lhe activity described. Title m and related provisions codified in title 
18 of the UnHed States Code provide autborilies for the use of electronic surveillance for law 
enforcement purposes. Because the statu~ory provisions governing the interception of the 
eontenl of communicaLions are different under botb regimes from those goverrung the 
interception of dialing number/routing in( ormation, we analyze the authorities under STELLAR 
WIND that relate to collection of meta data separately in Parts ID and IV. (TSHSI STLVN/NF) 

Generally speaking, FISA provideswhat pwports to be, according to the terms of the 
statute~ the exclusive means for intercepting the oonte.n.t of communications in the United States 
for foreigt) intelligence purposes. Specifically, FISA sets out a definition of .. electronic 
surveillance''"- a definition that includes any interception in the United States of the contents of 

11 PISA definE'S ''( ~: J!ecttonrc surveillance" a5: 

(I) the acquisllion by an ~tectronic, rnechan.ical; or other .omrveillance device of !.he 
eontet\1$ of any wire or radio conununi~:ation sent by or intc::uded to be reccive.d by 1\ particular, · 
known United StateS' person wbo is in !he United States, ifrhe contcnl$ arc acquired by 
intentionally targeting that United States person, under c::ircumstanCM in wbich a person has n 
reasonable expe<:tali<lll of privacy acd a warrant would be required for law enforcement p\lrposes; 

(2) the acquisllioo by an el~tronie, mechani.cal, or other su:rveillauce device of the 
contwt$ of any wire commllllication to OI from a person in lhc United States, wilbollt ilie consent 
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a "wire comnnmication'' to or from a person in the United States- and provides specif1c 
procedures that must be tbllowed for the government to engage in "electronic surveHiancc'' as 
thus defined for foreign intelligence purposes. As a general matter, for elcctrohic smveillance to 
be conducted, FISA requires that the A Homey Geneml or Deputy Altomey General approve an 
application for an order that must be submitted to a special Miele Ill cot1rt created by FISA
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court (FISC). See 50 U.S.C. § 1804 (2.000 & Supp. 1 
2001). 1~ The application for an order musl demonstrate, among other things, that there is 
probable cause to believe that the target is a foreign power or an agent of a toreign power. See 
id. § 1805{a)(3)(A). It must also contain a certification from the Assistant to the President for 
National Security Affairs or an officer of the United States appointed by the President wHJ1 the
advice and consent of the Senate and having responsibilities in the area of national security or 
defense that the it~formation sought is foreign intelligence information (as delined by FlSA), that 
cannot reasonably be obtained by normal investigative means. See id. § 1804(a)(7). FISA 
further requires details about th.e methods that will be used to obtain the infom1ation and the 
particular facilities that will be the subject of the interception. See id. § ! 804(a}(4), (a)(8). 
(TS USJ STVJWNF) It T i1 

FISA expressly makes it a felony offense, punishable by up to S years in prison, for n11y 
person intentiona1ly to conduct e[ectfonic surveillance under color of law except as provided by 
statute. See 50 U.S.C. § 1809. r7 This provision is complemented by an interlocking provision in 
Title m- the portion of the criminal code that provides the mechanism for obtaining wire taps 
for law enforcement purposes. Seclion 2511 of title 18 makes it an offense1 .also punishable by 
up to 5 years in prison, for any person to intercet>t a communication except as specifically 
provided in that chapter. 18U.S.C. § 25ll(l)(a), (4)(a). Oneoftheexceptio.nsexpressly 
p1.ovided is that it is not w1Jawfut fot ''an officer, employee, or agent of the United States ... Lo 
conduct electronic surveillance. as defined in section Wl ofthe Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Act of 1978, as authoriud by tltat Act." Jd. § 25ll(2)(e) (emphasis added). On their face, these 
provisions make FISA, and the authorization process it requires, the exclusive lawful means for 
the Executive to engag,~ in "electronic surveiUance," as defined in the Act for foreign intelligence 

of any party !hereto, if sucb acquisition oecw·a in. the United States. . , 
(3) tbe intentional aeqtusition by an electr<Jnic, r:nechanie31, or other surveiUaoce device 

of the contents of any radio commWli.cation, under circti.D'\Stances. in which a. per.;on has a 
reasonable expectation of privacy and~ warrant would be 1equired for law enforcement t>lltposes, 
and if both lhe sender and al! iDlendcd r<:eipients are locMoo within the United States; or 

( 4) the Lllsta.Uation or use of an elecltooic. mec.hruticlll, or other ~urveill01.1cc: device in rhe 
United St.ales f<lt monitoring to acquire infonnation, other than from a wire or C<Jdio 
communieat1on, under drcums(anees in whicb a, person has a reasonable expec13tion or privacy 
and a wanant woold be required for law enforcement PUI'JIOO~s. 

50 U.S.C. § 1801{f)(ZOOO & Supp.l200L). (TSNS£-f:Rl:W..'Ii'W) 

1~ SecJion 104 ofFISA speAks only of the Attomty General. but li"«t~on HH(g) defU1es "Anomey General'' 
co i.nd\Jdr; the Dep~ty Attorney General. See50 U.S.C. § !801 (g). (TSUSI 8TbW/,lJ>W) 

1
-
1 See atw 50 U.S.C, § 18l0 (provi.ding for civil liability as. well). (TS,<JSl S'fLl,l,'/JM<) 

20 
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purposes. Indeed, this exclusivity is expressly emphasized in section 2511 (2)((), which states 
that ''procedures in this chapter or chapler l2l (addressing access to stored wire and electronic 
communications and customer records] and the Foreign Inlelligcmce Surveillance Act of 1978 
shall be the ex.elusive means by which electronic surveillance, as defined in sec lion l 0 J of such 

·. Act. and the interception of domestic wire, oral, and electronic communications may be 
conducted." Jd. § 25LJ (2)(f) (1000 & Supp. I 200 1). (TSHSI STb\WINF) 

we explain , a proper s 
not o-n. Rather, it must take into account the 

Congressional Authorization for Use ofMirltary Foree. We conclude that Ote Congressional 
AuthQrization i&,critical for STELLAR WIND in two respects. First, its plain terms can properly 
be understoocJ,~. an express authorization for surveillance targeted specifically at al Qaeda and 
affiliated terrorist organizations. Th.e Congressional Authorization effectively exempts such 
surveillance from the requirements ofFlSA. Second, even if it does not provide such express 
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·,. 

authority, at a tninimum the Congressional Au£horizalion creates sufficiem ambiguity conceming 
the application of FlSA that it.iustifies applying the canon of constitutional avoidance to construe 
the Congressional Authorization and FISA in conjunction such that FISA does nol preclude (he 
surveillance ordered by the President in STELLAR WIND. Finally, in Part ILC we explain that, 
even if constitutional narrowing could not be applied 10 avoid a conflict between STELLAR 
WIND and FISA, the content collection the President has ordered, which specifically targets 
comrnunicalions of the enemy in time of war, would be lawful because the restrictions ofFlSA 
would be unconslitutional as applied in this contcxl as an impennissible infringement on the 
President's constiluiional powers as Commander in Chief. fFSHSI STLWr'~W} 

A. Prior Opinions oftbis Office- Constitutional. Avoidance (U) 

Reading FfSA to prohibit the coil tent collection the President h.as ordered ill STELLAR 
WJND would, a! a n1inimum, r.aiso serious doubts about Llte constitution.ality of the statute. As 
we explain in greater detail below, see Part II.C.l, the Presjdeot bas inherent constitutional 
authority to conduct warrantless electronic surveillance for foreign intelligence purposes. 
Indeed, it was established at the time FlSA was enacted that the President had such an inherent. 
constih.Jtional power. See, e.g., United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593 (3d Cir. l974) (en bane). 
A statute that purports to eliminate the President's abHity to exercise what the courts have 
recognized as an inherent constitutional authority -t>artieulady a statute that would eliminate his 
abilily to conduc! th.at surveillance during a time of armed conflict for Lhe express purpose of 
thwarting attacks on the United States - at a minimum raises serious constitutional questions. 
t.ys "8! STU,!N¥) \ II 1-fU 

When ft1ced with a statute that may present an unconstitUtional infringement on the 
powers .of the P-resident, our first task is to detennine whether the statute may be construed to 
avoid the coustitutional difficulty. As the Supreme Court has explained, "if an otherwise 
acceptable constroclioo of a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, and where an 
alternative interpretatLon of lhe .statute is 'fairly possible.' we are obligated to construe the statute 
to avoid such problems." INS v. St. Cyr, 533 U.S. 289. 299~300 {2001) (citations omitted); see 
also Crowell v. BellJ"on, 285 U.S. 22. 62 {1932) ("When the validity of an act of the Congress is 
drawn in qu.estion. and even if a serious doubt of constitutionality is raised, it is a cardinal 
principle that this Court will flrsl ascertain whether a canstmc1ion ofth.e statute is fairly possible 
by which the question may be avoided."); Ash wander v. TV A,. 297 U.S. 288. 345-48 (1936) 
(Brandeis. J ., concurring). In part. this role of construction reflectS a recognition that Congress 
should be presumed to act oonstinttionally and that one should not "lightly asswue that Congress 
intended to ... usurp power constitutionally forbidden it,. Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. 
Flo1'ida Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568, 575 (l988). As a result, 
"when a particular interpretation of a statute invokes lhe outer limits of Congress' power, we 
expect a clear indication that Congress intended t.hat result:' St. Cyr, 531 U.S. at 299; see also 
NLRll v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago, 440 U.S. 490, 506-07 (1979). (U'} 

This Office has always adhered to the rule of construction described above and generally 
will apply all reasonable interpretive tools to avoid an unconstitutional encroachment upon the 
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President's constitutional powers where such an interpretation is possjble. C.f Frank.Jiu v. 
Massachuseus, 505 U.S. 78&, 800·01 (1992) ("Out ofrespeet for the separation of powers and 
the unique constitutional position of the Preside11t, we find thal textual silence is nol enough to 
subject the President to the provisions of tile [Administrative Procedure Act]. We would require 
an express slalement by Congress before assuming il intended the Pr~sident's pcrfonnance of his 
statutory duties to be revi~;:wed for abuse of discretion."). As the Supreme Court has recognized, 
moreover, the cano{l of constitutional avoidance has particular importance in the realm of 
national security and national defense, where the President's constitutional authority is at its 
highest. See Deparlmem of the Navy v. Egan, 484 U.S. 5l8, 527,530 (1988) (explaining that 
presidential authority to protecl classified infonnation flows directly from a "consti1utiona1 
investment of power in !he President" and .that as a rer)ull"unless Congress specifically has 
provided otheJWise, courts rraditio11ally have been rcluctnnt to \ntrude upon the aut110rity of Lhe 
Executive in military and national security affairs"); William N. Eskridge, Jr., Dynamtc Stalcdory 
llllerp1·etalion 325 ( 1994) (describing "[s]uper-strong rule against congressional interference with 
the president's authority over foreign affairs and national securiti'); cf. Public Citit.eff v. 
Departmem of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 466 ( 1989) C'Ollr reluctance to decide coostif\Jtional issues 
is especially great where, as ltere, they concern tl1e relative powers of coordinate branches of 
govemrnent.'1. Thus, trus Office will typically construe a general statute. even one that is 
written i11 lUlqualified terms, to be implicitly Hmi(ed so as not to infringe on the President's 
Conunander~in..Chiefpowc:rs. Cf. id. at 464.-66 (applying avoidance canon even where statute 
created no ambiguity on its face) . Only if Congress provides a clear indication that it is 
attempting to regulalt: the President•s authol'ity as Couuna:ndet in Chief and in the realm of 
national secmity will we construe the statute to apply. r~ (lJ) 

, ...... 

The constitutional avoidance. canon, however, can be used to avoid a serious 
constitutional infinn.ity in a statute only if a construction avoiding the problem is «fairly 
pGSSible,'' O·cw-e/1 v. Benson, 285 U.S. at 62, and not in oases wh.ere .. Congress speci1kally has 
provided otherwise," Egan. 484 U.S. at 530. "Statutes should be construed to avoid 
constitutional questions, but thjs interpretive canon is not a license . .. to rewrite language 

19 For example, this Office has concluded tbat, despite stamfory Jestrictions upon the use of Title m 
wiretap infonnation and restrictioru o-o the ttse of grand j u.ry informa1ioo under Pcdern I Rule of Crimina 1 Procedure 
6(e), the Presideot bas an inherenl con.$titutional authority (o rc~ive all foreign intelligence U:tfomtation io the 
hands of the governm~m.l neceJ~sary for b.in11o fitlfiU b.is consli!utional re.1ip<mafuilities and thn.t smtu!es and rules 
should be WJderslood to include a11 implied elecc:pti.on so as nol (0 interfere wilh that authori(y. See Memorandum 
fm lhe Deputy Anome.y General rrom Jay S. Bybee, Assistant Attorney Genera~ Office of Legal Coonsel, Re: 
E/Jttl of the Patriol Acl on Disclo.rure lo tile Pr~ide.JifandOther Fedcrof Officials ofGmnd Jury !Vld Title Iff 
Information Relati11g ro Notion«! Secwrlry and Foreigtr Affairs l {July 22, 2002); Memorandum for FranCe$ Fragos 
Townsend, Counsel, Ofllcc oflnteUigence Policy aud Review, from Itandotpb D. Moss, Assistant Attorney 
General, Office of Legal 0>Wisel1 Re: Ti.Cfe lfl Electronic Surueillar1ce Mate1·ifl/ and tire !trtelllgence Community 13· 
14 (Oct. 17, 2000}; Memorandum for Gerald A. Schroeder, Acting Counsel, Office of Intelligence PoHcy aod 
Review, from Richard L. Shlffri.n, Deputy Assistant A ttomey General, o.mce of Lega 1 Cou.nseJ. Re: Grond J Ul)' 

Malarfaltmd the f11tetligence. Commurzi~• ·l4-L7 (Aug. 14, 1997);see also Rainbow Navigation, Inc. v. Departmenf 
of tile Nm'Y. 783 F.2d I 072, 1078 (D.C. Cir. 19&6) {Scalia, J.) (suggesting !hal on ''e.s.scntially domeslic Shltule'' 

ntighc have to be underslood as "subject to an implied. excoptinn in deference to'' the Pw;ident's "consriMionelty 
conferred powers 8$ commander-in-chief' tt1at the slalute was not rneaotto disJ)Iace). (U) 

23 
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enacted by the legislature." Salinas v. United Stntes. 522 U.S. 52, 59-60 (1997) (internal 
quotation marks omilled). If Congress has made it clear t·hat it intends FISA to provide a 
comprehensive 1·escraint on the Executive's ability to cond11ct foreign intelligence surveillance, 
!hen the question whether FTSA's constrainis are unconstitutional cannot be avoided 
(rsasr STL'1"~ '' · +>tn 
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ll. Analysis of STELLAR WIND Under r.·rsA Must Take Into Account Ou· 
Seplcmber 2001 Congt·csslonal Authorization for Use of Military lt'orce 
{TS/iS[ STLW/INF)' . 

£nlhe particular contexl of STELLAR WIND, however, FlSA cannot properly be 
examined in isolation. Rather, analysis must also take info account the Congressional 
Authorir..ation for Use ofMilitary Force passed specifically in response to the Sept-ember ll 
attacks. As explained below, that Congressional Authorization Is properly read to provide 
cxplicjt authority for the targete-d content coHection. undertaken i11 STELLAR WIND. Moreover, 
even if it did not itself provide authority for STELLAR W{NI)t at a minimum the Congressional 
Authoriution makes Lhe application of FlSA in this contexl sufficiently ambiguous that the 
canon oC constitutional avoidance properly applies to avoid a conflict here between FISA and 
STELLAR WIND. (TSNSI STLWI,lNP) 

1. Tbe Congressfoual Authorization provides express authority for 
STELLAR WIND content collecfiou (TSNSI STLW/Il'W) 

On September 18, 200 I Congress voted lo authorize the President ~'to use all necessary 
and appropriate ibroe against those nations, organizations, or persons he detennines.. plarmed, 
authorized. committed, or aided the terrorist attacks that occurred on September I 1, 200 l." · 
Congressional Authori7"''\tion § 2(a). [n authorizing "all necessary and appropriate force" 
(emphasis added), the Authorization necessarily in.cluded the use of signals intelligence 
capabilities, which are a critical) and traditional, tool for finding the enemy so that destructive 
force can b~ brought to bear on him_ The Authorization, moreover, expressly gave the President 
authority to undett.a.ke activities both domestically ttnd overseas. Thus, the o_perative terms state 
that the President is aufborized to use force ''in order to prevent any future acts of international 
terrorism against the United States," id., an objective which, given the recent attacks within the 
Nation's bor:ders and the conti.lming use of combal air patrols throughout the oountry at tlte time 
Congress acted, certainly contemplated the possibility of military action within the United Slates. 
The preambulatory c{anses, moreover, recite that the United States should exercise its rights "to 
protect Uruted States eiti?..ens both at. !tome and abroad/' Jd. pmbl. (emphasis added). As 
commentators have aclmowfedged, the broad tenns of the Congressional Authorization "creat[e] 
very nearly plenary presidential power to conduct the present Wl.lt. on terrorism, through the use 
ofnrllltary and other means, fl.gainst enemies both abroad and possibly even within the borders of 
the United States, as identified by the President, and without apparent limitation as to duration. 
scope, and tactics." Michael Stokes p:aulsen, Youn.gstown Goes to War, 19 Const. Comment. 
215, 222-23 (2002); se~ also td. at 252 (stating that tlle Authorization "constitutes a truly 
extraordinary coogcessional grant to the President of extraordinary discretion in th~; use of 
military power (or an indefinite period oftime"). (U) 

The application o( signals intelligence activities to international conununications to detect 
conununications bet\vcen enemy forces and persons withLn the United States should be 
w1derstood to fall within the Congressional Authorization because intercepting sucb 
communications has been a standard prc1ctice of Conunanders in Chief in past major conflicts 
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wheie there was any possibility of an auack on the United States. As early as the Civil War, Lhe 
''ad\•antages of intercepting milila•y telegraphic communications were not long overlooked. 
(Confedera(e] General Jeb Stuart actuaJiy had his own personal wiretappet lravel aiQng wilh him 
in lhe field." Samuel Dash et at., The Eavesdroppers 23 (197l ). Sbortly after Congress declared 
war on Gem1any in World War I, President Wilson (citing only his constitutional powers and the 
declaration of war) ordered the censorship or messages se.n( outside the United States via 
submarine cables, telegraph and telephone lines. See Exec. Order No. 2604 (Apr. 28, 1917) 
(all ached al Tab 0).~3 A few months later, the Trading with the Enemy Acl authorized 
governmen1 censorship of"cmnmunications by muil, cable, radio, or other means oftransmission 
passmg between the United Slates and any foreign cowttty." Pub. L. No. 65-91, ~ 3(d), 40 Stat. 
411, 4l3 ( 1917). On December 8, t941, the day after Pearl Harbor was attacked, President 
RooseveU gave the Director of lhe FBI "temporary powers to direct all news censorship and to 
control all other telecommunications traffic in and oul of the United Stares.'' Jack A. Gottschalk, 
"Con.sistent with Security" . .. A HistOJy of American Mifitcuy Press Censorship,) Con'lm. & L. 
35, 39 (1983) (emphasis added); see ab:o Memorandum for the Secretary of War, Navy, State, 
Treasuryt Postmaster General, Federal Commuuicatio11s Commission, from Franklin D. 
Roosevelt (Dec. 8, L941 ), in Official and Cot~fidential FHe of FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, 
Microfilm Reel 3, Folder 60 (attached at Tab I). President Roosevelt soon supplauled tlmt 
lempotary regime by establishing an Office of Censorship in accordance with the War Pov.J·ers 
Act of l941. See Pub. L. No. 77-354, § 303, SS Stat. 838,840-41 (Dec. 18, 1941); Gottschalk, 5 
Conun. & L. at 40. The censorship regime gave the govenunent access to "conununications by 
mail, c.able, radio. or other means of ttanso:Ussion passing between the United States and any 
foreign courtlry." !d.; see.a/soExec. Order No. 8985, § 1, 6 Fed. Reg. 6625> 6625 (Pee. 19, 
1941) (attached at Tab 1). ln addition, the United. SUttes govemment systematically listened 
surreptitiously to eJectronic communications as part of the war effort. See Da.~h, Eavesdroppers 
at 30 ("•Doring (World War 11] wiretapping was used extensively by military intelligence and 
secret servic~ personn.el in corubal areas abroad, as well as by tile FBr and secret service in this 
country."). (TS/JSI STLW#!oW:) 

In light of such prior wartime practice, the content coll.eotion activities conducted unde~ 
STELLAR WIND appear to fit squarely within the sweeJ)ing tenus of the Congressional 
Authorization. The use of signals intelligence to identify and pinpoint the enemy is a traditional 
component of wartime military operations employed to defeat the enemy and to prevent enemy 
attacks in the United States. Here, as in other conructs, it happellS that the enemy may use public 
conm.1unications networks, and some of the enemy may already be in the United Slates. While 
those factors may ba present In this con.flict ro a greater degree than in the past, neither is novel. 
Moreover, both factors were well known at the time Congress acted. Wartime interception of 
international communications on publlc networks to identify communications that may be of 
assistance to {be enemy should thus be understood as one of the standard methods of dealing 

2~ The scope of the order was later extended to eoc.ompa.ss messages seot to "points witllou1the United 
States or to points oo or near the Mexican border through which m~sages 11.1ay be despatched for purpose of 
evading the cen•orship hereio provided." Ex.ec. Order No. 2967 (Sept 26, 1918) (attached a! Tab H). 
(TS#Sl STL'NJINF} 
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with the enemy that Congress can be presumed to have authorized i11 giving its approval to •·all 
necessary and appropriate force" that the President woul~ deem required to defend tht: Nation. 
Congressional Au(horization § 2(a) (emphasis added).24 (TS/ISI STLWHNf} 

Content collection under STELLAR WIND, moreover, is specifically l<trgelt:d at 
communications for which there is a reason to believe (hat one of lhe communicants is an agent 
of al Qaeda or one of its affiliated organizations. The content collection is thus,· as the lenns of 
the Congressional Au!horizalior1 indicate, directed "against those ... ocganizalions, or pen>ons 
[the President) clelennittes planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist allacks that 
occurred on September 11, 2001 ''and is undertaken "in order to ptevent any future acts of 
international terrorism against the United States.''a Congressionnl Autl1orir.ation § 2(a). As 
noted above. se.ction 111 of Fl SA, 50 U.S.C. § I 811, provides that the Presideltt may undertake 
electronic surveillance without regard to the restrictions in FlSA for a period of15 days after a 
congressional declaration of war. The legislative history ofF!SA indicates that this exception 
was limited to 15 days because that p~riod was thought sufficient for the President to secure 
legislation easing Lhe restric(ions ofFJSA for the conmct al hand. See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 95~ 
1720~ at 34, repri11ted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4048, 4063 (stating that "the conferees intend thai 
this period will a[( ow time for consideration of any amendment to this act that may be 
appropriate during a wnrtime emergency''). The Congressional Authori1..ation functions as 
pt'ecisely such legislation: it is emergency legislation passed to address a specific armed conflict 
and expressly designed to authorize whatever military ac(ions U1e Executive deems appropriate lo 

safeguard the United States. It1 it the Ex.ccutive sought and received a blanket authorization from 
Congress for all uses of the military against al Qaeda that t~ht be n~essmy to prevent future 
terrorist attacks against the United States. The mere fact that the Aufhorizatioo does not 
expressly amend FISA is noc materia\. By ita plain tenns it gives clear authorization for "aH 
necessary and appropriate fotcet agaiost al Qaeda lhat tll.e President deems required "to protect 
United States citizens both at home and abroad'1 from those (including al Qaeda) who "plru.med, 
authorized, committed, Of aided" U1e September ll att:acks. Congressional Auti'1orization pmbL, 

1A Tn other con!exls, we: h:Ive taken a similar approach to interpreting the Congressional Aurhoriza<ion. 
Thill, Cor ex.atnple, detaining eoomy combaf.:lnts is also a !i'landru'd part of wan are. As a ro:;ult, we have concluded 
thai the Congressional Autbori:.zation exp~ly authorize~ such dete11tion.s, evco Q( American citizens. See 
Memorandum for Daniel J. Oryanr. Assistant Attorney Genera!, Office of!.egislative Affairs, mom John C. Yoo, 
Oeputy Assistant Al1ollley Oen~ra.l, Office o-f Legal Coun.se~ Re: Applicability of 18 U.S.C § -100 I (a) to Mililary 
Delentiott of Urzited States Citltrms 6 (June 2:7, 2002); accord Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 316 F.3d 450, ~~7 (4th Cir. 2003) 
(holdi.og that"captu.ri.at} and detainlug enemy combatants is an inherent pari of warfare" aud that the '"oeccssary 
ao.d appropriate force' referen<:ed in the coogrC':.Sional rewltttion necessarily includesn such action), cert. gr(lntl'J, 
124 S. Ct. 981 (2004). But see Padilla v. Rwusfeld, 3S2 F.3<!695, 122-13 (2d Cit. lC03) (holding fuat, except "in 
!he battlct'ield contexl where detentions ate necessary to carry out the war," the CottgressionalAUtho~tioll is not 
sufficiently "cleat•• a~u.l "Wllltistaka.ble" to uvenide 1.he restrictions on detaining U.S. citizens in§ 4001 }, cert. 
wamed, 124 S. Ct. JJ5J (2.0<>4). (ll) 

u As noted above, see suprtl pp. 16, 17, STeLLAR WIND cotttent·cotlcction autltotity is. Hnut¢d to 
e<lmmunications suspected to be those ofal Qaeda, al Qatda·affiliated organWltions and olli.CI internatioual terrorist 
groups thaE the President determines lhe · · a tlueat {)( 
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§ 2(a). 1t is perfecOy naluralthal Congress did not altempt to single out into subcalegories every 
aspect of the use of the armed forces it was aulhotizing, for as the Supreme Court has recognized, 
even in nonnal times oulside the context of a crisis "Congress cannot anticipate and legislate 
wHh regard to every possible action the President may find it necessary to take.'' Dames & 
MofJre v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 678 (1981). Moreover, when dealing with military affairs, 
Cot,gtess may delegate in broader I eons than it uses in other areas. See, e.g., Loving v. United 
States, 517 U.S. 748, 772 ( 1996}(noting that ''the sarne limitations on delegation do no1 apply" 
to duties that ate linked to the Commander-in·Chief power); cf. Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. I, l7 
(1965) (cr[B]ecause of the changeable and explosive nature of conten1porary intemational 
relations ... Congress- in giving the Executive authority over matters of foreign affairs- must 
of necessity paint wilh a bn1sh broader than that H custorm.nily wields in domesti~ areas.''). 
Thus, the Congressional Authorization can be treated as the type of wartime exception that was 
contemJ)lated in FISNs legislative history. Even if FISA had not envisioned legislation limiting 
the application ofFISA in specific conflicts, the Congressional Auth.ori7 .. ation, as a )al"el'·in·time -
and arguably more specific- statute must prevail over FISA to the extent of any inconsistency.l6 

ffS118J S!fl u"lf>lf1 tVL;s nn 

The Congressional Aulhorization contains another provision that is particularly 
significant in this conlext Congress expressly recognized that "the President has authority Wlder 
Ule Constilulion to lake action to dettr and prevertl acts ofintemational terrorism against the 
United States." Congressional Authorization, pmbL That provision gives express congressional 
recognition to the President's inherent constitutional authority to take action to defend the United 
States even without co11gtessional support. 'Dlat is a striking recognition of presidential authority 
from Congress, for wltile the courts have long acknowledged an inherent authority in tlte 
President to take action to protect Americans abroad, see, e.g., Dura11d v. Hollins, 8 F. Cas. Il l , 
112 (C.C.S.D.N. Y. 1860) (No. 41S6), and to protect the Nation from attack, see, e.g., Tlte Prize 
Case.s, 61 U.S. (2 Black) 635, 668 (1863), at least since the WBI Powers Resolution, Pub, L. No. 
93-148,87 Stat. 555 (1973), codified. nt SO U.S.C. §§ l541-l.S48,. there has been no comparable 
recognition of such inherent authority by Congress, and certainly not a sweeping recognition of 
authority suob as c.hac here. Cf 50 U.S.C. § l54I(c) (re~ognizing President's u1herent 
constitutional authority to use force in rt%-ponse to .an attack on the United States). This 
provision cannot be discoWited, moreover, as mere exuberance in the inunediate afte11t1ath of 
September 11, for the same terms were repeated by Congress more than a year later in the 
Auth<>rization· for Use of Military Force Against Iraq Resolution of 2002. Pub. i.. No. 107·243, 

26 It is b:ue thi\( repeals by unplication are disfavored and we should attempt !o construe two statutes as 
being •·capaMe of co-extsteuee." Rtu:lrelsltaus v. MG11santo, 46 7 U.S. 986. 1017, 1018 ( 1984). In this instance, 
however, the ordinary restrictions in FISA ~nuot cou1inue to ap!)\y if !he Congressional Authorization is 
appropnacety consltUed to have its full effect. The ordlnru:y consuaints in ~:rsA would preclude l.hc Presidc:nt from 
dolns precisely what the CollBI'ossiona! AuthoiD.ation allows: \l&in& ''aU n~ and appropriate force . . . to 
prevent any future acu of international terrorism against the United States" by al Qaeda. Congressional 
AutJwnzation § 2{a). Not only did th.e Congre~ional Authorization come later rhan FISA, but il is slso more 
specific in llte sense 1bat it applies ouly to a particular co1Uli~C. whereas FISA is a general $latute intended to govem 
af/"electronic SUJV()ilfance" (as dermed in 50 U.S.C. § tSOJ(f)). JfF[SA IW.d the Coogressiooal Authomation 
"lrreconcda.bl[yJ cooflict,'• then the Coogxessional Authorizariou must prevail over FISA to tbe extent <>fthe 
inconsisteucy. See Radzanower v. Touche Ross & Co., -126 U.S. 148, 154 (1976). (TSliSI STb\'lliNF) 
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pmb 1., 116 Stat. 1498, I SOO (Oct. l 6, 2002) {'1[T]he President has. &\lthority under the 
Constitution lo take action in order to deter and prevenl acts of intemational terrorism against the 
United States ... .'}. That recognition ofinherent authority. moreover, is particularly significant 
in the FISA c-ontext because. as explained above, one of the specific amertdments implemented 
by FlSA was removing any acknowledgntent from section 251 L(3} oftille l8 of the Executive's 
inherent constitutional authority to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance. At leasl in the 
conlexc of the conflict withal Qaeda, however, Congress appears to have acknowledged a 
sweeping inherent Executive authority to "deter aod prevent" attacks tltat logically should 
inclnde the ability to carry out signals intelligence activities necessary to detect sucll planned 
attacks. {TS/!Sl STLW/1-NF) 

To be sure, the broad construction of the Congressional Authorlz.ation outlined above is 
not without some dirCiculties. Some countervailing consjderatiom; might be raised to suggest 
thai the Authorization should not be read to extend into the field covered by FISA: In particular, 
shortly after the Authorization was passed Congress turned to consider a number of legislative 
proposals from the Administration, some of which specifically amended FISA. See, e.g., USA 
PATRIOT Act, Pub. L .. No. 107-56, § 218, 115 Stat. 272,291 (Oct. 26, 2001) (amending section 
104(a)(7)(B) ofFISA to require that the acquisition of foreign intelligence information be a 
"significant purpose" of the surveillaJ\CC order bein& sougllt, rather than "the purpose"). Titus, it 
might be argued that the Congressional Authorization cannot properly be cons(roed to grant the 
President authority to under1ake electronic surveillance wi!bout regard to the restrictions in FISA 
because, if the Congressional Aulhoriza!ion acrually had applied so broadly, .the spt:cific 
amendments to FISA that Congress pa.~sed a few weeke later in the PATRIOT Act would have 
been Stlperfluous. (TS//SJ·S'fbW//~ 

We do not think. however, that the amendments to FISA in the PATRIOT Act can justify 
narrowing the broad tenus of the Congressional Authorb.ation. To start with, the Authorization 
addresses the use ofthe antled forces solely in the context of the particular am1ed conflict of 
which the Septe~ber 11 attacks were a part. To come within the scope of the Authorization, 
surveiUance activity must be directed ••against those oacions, organiutions, or persons [the 
Presideuq detemunes planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks Otat occun·ed 
on September 11, 2001 !• Congressional Authorization § 2(a). The Authorization thus eli1tUnates 
the restrictions ofFISA solely ror that category of foreign intelligence surveillance cases. 
Subsequent amendments to FISA itself, however, ruodified the authorities for foreign 
intelligence surveillance i.n all cases, whether related to the particular armed conflict with a! 
Qaeda or not. Given the broader impact of Sllch amendments, It cannot be said that they were 
superfluous even if the Congressional Authorization broadly authorized electronic surveillance 
directed against at 'Qaeda and affiliated organizations. (TS/181 STVNIINF) 

l11at understandit1g is bolstered by an examination of the specific amendments to FISA 
that were passed, because each addressed a shortcoming in FISA tbat warranted a remedy for all 
efforts to gather foreign intelligence, not just for efforts in the context of an armed conflict, much 
less the present one against at Qaeda. Indeed, some addi'essed issues that had been identified as 
requiring a legislative remedy long before U1e September 11 attacks occurred. For l.hese 
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TOP SECRf2T/-fCOMINT STELLAR WIND~ 

amendments, the September 11 attacks merely served as a catalyst for spurring legislative change. 
that was required in any event. For example, Congress changed the standard required for the 
certification rrom the govem.menl to obtain a FISA order from a certification that "tl'le purpose" 
of the surveillance was obtaining foreign intelligence to a certification that "a significant 
purpose" uflht: sucveillauce was obtaining foreign intelligence. See USA PATRIOT Act§_ 218, 
115 Stat. at 291 (codified at 50 U.S. C. §§ 1804(a)(7)(B), J823(a)(7)(B}). That cbange was 
desigoed to help dismantle the "wall" tnat had developed separating criminal investigations from 
foreign intelligence investigations within the Department of Justice. See generally fn 1·a Sealed 
Case, 310 F.Jd 717, 725-30 (Foreign Intel. Sutv. Ct. of Rev. 2002). TI\e "wall" had been 
identified as a significant probl~m hampering the governrnenl's efficient use of fOI'eign 
intelligence infonnation well before the September ll attacks and itl contexts UTU'clated to 
tettorism. See. e.g., Fitlal Report of the Allol'ney Ce11era!'s Review Team on the Handling of the 
Los Alamos National Laboratmy Investigation 710. 129, 732 (May 2000); Get~eral Accounting 
Offlce, FBI/121elligence. fllvestigations: C.aordinalion Wi~hin Justice on Colmleritue/ligenc<? 
Criminal Matters Is Limited (GAQ..,Oi -780) 3, 31 (July 2001}. lndeed, this Office was asked as 
long ago as 1995 to consider whed1er, under the terms of FISA as il then existed, an application 
for a ·surveillance order could be successful withoul establishing that the "primary" purpose of 
the sutveillance was gathering foreign intelligence. See Memorandum for Michael Va.tis, Deputy 
Dirootor, Executive Office for National Security, from Walt.er Dellinger, Assistant Attorney 
General, Office of Legal Counsel, Re; Standards for Search~ Uuder Foreign Intelligence 
Surveilla11ce Act (Feb. 14,1995). The PATRIOT Act thus provided the opportunity for 
<lddressing a longstandirtg sholtoorning in PISA that had an in1pnc1 on foreign intelligence 
gatl1eri.ng generally. (U) 

Si.m ilarly, shortty after the PATRIOT Act was passed, the Administration sought 
additional legislation expanding to 72 hours (from 24 hours) the time period tl1e government has 
for filing an application with the FISC after the Attorney General has authorized the emergency 
initiation of electronic surveillance. See lntelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2002, 
Pub. L. No. 107·108, § 314(a), 115 Stat. 1394,1402. (Oec .. 28. 200l). That change was also 
needed for the proper fimctioning of FISA genera[ly, not simply for surveillance of agents of al 
Qaeda. [n the wake of the September ll attacks, there was boWld to be a substantial increase in 
the volume of surveillance conducted under FTSA1 which would strain existing resources. As a 
result, it was undoubtedly recognized that, in order for the emergency authority to be useful as a 
practical matter in any foreign intelligence case, the Oepartrn.e11t of Justice would need more than 
24 houts to prepare applications after initiating emergency surveillance. Similar broadly based 
considerations underpirmed the other amendments to FISA that were enacted in the fall of200l . 
(1?SNSI STLW/fNF) 

As a result, we conclude that the enactment of amendments to FISA afte.r the passage of 
the Congressional Autltorizatioo does not compel a narrower reading of the broad terms of the 
Authorization. The unqualified tenns of the Congressional Authorization are broad enough on 
their face to include auU10rity to conduct signals intellige11ce activity within the United States. 
We believe that the Congressional Authorization can thus be read to provide specific authority 
during this anned conflict that overrides dt¢ litnitations in FISA. The Supreme Court has 
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repeatedly made clear lhat in the field of foreign affairs and particularly in the field of war 
powers and national security, congressional enactments will be broadly construed where they 
indicate support for the exercise of Executive authority. See, e.g. , Haig v. Agee. 453 U.S. 280, 
293-303 (1981 ); United States ex rei. Kuauffv. Shaughnessy, 338 U.S. 537, 543-45 { 1950); cf 
Agee, 453 U.S. at 291 (in "the are:..s of foreign policy a11d national security ... congressional 
si Jence is not to be equated wilh congressional disapproval"); Dames & Moore v. Regan1 453 
U.S 654, 6 78-82 ( l98l) (even where there is .no express congressional autho1·ization, legislation 
in related field may be construed to indicate congress1onal ocquiesc~nce jn Executive action). 
Here. the broad tentlS of lhe Congressional Authorization are easily read to encompass aulhority 
for signals intelligence activities directed against al Qacda and its affiliales. (TS.£/8I STLWlfHF) 

Z. A( a minimum~ Hie Congressional Authorization bolsters the case for 
applying lhe canon of constitutional avoidance (TS/!SI BTLW!-INF) · 

Even if we did not believe that the Congressional Authorization provided a dear result on 
this point, at the very least the Congressional Aulhorization- which was expressly designed to 
give the President broad authotily La respond to «he threat posed by al Qaeda as he saw fit -
creates a significant ambiguity conceming whether the restrictions ofFISA apply to electronic 
surveillance. undertaken in the context ofthe cOnflict withal Qaeda. That ambiguity decisively 
tips the scales in favor of applying the canon of constitutional avoidance to construe the 
Congressional Authorization and FISA in combination so that the restrictions of FISA do not 
apply to the President's actions as Commander in Chief in attcntpting to thwart further terrorist 
attacks on the United States. A~ noted above, in this wartime context the application of FlSA to 
restrict the President's ability to conduct surveillance he deems necessary to detect and disrupt 
further attackS would raise grave constitutional questions. The additional ambiguity crealed by 
the Congressional Authori2.ation suffices. jn our view, to warrant invoking the canon of 

.constitutional avoiQ311ce and thus justifies reading the Congressional Authorization to eliminate 
the constitutional issues that would otherwise arise ifFISA were construed to limit the 
Commander in Chiefs ability1o conduct signals intelligence to thwart teo:orist attacks. 
Application .ofthe canon is particularly warranted, moreovert given Congress's express 
recognition in the terms of its Authorization that the President has inherent authority under the 
Constitution to take steps to protect the Nation against attack. The final preambulatory clause of 
the Authorization squarely states that "tl1e ?resident has authority uuder the Constitution to take 
actio.n to deter and prevent acts of international terrorism· against tho United States." 
Congressional' Authorization pmbl. As commentators. have recognized, this clause "constitutes 
an extraordinarily sweeping congression~l recognition of independent presidenli.al constitutional 
power to employ the war power to combat terrorism." Paulsen, 19 Const. Conunent. at 252. 
That congressional recognition ofinhereut presidential authority bolsters the conclusion that, 
when F[SA and the Congressional Authorization are read together, the canon of constitutional 
avoidance should be applied because it cannot be said that Congress has unequivocally indicated 
an inteution to risk a constitutionally dubious exercise of power by restricting the authority of the 
Conunander in CW.ef to conduct signals intelligence in responding to the terrorist attacks. 
(TS-0 SI 8Th'wi}W) U44h 
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In sum, the constitutional avoidance canon is property applied to conclude that the 
·Congressional Attthorization removes the reshictions ofFISA for electronic surveillance 
undertaken by the Department of Defense and directed ''against those nations. organizations, or 
persons (the President] determines plaM • ta 1 .tan · • . a·. , . ·• •• • • • 

on September L I. 200 I. •m 
ts that description. n (TSIISt STUV/INF) 

we 
t a thorough and prudent npproach to analy-ling the fty \VIND nmst also 

take into ac.count the possibility that FISAmay be read as prohibiting the electronic surveillance 
activities at issue here. We tum to that analysis below. (TSI/SI STbW#NF) 
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TOP SECRE11' ... 11COMINT 8TBLLAR 'HIND~ 

C. [fFISA Purported To Prohibit Targeted, Wartime Surveillance Against iht> 
Enemy Uoder STELLAR WIND1 lt Would Be Unconstitutional as Applied 
~TS I 'EI STL \t "INF) h Yff, 

does, b1 must nex( examine 
whether , as app su by the 
Commander in Chief in the midst of an amted conflict and designed to detect and prevent attacks 
upon the United Stales. is unconslitulional. We conclude that it is. (TSNSI STLW/fNF) 

t. Even in peacetime, absent congressional action, tbe J>rcsideot ha!i 
ioberent constituiiooal authority, consisteut witb the Fourth 
Amendment, to order warrantless foreigu Intelligence surveillance 
(TSaSI STVHI~o!F) II H r, 

We begin our analysis by setting to one side for the moment both the particular wartime 
context at issue here and Lhe statutory conslraints imposed by FISA to examine the pre-existing 
constitutional authority ofthe President in. this field in the absence of any aclion by C.ongress. It 
has long beeo eslabtished that., even in peacetime, the President has an inherent constitutional 
authority, consistent with the Fourth Amendment, to conduct warrantless searohes for toreign 
jnteJligence purposes. Tlte Constitution vests power in the President as Corrunander in Chief of 
lhe armed torces, see U.S. Const. art. n, § 2, and, in making him ChiefExecutive, grmJl.s him. 

·authority over the conduct ofthe Nation's foreign affairs. As the Supreme Court has explained, 
"[t]he President is the sole organ of the nation i.n its. external relations. atld its sole repteGentalive 
with foreign nations." United States v. Curass-Wright Exporl Corp., 299 U.S. 304:13 t9 (1936) 
(internal quotation marks and citations omitted}. These sourc.es of aulhority grant the President 
inherent power both to Lake measures to protect national security information, see, e.g., 
Department oftlie Navy v. Egan1 484 U.S. 518,527 (1988), and more generally to protect the 
secw.ity of the Nation from foreign attack. Cj The Prize Cases, 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635,668 
(1863). To CaJTy out these responsibilities, the President must have authority to gather 
infot.matiotl necessary for the execution of his office. The Fotmders, after all, intended the 
President to be clothed wiU1 all authority necessary to carry out the resp.onsibilities assigned to 
him as Commander in Chief and Chief Executive. See, e.g .• The Federalf~l No. 23, at 147 
(Alexander Hamilton) (Jacob E. Cookeed. 1961) (explaining that the federal govemmerrt will be 
1'cloathed with all lhe powers requisite to the complete execution of its trust"); id. No. 41 , at 269 
(James Madison) ("Security against foreign danger is one of the primitive objects of civil 
soeiely .... The powers requisite for attaining it must be effectuaHy confided to the frederal 
coutteils."); see also Johnso11 v. Eisentrager, 339 U.S. 763, 788 (1950) ("The tirst of the 
enumerated powers of the President is that he shall be Commander-in-Chief of the Army nnd 
Navy of the United States. And, of course, grant of war power includes all that is necessary and 
proper for carrying these powers into execution." (citation omitted)). Thus, it has long been 
recognized that he has authority to hire spies, see, e.g .• Totten v. United States, 92 U.S. I 05, l 06 
(1 876), and his authority to collect intelligence necessary for the conduct of foreign affairs has 
frequently been acknowledged. See Chicago & S. Air l . .irlf!.S v. Waterma" S.S. Corp., 333 U.S. 
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1 OJ, I 1 1 (1948) ("The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as the Nation's organ for 
foreign affairs. has available intelligence services whose reports neither are nor ought to be 
published to the world.'); Curtiss·Wriglu, 299 U.S. at 320 (''He has his confidential sources of 
infonnarion. He has his agents in the form of diplomatic, consular and other officials.'~). 
rrs~~si STL" 111hf'') h Ytli.& J. 

When it comes to collocting foreign intelligence information within the United S1ates, of 
course, the President must exercise his inherent authorities consistently wilh the requirement.s ot 
the Fourth Amendmertt.29 Detem1il\ing the scope ofth~ Presidenl's inherent constitutional 
au£hority in tl1is field, U1erefore. requires analysis of the requirements of I be Fourth Amendment 
- at least to the extent of determining whether or nol the Fourth Amendmetlt imposes a warrant 
requirement on searches conducted for foreign intelligence purposes. I fit does, then a stalule 
such as FISA that also imposes a procedure f'or judicial authorization cannot be said to encroach 
upon authorities the President would otherwise have.30 (TSl/SI STV)IJINF) 

The Fourth Amendment prohibits "unreasonable searches and seizures'' and directs that 
'

1
UO Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause." U.S. Coost. amend. IV . r.n"the criminal 

context," as the Supreme Coun has pointed out. "reasonableness usually requires a showing of 
probable cause" and a warrant. Board of Educ. v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822., 828 (2002.). The warrant 
and probable cause requirement, however. is far from universal. Rather, the .. Fourth 
Amendment's central requirement is one of reasonableness," and the rules the Court has 
developed to implement that requirement "[s]ometimes ... require wartants." flJiuois v. 
McArthur, 531 U.S. 326, 330 (2001); see also, e.g.: Earls, 536 U.S. at 828 ('The pr-obable cause 
standard, however1 is peculiarly related to criminal investigations ru1d may be unsuited t,o 
detenn.ining U1e reasonableness of administrative searches where the Government seeks to 
prevem !he development of hazardous conditions." (emphasis added; internal quotation marks 
omitted)). (U) 

[n particular, the Supreme Court bas repeatedly made clear that in situations involving 
"special needs" that go beyond a routine interest io law enforcement, there may be exceptions to 
the warrant requirement. Thus. the Court has explained that there are circumstances ... when 
special needs, beyond the normal need for law enforcement, make the warrant and probabl~ 
cause requirement impracticable.'" Ven1011ia Sch. Dist. 47Jv. Acton. 515 U.S. 646,653 (l995) 
(quoting Gr!ffin v. Wisconsill, 483 U.S. 868, 873 (1987))~ see also McArlhur, 531 U.S. at 330 
("We nonetheless have made it clear that there are exceptions to the warrant requirement. When 
faced with special law eof-orcement needs, diminished expectations of privacy, minimal 

s The Fourtb Aoroodment doe.s not prorcct aliens outside. t11e Uuited Stales. See U1tited srattt$ ''· Verd!lg(}• 
Urq~tidez, 494 U.S. i59 (1990). (U} 

10 We assume for pwposes of the di$eussion bere tltat<:Onteot collection under STELLAR WIND is subject 
to the r<!quitemeulS of the Fourth A.mendm~l. In Part V of this memorandum. we address the reasonableness under 
the Fourth Amendmeot of !he specific kinds of collection that occunmdec STELLAR WIND. l.u add ilion. we note 
that the(e may be a basis for toncludiug that STELLAR WIND is a rn.iHtnry operation ra which lhc Fourth 
Amendment does not even apply. See ill/rtl n.84. (T&I/Sl STLVJI~f.F) 
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intmsicms, or the like, the Court has found that certa1n gene1·al, or individual, circumstances may 
render a warrantless search or.seiz.ure reasonable."). lt is difficult to encapsulate in a nutshell the 
different circumstances the Court has found qualifYing as ''special needs" justifying warrantless 
searches. But generally when the govenuncnl races an increased need to be able to react swiftly 
and flexibly, or when there are interests in public safety at stake beyond the interests in law 
enforcement, the Court has found the warrant requirement inapplicable. (U) 

Thus, among other things, the Court has pennitted warrMtless searches to search property 
ofsludents in public schools, see New Jrtrsey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325, 340 (1985) (noting that 
warrant requirement would t•unduly interfere with the maintenance of the swifi and infonnal 
disci.plinary procedures needed in the schools"), to screen athletes and students involved in extra· 
curricular activities a( public schools for drug use, see Vernonia, 515 U.S. at654-655; Earls, 536 
U.S. at 829-3&, and to conduct dm,e testing ofrailrnnd pe~onnel involved in !rain accidents, 
see Skin1ter v. Railway Labor E:recutivcs 'Ass·,, 489 U.S. 602, 634 (1989). fndeed, in many 
special needs cases lhe Court has even approved suspicion/ess searches or seizures. See, e.g., 
Earls, 536 U.S. at 829-38 {suspicionless drug testing of public school students involved in exlra
cunicular activities); Michigan Dep 't of State Police v. Silz. 496 U.S. 444, 449-55 (1990) (road 
block to ch~ck all motorists for srgns of dnmkcn driving); United States v. ;\{arliJtez-Fu.arJe, 428 
U.S. 543, 562 (1976) (road block uear the border to check vehicles. for illegal immigrants). But 
see City of Indianapolis v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 32,. 41 (2000) (striking down use of roadblock to 
check for narcotics activity because its "primary purpose was to detect evidence of ordinary 
criminal wrongdoing"). (U) 

The field of foreign intelligence collection presents another case of"special needs beyond 
the normal need for law enforcement" where the Fow1h Amendment's touchstone of 
reasonableness cao be satisfied without resort to a warrant. In foreign intelligence investi.galions, 
the targets of surveillance are agents of Co reign powers who m.ay be specially trained in 
concealing their activities from our government and whose activities may be particularly difficult 
to detect. The Executive requires a greater degree of flexibility in this field to respond with 
speed ru'ld absolute secrecy to the ever-changing array of foreign threats it faces. The object of 
searches in this field, moreover, is securing infonnaUon necessary to protect the national security 
from the hostile designs of foreign powers, including even the possibility of a foreign attack on 
the Nation. (fSNSI STLW/fNF) 

Given those distinct interests at stake, it is not surprising that ev~ry federal cou.rt that has 
roled on the question has concluded that, even in peacetime, the President has inherent 
constihHional authority. consistent with the Fourth Amendment, to conduct searches for foreign 
intelligence purposes without securing a judicial warrant. See Ullited States v. Clay, 430 F.2d 
165, 172 (Slh Cir. t 970); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 418 {5th Cir. 1973); United States ''· 
Butenko, 494 F.2d 593 (3d Cir. 1974) (en bane); United States v. Buckl 548 F.2d 871, 815 (9th 
Cir. 1977); United States v. Truong Dlltlt Hung. 629 F.2d 908 (4th Cir. 1980). Out cj Zweibon v. 
Mitchell, 516 F.2d 594 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (en bane) (dictum in plurality opinion suggesting that 
warrant would be required even in foreign intelligence investigation). (TS!/Sl STL'.VHNF) 
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To be sure, the Supreme Court has left this precise question open. [n United Srares v. 
United S~ates Dislrict Court. 407 U.S. 297 ( 1972) (Keith), the S\tpreme Court concluded that the 
Fourth Amendment's warrant requirement applies to investigations of purely domestic threals to 
security- such as domestic terrorism. The Coun made clcar1 however. rha.t it was not addressing 
Executive authority to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance: "(T)he instant case requires no 
judgment on the scope ofthe President's surveillance power with respect to lhe activities of 
foreign powers, within orwithoullhis country." !d. at 308; see also id. al 32l-322 & n.20 ("We 
have not addressed, and e~press no opinion as to, the issues which may be involved with respect 
to activities of 1oreign powers or their agents.''). (TSHSl STLWI/HF) 

Indeed, tour ofth.e courts of appeals noted above decided- after Keith, and expressly 
takiog Keith into account- thatlhe Presidel.ll has inherent auth.ority to conduct warrantless 
surveillance in the foreign intelligence context. As the Fourth Circuit observed in Truong. ''the 
needs of the executive are so compelling in the area of foreign intelligence, unlike the area of 
domestic socutily, that a Uttifonn warrant requirement would ... unduly frustrate the President in 
carrying out his foreign affairs .responsibilities." 629 F .2d at 913 (i.ntemal quotatio11 marks 
omitted). The court pointed out that a warrant requirement would be a hurdle that would reduce 
the Executive's flexibility in r~ponding to foreign Utreats that "require the utmost stealth, speed, 
and secrecy." Jd. It also wou1d potentially jeopardize security by increasing "the chance of leaks 
regaroing sensitive executive operations." ld. Il is true that the Sup(eme Cmtrt had discounted 
such concerns in the domestic security context, see Keith, 407 U.S. at 319·20, but as the Fourth 
Circuit ex.plained, in dealing witb hostile agents of foreign powers~ the concerns are ruguably 
more compelling. More important, iu the area offoreigu intelligence the expertise of the 
Executive is paramount. While courts may be well-adapted to ascertahting whe!her there is 
probable cause to believe that a crime under dome.:;lic law has been conm1ined, they would be ill
equipped to review executive determinations ooncenling the need to conduct a partic\llar search 
or survelllance to secure vital foreign intelligence. S~e Truong, 629 F.2d at 913-14. Cf Curtiss
Wi·lgltt, 299 U.S. at 320 {"[The President] has the. better opportunit-y ofknowing the conditions 
which prevail in foreign ColU1tries, and especially is this true in time of war. He has his 
confidential sources of Wonnation. ''). It is not only the Executive's expertise that is critical, 
moreover. As the Fourth Circuit pointed out., the Executive has a conslitutionally superior 
position in matters pertaining to foreign affairs and national security: •·perhaps most crucially. 
the executive branch not only bas superior expertise in the area of foreign intelligence, it is also 
constitutionally designated as the pre-e.nllnent authority in foreign affairs." Troong, 629 F.2d at 
914. Tl'le cour( thus concluded that lhere was an important separation of powers interest in not 
having the judiciary intrude on the field of foreign intelligence colle¢tion: "'(T}he separation of 
powers requires llS lo acknowledge the principal responsibility of the President for foreign affairs 
and concomitmtly for foreign intelligence surveitlance.'' !d.; cf Haig v. Agee. 453 U.S. 280, 292 
( 1981) ("Matters ·intimately related to foreign pol icy rutd nulionnl security are rarely p(oper 
subjects for judicial intervention."). We agree with that analysis?' (TSIISI STLW/IJ>lF) 

11 In addition, !here is a funhoer basis Qn which Keith is readily d.islinguished. As Kerth made clear, one of 
Ute significant concerns driving the Court's c:onc:lu$iOn iJ'I the domestic security contexr was the inevitable 
conneclion between perceived dlreats to dome~ tic securi1y IWd political dissent M the Court explained: "Fourth 
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J11lhe specific conte)tl of STELLAR WIND, moreover, the case for inherent executive 
authority la conduct surveillance in the absence of congressional action is substantially ~tronger 
for at least two reasons. First imd foremost. all of the precedents oullined above addressed 
inherent executive authority under the foreign afTairs power to condtic( surveillance in a ro111ine 
peacetime co11texr.'l2 They did not even consider the authority of(hc Commander in Chief to 
gather intelligence in the context of an ongoing anned conflict in which the mainland United 
States had already been under attack and in which the intelligencc.gathering efforts at issue were 
designed to thwart Citrthcr anne<:! attacks. The c.ase for inherent executive authority is necessarily 
much stronger in the l~tter scenario, which is precisely the circumstance presented by STELLAR 
WIND. (TSJ!Sl STbW//NF) 

Second. it also bears no ling that in the 1970s lhe Supl"eme Court had barely started to 
dev~lop the "special needs'' jurisprudence of warrantless searches under the Fout1h Amendment. 
The first case usually considered part of that line of decisions is United States v. Martinez.
Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543, decided in I 976 - after three courts of appeals decisi()ns addressing 
warrantless foreign intelligence surveillance had already been handed down. Tbe next Supreme 
Court decision applying a rationale clearly in the line of"speoial needs" jurisprudence was not 
untill985,see New.J~rsey v. T.L.O., 469 U.S. 325,31 and the jurisprudence was not really 
developed until the 1990s. · Thus, the courts of appeals decisions described above all decided in 
favor of an inherent executive authority to conduct warrantless foreign intelligence searches even 
before the Supreme Courr had clarified the major doctrinal developments in Fourth Amendment 
law that now provide the clearest support for such an authority. (I'SNS£ STLWliNF) 

Executive prac1ice, of course. also demonstrates a consistent understanding that the 
President has inherent constitutional authority, in accordance with the dictates of the Fourth 
Atnendmenl, to conduct warrantless searches and surveillance within the United States for 

Atneodruenl protections become tbe m<>re necessary when the targcl.$ of official sun~eillance may be those suspectefl 
ofunor<bodoxy in their political beliefs. The danger to poUlical dissent is acute where the Govemtueot al1empb to 
act uader so vague a concept ns tbe power to protect 'domestic security."' Keilh, 407 U.S. at 314; st~e (lisa id. at 320 
("Security sutveillanees are especially sensitive because <Jf the ,inherent vague,nes$ of the domestic security concept, 
tbc necessarily broad and continulug nature \lfintellit,ence gathering, a:nd the tempcation to.utillze sucb 
surveillances to oversee politieal dissent."). Surveillance of dome5tiC gmup$uecessarily rat$(!$~ First Am.t:l'lctm.-.n 

Supreme Court's conclusion that the warrant requiretneul sb:ould apply ill the domestic securily context is thvs 
simply ubse~c in tbc (on:ign incelligcnce realm. (TSIISI STIN·liMl') 

12 The surveillance in TruQng, while in sotn~ sense CODD~f;tcd lo the Vietown conflict and it$ 11flermatlt, 
to ole place io 1977 ano \ 978,.see 629 F.2d at 9l2, aflcr t11e close of active bostilities. (TSl/81 S1LW/INF) 

n 'The tenn "spec1allfeeds" nppears to have been coined by Justice Blaekmuo in his concurrence in T.L.O. 
See 469lJ.S. At 3~ I (Blacknmn, J., concurring in judgment). (TSUSI STI.WJINP) 
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foreign intelligence purposes. Wiretaps tor such purposes have been authorized by Presidents at 
least since the administration of Roosevelt in 1940. Sea, e.g .• United States v. Uuiled States 
District Court, 444 F.2d 651, 669·71 (6th Cir. 19?t) (reproducing as an appendiX memoranda 
from Presidents Rooseve[(, Tmman, and JoiLnson). Before lhe passage of FfSA in 1978, all 
foreign intelligence wiretaps and searches were conducted wi(hout any judicial order pursuant to 
the Presidenr's inherent authority. See, e.g., rruong, 629 F.2d at 912-14; U11ited States"· Bill 
Lade1t, l26 F. Supp. 2d 264, 273 (S.D.N.Y. 2000) ("Warrantless foreign intelligence collection 
has been an established practice of the Executive Bra11ch for decades."). When FISA was first 
passed, 010rC()ver, it addressed solely eleclronic surveillance and made no provision for physical 
searches. See Pub. L. No. J 03~359, § 807. 108 StaL 3423, 3443.5.3 (l ~94) (adding provision for 
physical searches). As a result, after a briefinterlude during which applicalions for orders for 
physical searches were made to the f[SC despile the absence of any statutory procedure, the 
Bxecutivc continued to conduc.t searches under its own inherent authority. Indeed, in 1981, the 
Reagan Administration, after filing an application with the FISC for an order authorizing a 
physical search, filed a memorandum with the court explaining that the court had no jurisdiction 
to issue che requested order and explaining that the search could properly be conducted without a 
warrant pursuant to the Pt·esident's inherent constitutional authority. SeeS. Rep. No. 97~280, at 
14 (I 981) ("The Department of J1.1stice has long held the view that the President and. by 
delegation., the Attorney General have constitutional authority to approve warratttless physical 
searches directed against foreign powers or their agents for ilueUigence purposes.'~}. This 0 ffice 
has also repeatedly recognized the constitutional authority of the President to engage in 
warmntless surveillance and searches for foreigz1 intellisence purposes. Jot (TSA!SI STbW//NF) 

lntelllg~!nce- Wammlless 
Jnt,fligetiCC 

SurwJt'l/ance- Use o{Television- Beepers, 2 Op. O.L.C. 14, 15 (1978} ("[Tjhc President <:an authorize warranlle.ss 
electronic surveillance of an agent a( a foreign power, pursuant to bis coosti!Utional power lO gather foreign 
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These examples, loo. all relate to assertions of executive authority in a routine, peacetime 
context. Again, the President's authority is necessanly lleigbtened when he acts during wartime 
as Commandet-in-Chiefto protect the Nation from attack. Thus, not surpaisingly, as noted 
above, Presidents Wilson and Roosevelt did notl1esitate Ia assert executive authority to conduct 
surveillance- through censoring communications _:upon !he outbreak of war. See supra p. 30. 
(TS''Sl STL'11 '~~F) )J fi1-.f 

2. .FrSA is unconstitutional as applied in this coot\'xt (TSA'SI STLW/INF) 

While il is thus uncontrovcrsiallhallhe President has inherent authority to conduct 
warrantless searches for foreign intelligence purposes in the absence of congressional action, the 
restrictions imposed in FJSA present a distincl question: whether the President's constitutional 
8\tthorily in this field is exclusive. or whether Congress may, through FJSA, impose 1\ 

requirement to secure judicial authorization for such searches. To be rnore precise, analysis of 
STELLAR WIND presents an even narrower question: namely, wheU1ert in the context o(an 
ongoing armed conflic(, Congress may, through FISA, impose restric.tions on the means by 
which the Commander in Chief may use the capabilities ofthe Department of Defense to gather 
intelligence about lhe enemy in order to thwart furthet· foreign attacks on the United States. 
(TSNSI STLWI/Nr) 

As discussed below, lbe conflict of congressional and executive authority in this context 
presents a djfficult question- one for which there are few if any precedents directly on ])Dint in 
the history ofthe Republic. In almost every previous instance in which the cotmtcy l1as been 
threatened by war or imminent foreign attack and tlte President has taken extraordinary measures 
to secure the national defense, Congress has acted Co support the Executive through affirmative 
legislation granting the President broad wartime powers.H or else the Executive has acted in 

lS As explained abov~. we bcliev~ rhat the bettrilr constn1ction of the Congressional Authorization Cur Use 
ofMjlitary Foree in !.be present conflict is thai it also refleets precisely sucb a congressional endorsement o! 
.Exccuuv~ action and authorizes the coot~ol collection undertaken i.n STEt.LAR. WIND. 1n thls part of our anal~1sis, 
however, we are ~suming, i.l'l tl1e alternative. cba< the Authoriutioo cannot be read so btoadly and that FISA by its 
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exigent circumstances in the absence of any congressional action what~oever (for example, 
President Lincoln's actions il'l 1861 in proclaiming a blockade of the southern States and 
instituting conscription}. In the classic separation of powers analysis set out by Justice Jackson 
in )'mmgstown, such circumstances describe either "category I" situations- where I he legislature 
has provided an "express or implied authorization" for the Executive- or "category Il" situations 
-where Congress may have some shared authority over lhe subject, but has chosen not to 
exercise it. See Youngstowll Slleet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 635-37 (1952); see also 
Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 6S4t 668-69 (1981) (generally following Jackson's 
framework). Here. however, we confront an exercise of Executive authority that falls into 
''category HI" of Justice Jackson's classificaHon. See 343 U.S. at 637-38. The President (for 
purposes ofthis argument in the alternative) is seeking to exercise his uuthority as Commander in 
Chierto conduct intelligence S\ltveillance that Congress has expressly restricted by statute. 
rrs/Js' swwtNF) 1r , t¥ r, 

At bottom, therefore, analysis of the constitutionality of FISA in the context of 
STELLAR WIND centers on two questions; (i) wh&her the sigmds inteUigence collection the 
Presidenl wishes to undertake is such a core exercise of Coarunander-in~Chjef control over the 
armed forces during armed conflict that Congress cannot interfere with il at all or, 
(ii} alternatively, whether the particular restrictions imposed by FISA are such that their 
application would impermissibly frusrrate the President's exercise of his c.onslitlJtionaUy 
assigned duties as Commander in Chief. (I'SNSI~STLWlhW) 

As a background for that eontel{t-specific analysis, however, we think it is use.fi.1f first to 
examine briefly the constitutional. basis for Congress's assertion of authority itl FISA to regulate 
tbe Presidenlrs inherent powers over foreign. intelligence gathering even in the general, peacetime 
context. Bven in that non-wartime eontext; the assertion of authority in FISA, and in particular 
tb:e requirement that the Executive seek orders for surveillance from Article m courts. is not free 
from constitutiooal doubt. Of course, if the constitutionality of some aspects of FISA is open to 
any doubt even in the .run-of~the,m.ill peacetime context, il follows a fortiori thai the legitimacy 
of congressional encroachments on Executive power will only be more difficult to sustain where 
they involye trenching upon decisions of the Conunandtr in Chief in the midst of a war. ihus, 
after identi tying some of the questions surrounding the cangressjoual assertion of authority in 
FISA generally, we proceed to tb.e specific analysis ofFISA as applied in the wru1iroe context of 
STELLAR WIND. (TSNSI STV!IIINF} 

a. Even outside the conte~'1 of wartime surveUlance of the enemy, 
the scope of Congress's power to c·estrict tbe President's 
inherent autborl(y to condu~t foreign intelligence surveillance 
fs uncl~a:r (TSNSI 8TL"H/t~W) 

To frame the analysis of the specific, wartjme operation of STELLAR WIND, it is 
important lo note at the outset that. even in the context of general foreign intelligence collection 

terms prohibits lhe ST€J.LAR WIND content collectiOXI absent an order from the FISC. (TSI!Sl 8TLW/J1t.lf) 
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in non-wartime situations, !he source and scope of congressional power to restrict executive 
action th.rough F!SA is somewhat uncertain. We start from the fundamental proposition that in 
assigning to the President as Chief Executive the precmir1enl role in handling the foreign affairs 
of the Nation, the Constitution grants substantiv~ powers. to the President. As explained above, 
the President's role as sole organ for the Nation has long been recognized as carrying with it 
SlJbstantive powers in the field of national security and forc::ign intelligence. This Ofiice b.as 
traced the source of this authority to the. Vesting Clause of Article Il, which slates that "[l]he 
exec.utive Power shall be vested in a President of the United Stales of America.'' U.S. Const. 
art. II, § 1. Thus, we have explained that the Vesting Clause .. has long been held tc, confer on the 
President plenary authorily to represent the United States and to pursue its interests outside the 
borders of Ute country, subject only to limi!s specifically set forth in I he Conslilution itself and to 
such statutory Jimitations as the Constitution permits Congress to impose by exercising one o f ils 
el\tuneraled powers" The President's Compliance with Jf1e "?lmely Notificafiot7" Req11irf!.menr 
of Section 50J(b) of tire National Security Act, 10 Op. O.L.C. L59, 160-6! (1986) ("Timely 
Notification Requirement Op. "). Significantly, we have concluded that the "conduct of secret 
negotiations and intelligence operations lies at the very heart of the President's executive power." 
/d. at 165. Tile President's aullmrity in tius field is sufficiently comprehensive that the entire 
structure of federal restrictions for protecting national security infonnation bas been created 
solely by presidential order1 not by statute. See generally Department of the Navy v. Egmt, 484 
U.S. 518,527,530 (1988); see also New York Times Co. v. U11iled States, 403 U.S. 713, 729-30 
(1971) (Stewart, J., concurring) ("(l]t is the constitutional duty of the Executive- as a matter of 
sovereign prerogative and not as a maHer of law as the courts know law- through U1e 
promulgation and enforcement of executive regulations) to protect the confidentiality necessary 
to.cany out its responsibilities in the field of international relations and nati.onat de(ense."). 

· Similarly, the NSA is etltirely a creature of the Executive- it has no <lrganic statute defining or 
l. "t' 'ts fim . (!FS"Sl s:n mrq.w~ lffil mg 1 CllOOS.4ro.nll 

Moreover. it is settled beyond dispute lbat, altltough Congress is also granted some 
powers in the area of foreign affairs, certain presidential authorities in that realm are wholly 
beyond the power of Congress to interfere with by legislation. For example, as the Supreme 
Court explained in CurlissNWrlght, the President ••n1akes tr~ties witl1 the advice and coo.sent of 
the Senate; but he alone negotiates. Into tho field of negotiations the Senate cannot intrude; and 
Congress itself is powerless to invade it." 299 U.S. at 3l9. Similarly, President Washlngton 
established early in the histo1y of the Republic the Ex~utive's absolute authority to maintain the 
secrecy of negotiations with foreign powers, even against congressional efforts to secure 
infonnation, !d. at 320-21 (quoting Washington's 1796 message to the House of Representatives 
regarding documents relative to the Jay Trea(y). Recognizing presidential authority in this field, 
this Office hilS stated that "congressional legislation authorizing exqnterritorial diplomatic and 
intelligence aetivil.ies is superfluous, and ... stlllules infringing .the President's in.herent Miele lr 
authority woold be unconstitutional." Timely Notification Requil'ement Op .• 10 Op. O.L.C. at 
164. (U) 

Whether the Preside11t's power to conduct foreign intelligence searches within the United 
States is one of Ute inherent presidential p<lwers with which Congress caru10t intetfere presents a 
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difficult question. ll is not immediately .obvious which of Congress's enumerated powers in the 
tie[d of foreign affairs would provide authority to regulate the President's use of constitutional 
methods of collecting foreign inleHigence. Congress bas aulhority to 11regulate Commerce with 
foreign Nations," to impose "Duties, Jmposts and Excises," and to "define and punish Piracies 
and Felonies <:ommitted on the high Seas, and Offenses against the Law of Nations ·• U.S. Const. 
art. r, § 8, cls. I, 3, I 0. But none of those powers suggesls a specific authority to regulate the 
Executive's intclligence·galhering activities. Of course, the power to regulate both foreign and 
interstate commerce gives Congress authority generally to regula!e the facililies that are used for 
carrying communications, and that may arguably provide Congress sufticient authority to limit 
the inlerceptions the Executive can undertake. A general power to regulate conunerce, however, 
provides a weak basis for interfering with the President's preeminent position in the field of 
national security and foreign inte1ligeuce. InCellig.ence gathering, after all, is as this Office has 
stated beforet at the "heart" ofExccutive f1mctions. Since !he time ofthe Founding it ha.<o been 
recognized that matters requiring secrecy -and intelligence in particular- are quinlessentially 
Executive functions. See. e.g., The Federalist No. 64, at435 (John Jay) ("The convention have 
done well therefore it1 so disposing of the power of making tre-aties, that although the president 
musl in forming them act by the advice and consent of the senate, yet he will be able to manage 
che business ofinrelligence in such manner as prudence may suggesC.").36 (TSJ.lS1 STL'fllt:NF) 

ll6 two other congressional powers- the power [O "n41ke Rules for the Oovernment and Regulation of the 
land and naval Forces;" and che Necessary and Proper Clause, U.S. Consc. art.!,§ 8, cts. 14, 18- are even less 
likely sources lor eongccssional authority in this conte){(.. (TS//61·811..4WINF} 

As this Office bas previously oo!ed, the former clause should be: con~d as authorizing Congcess to 
"prescrib(e} a codo of condtm! g.ovcming m.ilit..'lr)' life'' rather than to "conlrOl actual military operation H." Letter for 
Han. Arleu Specter, U.S. Senate, from Charlet J. Cooper, Assistaol Attorney Generat, Office of Legal C<Junsel8 
(Dec. l o, l 987); see also Cf1appell v. Wallace. 462 U.S. 296, 30 l (1983) (noting that the clause responded to the 
need lo establish "rig}Jts, duties, nod respQnsibilities in the fcllrnework of fhe military esl<tblishmen.l, i.b<;luding 
regulations, proCedures, and remedies related tn military discipline"); cf Memoi1Uldum for William J. Hayne.-;, II, 
General CoUD$cl, Department of Defense, front layS. Bybee, Assistant Attorney (leneral, Office of Legal Counsel. 
Re: The Prestdeni :t Power tr.'> Commander in Clrief to ·rransfor O:lprured Terrorist$ to the Co11trol and CuslOdy of 
Foreign Nations 6 {Mar. J3, 2002) (Congtcs$'S autb.orily to make rules fot the ~overnment _md regulation of the 
land and naval forces is l.imited to the discipime of U.S. I:Joops, and does not extend to "the rules of engagement and 
treatment concerning enemy comba!ants''). (U) 

The Neecssary attd Propec Clause, by its own te(111$, nllaws Congress only to "canyO into Exeeutiou" other 
powers granted ill the Constitution. S11cha power could not, o( ecurse, be llSed to limit or iltlpinge upon one of 
those other powers (the President's Utherent authority 1o conduct wanantles.s survelUeuc.e under the (',ommander-in
<.1\iefpower). q. George K. Walker, United Sums Natiotlal Security Law and U11ited Nat~onR Peacekeeping or 
Peacemaking Operarions, 29 Wake Forest L. Rev. 435,479 (1994) ("The fNecessAt)' nn.d Propct] clause amhorizes 
Congress to act with reapect to its own fuocrion~ as w¢11 as those of other branebe.s except where the Cocstitution 
forbids i1, or i.n the limited number of illst.ances where exclusive power is specifically vested clsewhue. The power 
to preserve, protect, and defend, as Commander-in-Chief, is solely vested iD the President. lhus, although the 
Congress migbl provide anned for<:cs, Congress cannot dictate to lhe Preside at how to use them.") {internal 
quotatiOn marks au<i footnotes omitted); Saikrishna Praka6h. Tha Ess-ential Meaning of ~ecutive Power, 2003 U. 
m. 1... Rev. 701, 740 {''The Neees.~acy and Proper Clause pennies Congress to ~ist the pre$idenl in the cx.et~;;ise of 
his powets; if does noi.IJtant Congress a liceose to realtocale or abridge pl)w¢1'$ illready vested b)r the 
Conshlution."J. (U) 
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The legislative history ofF[SA amply demonsuates that lhe constitutional basis fot·!he 
legislation was open to. considerable doubt even at the time the statu!e was enacted and that even 
sup110rters ofthe billt·ecagnized thal1he attempt to regulate the President's authorily in this field 
presented an untesied question of constitutional law that the Su1>reme Court might resolve by 
finding rhe statute unconstitutional. For example, while not opposing the legislation. Attorney 
General Levi nonetheless, when pressed by the Senate Judiciary Committee, testified I hal the 
President has an inherent conslitulional power in this field "which cannot be limited, no matter 
whal the Congress says.'' See Forcign/melligence Sttrvei/JaJICe Act of 1976: Hearing Beforll the 

Subcomm. on Crim. Laws and Procs. of the Se11ate Comm. or~ the .ludiciwy, 94th Con g. J 7 
(l976) ("1976 FISA Hearing"). SiOlilarly, former Deputy Attorney General Laurence Silbem1an 
noted that previous drafts oftbe legislation had properly recognize<! that ifthe President had an 
inherent power in this field- "inherent," as he put it, "meaning beyond congressional control"
there shm.1ld be a reservation in the bill acknowledging that constitutional authority. He 
concluded [hat the case for such a reservation was (<probably constitulionally compelling.'' 
For·eign Intelligence Electronic Surveilhmce: Hearings Befote the Subcomm. on Legislation of 
tire /-louse Pem1. Select Comm. on Intelligence 217, 223 (1978)(statement ofLaurenceH. 
Silberritau).l7 Senator McClellan, a member of the Judiciary Committee, noted his view that, as 
of 1974, given a constitutional power in the President to conduct warrantless intelligence 
surveillance, "no statute could change or alter it." 1976 F!SA Hearing at 2. A.nd even if the law 
had developed since 1.974, be stilt concluded in 1976 that "ur1der any reasonable reading of the 
relevant court decisions, this bill approaches the outside limits of our Constitutional power to 
prescribe restrictions on and judicial participation in the President's responsibility to protect this 
country from threats from abroad, whether it be by electronic surveillance or other lawful 
means." /d. Indeed, the Conference Report took the unusual step of expressly acknowledging 
that, while Congress was at1empting to foreclose the President's reliance on inherent 
constitutional authority to conduce surveillance outside the dictates ofFISA, "tbe establishment 
by this act of exclusive means by which the President may conduct electronic surveillance does 
nol for:eclose a different decision by the Supreme Court." H.R. Con f. Rep. No. 95-1720, at 35. 
reprillted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4048, 4064. The Conference Report thus effectively 
acknowledged that the congressional foray into regulating the Executive's inherent authority to 
conduct foreign intelligence surveillance - even in a non-war context -was sufficiently open to 
doubt that the statute might be. struck down. (TSNSl STLVl/JNF) 

Even Senator Kennedy, one of the most ardeot supporters of the legislation, 
acknowledged that it raised substantial constitutional questions that would likely have to be 
resolved by the Supreme Court. He admitted thst .. [i] f the Presiden( does have the [inherent 
constitutional] power [to engage in electronic surveillance for national security purposes], then 
depreciatiOl'l of it in Congressional enactments cannot unilaterally diminish it. As with claims of 

3
' The 2002 per curiam <lpinion of the Foretgtllntclligence Surveillance Court of Review (for a panel tltat 

included Judge Silb~nnan) noted tbar. in ligl11 of intervening Supreme Coun eases, there is no longer "much Left to 
ao argunu!':nt'' that Silberman had made in his 197& testimony about FISA's being inconsistent wirh "Article Ul case 
or controversy responsibilities of federal judges becawe oflhe se~;ret, norHdversary process." lt1 reSealed Case, 
310 F.3d 7l7, 732 n.t9. That c::ooslitutional objection was, of course, completely separate nom the one based upon 
the President's inhereal p()wers. ('f'S;.'St S'TLWI.INF) 
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Executive privilege and other inherentl'residential powers, the Supreme Court remains the final 
arbiter." 1976 FJSA Heari11g at 3. Moreover, Senator Kennedy and other senators effectively 
higl1lighted their own perception that the legislation might well go beyond the constitutional 
powers of Congress as IIley repeatedly sought sssurance& from Executive brnnch officials 
concerning the fact that "lhis President has indicated lhat he would be bound by [the legislation]'' 
and speculated aboul "{h Jow binding is it going to really be in terms of futttre Presidents?" /d. at 
16; see also id. at 23 (Sen. Hruska) ("How binding would that kind of a law be upon a suc.cessor 
President who would say . . . I am going to engage in fhal kind of surveillance because it is a 
power derived directly from the Constitution and cannot be inhibited by congressional 
enactment?"). The senators' emphasis on the current President's acquiescence in the legislation, 
and trepidation concerning the positions future presidents migh( take, makes sense only if they 
we1·e sufficieutly doubtful ofthe constitulionaJ basis for FlSA lhat1hey conceived of the bill as 
more of a practical. compromi!\e hetween ~particular President anct Congress rathe( than an 
exercise of autltority granted to Congress under the Constitution. which would necessarily bind 
future Presidents as the ln.w of the land. (TSF/Sl·STL'NIINF) 

Finally, other members of Congress focused on the point that, w1uttever the scope of 
Congress's authority to impose some fonn of restriction on the President's conduct of foreign 
intelllgencc suJ:VeiJiance, the particular restriclion imposed in FISA - requiring resort to an 
Article III court for a surveillance order- raised its own separation-of-powers problem. Four 
members of the House's Permanent Select Committee on rntelligence crilicized this procedure on 
constitutional grounds and argued. tllat it ''would thrust the judicial branch into the arena of 

.foretgn affairs and thereby improperly subject •political' decisions to 'judicial intrusion."' H.R. 
Rep. No. 95· 1283, Pt. l, at 111 (1978). They concluded that it "is clearly inappropriate to inject 
the Judiciary into this reallll. of foreign affairs and national defense which is constitutionally 
delegated to the President and to the Cot1gress." ld. atll4. Similar concerns about 
constitutionality ~ere raised by dissenters from the Conference Report, who noted that "this 
legislation attempts to do that wbich it cannot do: transfer a constitutionally granted power from 
one branch of government to another.'' 124 Cong. Rec. 3l,787, 33,788 (Oct. 5, 1978). 
(TSJ!Sl STL\H'4W) n <cZJJ, 

The only court that has addressed lhe relative powers of Congress and the President in 
this field, as far as we are aware, has suggested that the balance tips decidedly in the Pres)dent's 
favor. The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review recently noted that all courts to 
have addressed the issue have "he~d that the Presidenl did l1ave inherent auchority to conduct 
warrantless searches to obtain foreign intelligence infom1atian." In reSealed Case, 310 F.3d 
7l7, 742 (Foreign [nlel. Surv. Ct. ofRev. 2002). On the basis ofthat unbroken line of precedent, 
the Court .. [took] for granted that the President does have that authority/' and concluded that, 
"assuming that is so, FISA could not encroach on the President's constitutional power." Id. 1z 
Although that statement was made without extended analysis, it is the only judicial staten1enl on 

11 In the p3st. olher courts have declined to express a view on that issue one way or the otb~r. See, e.g., 
Butenko, 494 F.2d 111601 ("We do uc.t intimate. at this rime, any view whatsoever as the proper tesolution ofth~ 
possible clash of the cons1itutioual powen; of the President and Coo.grcss."). (TSI/SI STL\V//NP) 

48 
~ SECRET/-lCOMINT STELLa'tR: WIND-tNOFOUN 
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TOP SECRET/,..'JCOMlNT STEL.LAI~ WlND-1-NOFORN 

point, and it comes from the specialized appellate court created expressly to deal wilh foreign 
in(elligence issues under FISA. (TS//Sl STLW/fNF) 

;· \'i... . ~- . • 

. - 49 
., , .. ~p SECRETl./COMINT Sl'ELLA:R WINB-/NOFORN 
. ~ ·.)_ .. _-~~~ ~, - . . 

,. __ _ 
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b. In tbe n~rrow context of iuterceptfon of enemy 
communications in the midst or an armed conflict, FlSA is 
unconstitutional as applied (TS/ISI STLW/~W) 

For analysis of STELLAR WIND, however, we need not address such a broad question, 
nor 11eed we focus our al\alysis solely on the President's general authority in the realm of foreign 
affairs as Chief Executive. To the contrary, the activities authorized in STELLAR ·wrND are 
Rl"o -and indeed, pritnarity- an e;r.erciseofthe President's authority as Commander in Chief. 
That authority, moreover, is being exercised in a particular factual context that involves using the 
resources of the Departmettl of Defense in an ann~d conflict to defend the Nation from renewed 
aliack at the bands of an enemy that has already inflicted the single deadliest foreign attack in the 
Nation's history. As explained above, each Presidential Authorizalion for a renewal oflhe 
STELLAR WIND authority is based review of from which the 

al 

Au nnr17,a1rrn11 

addition, the Authorization makes dear thnt the electronic su.rveiHance is being '""'"'*"''7'"" 
the pltJPOSe of detection arld prevention of terrorist aets within the United Ssates:· !d. 
Surveillance designed to delect communications (hat may reveal critical infonraation an 
attack planned by enemy forces is a classic fum1 of signals intelligence operation that is a key 
part of the military strategy for defending the country. Especially given thal the eoemy in this 
conflict has already demonstraled an ability to insert agents into the country surreptitiously to 
carry out attacks, the jmperntive demand for such intell" of the mi. I for 

the is obvious. 

, our on 
the question o[ congressional authority to regulate the 

Execntive•s powers to gather foreign intelligence has never beert addressed ill such a context. 
~J STL\U/INF) . 
~ Y(i! 

Evon in t.hnt narrow context, the Gonflict between the restrictions imposed by Congress in 
FISA and the President's inherent authorities as Commander in Chief presents a complex and in 
many respects novel quesiion. As set out below. we now conclude that, at least in the narrow 
circumstances presented by STELLAR wn..m in the current conflict withal Qacda and its 
affiliated terrorist organizations, lhe President has exclusive constitutional authority, derived 
from his dual roles as Commander in Chief and sole organ for the Nation in foreign affairs, to 
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order warra.nllcss foreign inleHigence surwillanct> targeted al communications of the enemy that 
Congress carmol ovenide by legislation. Provisions in FISA that, by their tenus, would prohibit 
the warrantless content collection undertC~ken under STELLAR WIND are thus unconstitutional 

. as applied in this context. (TSI/SI STLWl/J>W) 

As Jioted above, there are few precedems to provide concrete guidance concerning 
exactly where the line should be drawn detining core Commander-in~Chietauthorities with 
which Congress cannot inter(ere. This Office has long concluded, based on decisions of(he 
Supreme Court, that the Commander-in-Chief Clause is a substantive grant of authority to the 
President. See, e.g., Memorandum for Charles W. Colson, Special Counsel to lhe President, 
from William H. Relmquist, Assistanl AUomey Oeneral, Office of Legal Counsel, Re: The 
President and the Wm· Power: South Vietnam Ql/(/ the Cambodia11 Sancluarit's 5 (May 22, l 970) 
("Cambodia11 Smrctuari~.s·") ("[T]he designation ofthe Presidcn! as Command~r-in-Chiefofrhe 
Armed Forces is a substantive grant of power."). It is thus well established in principle U1at the 
Clause provides some area of exclusive Executive authority beyond congressional controL The 
core of the Conunander~in-Cbiefpowcr is the authority to direct the armed forces in conducting a 
military campaign. Thus, the Supreme Court has mado clear tbal the ''President alone., is 
''constitutionaUy invested with the entire charge of hostile operations-" Hamilton v. Dilli11, 88 
U.S. (2.1 Wall.) 73. 87 {1874); Sf!e also United States v. Sweehy, 157 U.S. 281,284 (1895) 
("(T)he object of Ute [Commander·in~ChiefCiause) is evidently to vest in the Pcesident ... such 
supreme and Ulfdlvided conunand as would be necessary to the prosecution of a liUCCessful war." 
(emphasis added)); The Federalist No. 74, at 500 (Hamilton) {"Of all the cares or concerns of 
government, the direction of war most peeuliarly demands those qualities which distinguish the 
exercise of power by a single hand. The direction of war imp lie.~ the direction or the common 
strength; and the power of directing and employing the common strength, fonns au usual and 
essential part in the deftnition ofthe ex.ecutive authority."). Similarly, the Court has stated that, 
"[a]s commander·in-chief, {the President} js authorized to direct the movements oftl1e naval and 
military forces placed by law al his command> and to employ them in the manner he may deem 
most effectual!O harass and conquer and subdue the enemy." Fleming v. Page, 50 U.S. (9 How.) 
603,615 (1850). As Chief J\lsti~e Chase explained in l866, Cong1:ess's power"extends to all 
legislation essential to the prosecution of war with vigor and success, except such as interferes 
with the commando/the forces and tluJ conduct of campaigJt.S. That power and duty belong to 
the President as conunander-in-chief." &porte Milliga11, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2, 139 (J.866) 
(Chase. C.J., concurring) (emphasis added); cf Stewarl v. Kahn, 78 U.S. (ll Wnll.) 493, 506 
(t 870) (''The measures to be taken in carrying on war .. ·. ar~ not defined [in the Constitution}. 
The decision of all such questions rests wholly in the discretion of those lo whom the substantial 
powers involved are confided by the Constitution.''). (TS//8£ STLV:.'l/NF) 

111e President's authority, moreover, is at its height in responding to an attack upon the 
United States. Ail the Supreme Court emphasized in U1e Prize Cases. the President is "bound to 
resist force by force"; he need oor await any congressionat sanction to defend the Nation frorn 
attack and "[h]e must determine what degree of force the crisis demands." l11e Prize Cases, 67 
U.S. (2 Black) 635,668,670 (1863). Based on such authorities, this Office has concluded that 
Congress has no power to interfere with presidentia[ decisions concerning the actual management 

52 
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of a military campargn. See. e.g., Memorandum lor Daniel J. Bryant, Assistant Anomey 
General, Office of Legislative Affai(s, from Palrick Phi I bin, Deputy Assistant Actomey Ge.neral, 
Office of Legal Counsel, R.e: Swift Justice Authorization Act 11-14 (Apr. 8, 2002); Training of 
Brit1sh Flying Students in che U11ited States, 40 Op. Att'y Gen. S8, 61 (1941) ("fnn virtue'Ofhis 
rank as head of the forces, he ha.'i certain powers and duties with which Congress carmot 
interfere.'' (internal quotation marl<s omitted)).~0 As we have noted, .. [i]t has never been doubted 
thatlhe President's power as Commander-inMChief authorizes him, and him alone, to conduct 
armed hostilities which have been lawfully instiluled." Cambodian Sanctuaries at l5. And as 
we explained in detail above. se-~e st~pro. pp. 29-30, the intereeption of'enemy communications is a 
traditional element of the ~onduct of such hoshlities during wartime and necessarily lies at core 
ofthe President's Commander·in-Chiefpower. (TSNSI STLW//NF) 

We believe that STELLAR WIND CUIHeli squarely within lire Cornma.nder in Chiefs 
authority lo conduct the campaign against al Qaeda as pan oflhe cummt artned conflicl and that 
congressional efforts to prohibit the President's efforts to intercept ene111y communications 
through STELLAR W1ND would be an unconslitutional encroachment on the ConunandeHn
Chief power. (TS/1-SI STLW/INF) 

{O Along sUnilar !i11es, Francis Lieber, a principal legal adviser to the Union Arn'ly during tbe Civil War, 
explained that the "direction oftnili!My movement 'belangs to command, and oeilhec the power of Congress. to 
raise and support urmies, not the power to make rules for 'the govc.rrunenl and regulation of the land t~od oaval 
forces. nor !he power to declare war, gives it the command of the &.ro~y. Here the constitutional power ofllu~ 

<President as cornnutnder·i.u-cbief is exclusive.'" C!a.rQnce A. Bardahl, War Powers of the Executive ln the United 
Siates Ill (l92J} (quotin& Lieber, Remarksnn Arm)' RegulatiOns l8). (U) 

' ~ · ~~~~~1~.~~~ .. ~· . 
· -: . .::~' 53 
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On the other side oftbe balance, there are instances in which executive practice has 
recognized some congressional co11trol over the Executive's decisions eonceming I he anned 
forees. l'fo example of which we ar:e aware, however, involves an attempt at congressional 

"'reguhition of the actual conduct of a campaign against enemy forces.41 For example. just before 
· ~ . 

4) M.a.ny have pointed to the annual messnge that President Thomas Jet'fecson sen( to Congress in 1801 as 
support fur the proposition that executive prac:tice in the early dayli (Jf the Republic IIC:knowledged congressional 
power to regulBte evcp lbe Pr~ident's comnuud over the amted forces. See. e.g., Youngstawn, :l43 U.S. al64 n. lO 
(Jacksou, J., eonourring}; Edwntd S. Corwin, Tkc Presidenr'3 Corttrol <J/ Foreiglll?elari,m.'i 131-13 ( 1917); Louis 
Fisher, Presidefltto.l War Power 25 ( !995); s~e also Abrabaro D. Sof11~r. War, Por.eign Affairs. and OJnstitulion(l] 
Power: Tltu Origin.r 212 (t976) (''Most corrunc:.ntators have accepted this famotu stnlerncnt of deference lo 
Congress as accurate aod made m good faith.''). fn the message, Jefferson suggested that a ooval force be had 
dispatched to theMeditenanean to answer lhrca!S tO American shipping from the Bafbatypowcrs was 
«[u)oeulbodzed by the Con~tttutioo, without the sanetioa ofQmgre$$, to go beyond the line of defense." Sofaer:, 
War. P'oreigrt A/fairs. t111d OJn.rtiMiontrl PoweY at 2l2 {quoein& 11 Annals o{Cougren ll-12). But the ardon; 
aei\Jally given to the na.val commanders were quite diffcceol. They iustrucled the o!ticers that, if upon tlt~;ir arrival 

55 
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World War ll~ Allomey General Robert Jackson concluded that the Neutrality Act prohibit~d 
President Roosevell from selling certain anned ltaval vessels (so-called "mosquito" boats) and 
sending I hem to Great Britain. See Acquisilton of Naval and Air Bases in Exchange for Over
Age Destroy'ers. 39 Op. Att 'Y. Gen. 484, 496 ( \940). Thus, he concluded that Congress. could 
control the Commander in Chiers ability to transfer that war ma1eriel. That condm;ion, 
however~ does not imply any acceptance of direct congressional regulation ofthe Commander in 
Chiers control oft he means and methods of engaging the enemy in an actual conflict Indeed, 
Congress's authority in the context of controlling lhe sale of American naval vessels to another 
country was arguably bolstered in part by Congress's authorityover"provid(ingJ aod 
maintainling] a Navy." U.S. Consl. art. I,§ 8, cl. 13. Similarly, in Youngstown Slreet & Tube 
Co. v. Sm,,_,er, lhe Truman Administrarion readily conceded Lhat, if Congress had by statute 
prohibited the seizure of steel mills, Congress's aclion would have been controlling. See Brief 
for Petitioner at lSO, Youngstown, 343 U.S. 579 (1952) (Nos. 744 and 745} ("The !'resident has 
made clear his readiness to accept and execute any Congressional revision of his judgmenr as to 
the necessary and appropriate means a f dealhJ.g wi lh the emergency in the steel induscry. "). 
There again, however, that concession conce111:IDg congressional control over a matter of 
economic producLion that might be related Lo the war effort implied no concession concerning 
control over the methods of engaging (he enemy. (TSl/SI·STLVlNNF) 

Lastly, in timns of executive authorities, there are many instances in which the Executive, 
after taking unilateral action in a wartime emergency, has subsequently sought congressional 
ratification oft.hoHc actiuns. Most famously, President Lutcoln sought congressional sanction iu 
l86l for having enlisted temporary volunteera in the army and having enlarged tho regular atn:~y 
and navy while Con.gress was in recess. See Message to Congress ilt Special Session (Juty 4, 
L86l), in Abraham Lillcoln: Speeches 011d Wrifitrgs. 1859-1865 at 252 (Don R Fehrenbacher ed. 
1989). In his p1·oclamation ordering these actions, Lincoln explaine-.d that his orders would "be 
submitted to Congtess as soon as assembled.'' P;cclamatiou of May 3, 1861, 12 Scat. 1260. 
Such examples shed relatively little light, however, on the distinct question of Presidential 
authority to defy Congress.. A decision to seek congressional support can be prompted by many 
_motivations, including a desire for political support, and thus does not necessarily reflect any 
legal determination that Congress's power on a particular subject is paramount. In modem times, 
after all, several administrations have sought congressional auU1orizations for use of military 
force without conceding that such authori?..ations were in any way constitutionally required and 
while preserving the ability to assert the unoonstitution.ality of the Wru Powers Resolution. See, 
e.g .• Slat em em 011 Siguing tlre Resolutio11 Au.thorizhtg the Use of MlliMry Force Against Iraq, 1 
Pub. Papers of George Bush 40 (1991) ("[M}y request for congressional support dtd not . 

in the Medilemnean they should disc;ov~r lbat lite Barbary powers had deduced war against lhe United Slates, ''you 
will Utea distribute your force in such manner ... so as best to protect 0\.lr cmmi1erce a.nd chastise their insolcnoc
by sinking. burning or destroying tbeit ghipt and veSSl;ls wherever you shall find them." /d. at 210 (quoting Na1•a/ 
Docume11fS Refuted to tire U11Ued States Wcr Wlllrllle Barbary Powers 465-67 ( 1939)); see also David P. Cunie, 
11re Constitution in Congress: 17te Jefforsotllans. 1801-1829 at 128 (2001 )('•Neither «he Adminislttlliorl 's orders 
nOt" the Navy's actions reflected the narrow view of pn:sidenhal authority Jefferson espoused ut bis AMual 
Message."); id. al 127 (''Jefferson's pious words to Congress were to a COO$iderab1e exrenl belied by his own 
actions."}. ( li) 
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constitute any char1ge in the l<>ng-standing positions of the executive branch on either !he 
President's constitutional authority to use lhe Armed Forces to defend vital U.S. interests or the 
constitulionality oflhe War Powers Resolution."). Moreover, many actions for which 
congressional support has been sought- such as.President Lincoln's action in raising an anny in 
1861 -quite likely do fall primarily uuder Congress's Article l powers. See U.S. Const. art. l, 
§ 8, cl. 12 (granting Congress power ''to Hlise and support Armies,.). Again, however, suc.h 
actions are readily distinguishable from lite direct control over the conduct of a campaign against 
lhe enemy. Past prac(ice in seeking congressional support in various other situations thus sheds 
little light on the precise separation of powers issue here. {TSHSJ STLW/,lNF) 

There are two decisions ofthe Supteme Court that addl'ess a conflict between asserted 
wartimt! powers of the Conunander in Chief and congressional legislation and that resolve the 
conflict in favor of Congress. They are Liule v. Bnrreme. 6 U.S. (2 Cranch) 170 (1804), smd 
Yormgstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 ( 1952). These are the cases invariably 
cited by proponents ora congressional authority to regulate the Commanderyin-CIUefpower. We 
conclude, however, that both are distinguishable from the situation presented by STELLAR 
WTND in the conflict withal Qaeda and thus that they do not support the constitutionality of tlle 
restrictions in FISA as applied here. (TS/IST STL'NNNfi1 

Barreme involved a libel brought to recover a ship seized by an officer of the United 
States Navy on the high seas during the Quasi War with France in 1799. l11e claimant sought 
return of the ship and damages from the officer on tlle Cheory that the seizure had been unlawful. 
The seizure had been based upon the officer's orders implementing an act of Congress 
suspending commerce between the United Slates and France. In essence, the orders from the 
President to the officer had directed him lo seize any American ship bound to or from a French 
port. The ship in question was suspected of sailingji'om a French port. Tite statute on which lite 
orders wet·e based, however, had authorized sol~ly the seizure of American ships bound to a 
French port. Tile Supreme Cou.rt concluded that the m·ders given by the President could not 
authorize a seiz;u.re beyond the temts of the statute- that 1s, they could not authorize anything 
beyond seizures of ships sailing to a Prench port. As the Court put it, "the legjslature seem to 
have prescribed that the manner in which this law shall be carried into execution, was to exclude 
a seizure of any vessel not bound to a French port." hi. at 117-7& (emph~is omitted). As a 
resuH, the Court ruled not only that the seizure was not authorized. but also that the officer was 
liable in damages, despite having acted within his orders. See id. at 178-79. The decision has 
been broadly characterized by some as one in which the Court concluded that Congress could 
restrict by statute the means by which tbe Preskient as Commander in Chief ~uld direct lite 
armed forces·to carry on a war_ See. e.g .• Glennon, Cons£ltuti01tal Diplomacy at 13 {"ln Little 
. . . , an implied congressional prohibition against certain naval seizures prevailed over the 
Pn~sidenl's cont~t.ilu!ion.al power as conultandet-in-chief." (foolnote omitted)); Fureign and 
Military Intelligence, Book 1: Fi11al Rep. of the Senote SelecL Comm. to Study Gov 'tal Operations 
wilh Respect to intelligence Acrivities, S. Rep. No. 94-755, at 39 (1976) (characleriting Batreme 
as .. affinn[ing]" the "constituti<mal power of Congress" to Umit .. the types of seizures that could 
be made" by the Navy); cf Henry~· Monaghan, The Protective Power of the Presidency. 93 
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Colum. L. Rev. I, 24-25 ( 1993) (arguing that 8arreme establishes the principle that the President 
has no authority to ~ct "contra legem, even in an emergency"). (TS/!Sl STL'NHNF) 

We think such a characterization greatly overstates the scope of the decision, which is 
limited 1n three substantial ways. First, the operative section of'the statute in question restricted 
the movements of and granted authority to sci ze Americm1 merchant ships.41 It was not a 
provision thal purported to regulate by statute the steps the Commander in Chief could take 1n 
confronting am1e.d vessels of the enerny. Thus, neither in Barremc nor in aoy other case arising 
from the Quasi War (so far as we are aware) did the Supreme Court have occasion to rule on 
whether, even in the limited and peculiar circumstances ofrhe Quasi War, Congress could have 
placed some restriction on the orders the Commander in Chief could issue concerning direct 
engngements with enemy forces.4~ We think that distinction is particularty lmportant when the 
content collec!iM aJ<per.t of STF.T .LA.R W!NT) i!i undeJ:" consideration, hecause conlent collectiot1 
is directed solely against targeted telephone numbers ore-mails where there is a reason for 
be)ieving that one of the comrnuriicants is an enemy. (TS#SJ·STL'Nl/Jl'W) 

Second, and relatedly, it is significant thal the statute in Barreme was expressly cast, nol 
as a limitation on the conduct ofwarfitte, but rather as a measure on a subject witlun the core of 
Congress's responsibilities under Article I- regulating foreign conunerce. See supra n.43 

4l The text of tb~ fU"St sectioo of lite act provided that "from and after the fxrst day of March· ne:xt oo ship or 
vessel owned, hired or employed, wholly or ia part, by IUIY person resident wil.hin the United StOI¢S, and which shall 
deparl 01crc from, shall be allowed [o proceed direc(ly, or from any iotcnnediatc port or place, to any port or place 
withio the terri.foly of the Frcacb tcpublic. '' Btm·eme, 6 U.S. (2 Ctabeh) at 170 (qnotiug Act of February 9, I 799) 
{emphases orrutted). Sectioo S ptovided "ftfbat it shall be lawful for lbe Ptesident of tho United States, lo give 
insm~<~tions to the ttnhmaodcrs of the public anned ships. or the United Scates, to stop and examine any ship or 
vessel of the United States, on th~ higb sea, which there may be reason to suspect to be eng;~ged in any traffic or 
col'l1Jl'1ercc contrary to tbe U:ue tenor :hereof; ond if, upon examiuation, it sballappcnr that such &hip or vessel is 
hound or sailing to any pon Of place within tbe territory or the Fr~ocb rtpublie, Ot' her d~pelldeocies, C()Utnuy to !he 
intent of this ace, it shall be the duty of the commander of sw::h public armed vessel, to seize e-very auch ship. OT 

vessel engaged in such illicit comtne rce •... ,. Fd. at 171 {emphases omitted}. (U) 

.. , In fact. if anythirJg the one ease that came <:lose to raising such 11 queslio1,1.1cnds 10 suggest that the C(Jun 
would not have upheld such 11 restritticm .. In that case fhe Court was u.refut to con.stme the StAtutes involved so as 
not to restrlr.c lhe ability oflbc anned vessels of the UJJi(ed States 1<1 engage a.rmed vessels under French cootrol. In 
Talbot v. Sf!eman, 5 U.S. (I Cranch) l (l80t}, th~ U.S.S. Ccmslifrltwn bad captured an armed merchant vessel, the 
Amelfa, that, although originally under a neuttal flag, bad previously beeri captured and manned by a pnz~ crew 
from the French navy. The C<lurt explained that, u11der !he statutes theo in force, there was no law aulhorizinc a 
p\\bli~; armed vesi;el or the United States 10 capture such a vessel because, tccbn.icaUy, in contemplation of taw it 
was still a n~utral vessel unlil tltc French pm~e crew had brought it to port and had it formally adjudicated a lawful 
prize. See id. ac 30-31. The Court concluded that the capture was lawful, however, because the capUlin of the 
C.Qnstitulion had probable cau&c at the time o( dte capture to doubt 1h~: character of cl1c ship. TI1e Court went on to 
·c::tplain, ·moreover, tba 1 even if "the ebarac!er or the Amelia bad been completely asc;ertamed," the capture 5till 
would have been lawful becaUie "as she was an anned vessel under Frouch authority, and ina condition to aanoy 
the American oomcoerce, it was [tbeAmcrican captain's) duty t() render her incapable ofntischief." /d. at 32. The 
Court reached that concl\ISiou even though t1lcte was alsa no act of~~s autl1orizing public armed vessels of 
the United States to seize sucb 1.;essels under French controL Tile Court concluded thatlbe statute:.~ mu.~t 
neverttleles!i be eons trued lo txnn.it. nnd ~;:ertainly not to prohibit, such ao action. ld. at 32-33. (U) 
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(quoting text of Act of February 9, 1799). It happened that many of the actions taken by the 
anned forces during the Quasi War in valved solely enforcing restrictions such a.s that contained 
in lhe statute rn Barreme. But that was part and parcel of the peculiar and limited nature ofthe 
war that gave h its name. The measures that Congress imposed restricting commerce took center 
stage in the "conflict'' because the extent of full~blown hostilities between the anned forces was 
extremely limited. See Alexande1· DeConde. The Quasi- War 126 ( 1966) ("The laws th.emselves 
were half measures ....• were basically defensive. and were to expire when the commanders of 
French ships stopped their depredations against American c.ommerce. This was why, from tbe 
American point of view, the clash with France was a quasi-war.''). (TS#SI STLW/~W) 

Finally, reviewing Berreme in light ofbolh contemporary decisions addressing the nature 
of the conOicl with France and later ptecedents, such as the Prize Cases, 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635 
(1863), makes clear that the Supreme Court COI15idered the unusual and limited nature of the 
maritime "war" with France a critical factor in concluding that statutes might constrain the 
Commander in Chiers directiv~s to the armed forces. The Court's decision was fundamentally 
based oo the premise that the state of affairs with f"rance was not sufficiently akin to a full-sca~e 
war for the President to invoke under his own inherent authority the full tights of war that. in 
other cases, he tn.igll.t have at his disposal. As a result, he required the special authoriution of 
Congress to act. The opinion of the lower court in the case> which is quoted at length in the 
repo11 or'the Supreme Court decision, makes I his premise clear . . As 1he lower court had 
explained: .. If a war of a co nun on nature had existed between the United States and France, no 
question would be made but the false papers found on board. the destructiolt of the log-book and 
other papers, would be a sufficient excuse for the capture. detention and conscquen1 damages. It 
is only to be considered whether the same principies as they respect neutrals are to be applied to 
tlus case." !d. at 173 (emphasis omitted). (TSNSI STVlll,lPW) 

1'he opinion ofthe'SuP,reme Court, delivered by Chief Justice Marshall, echoes the same 
principle. In :framing his discussion, Chief Justice Marshall made clear that "[i]t is by no means 
clear that the president of the United St.ates whose high duty it is lo 'take care that the laws be 
faithfully executed,' an.d who is conunander in chief of the amlies and navies ofthe United 
States, might not, without any special authority for that purpose, in the U1en existing state of 
th.i.ngsJ have empowered the officer'S conunandi.ng the rumed vessels of the Uniled States, to seize 
and send into port for adjudication, American vessels which were forfeited by being engaged in 
tlus illicit commerce." ld atl77. In other words. «in the then existing state.ofth.ings" there was 
not a sufficiently clear state of war that the President might have exercised the rigbts of war to 
stop and examine the vessel and interdict conunerce with the enemy. f.nstead, he required 
«special ~uthority for that purpos.e.'' But if he required "special authority" from Congress, the 
extent of that auU1ority could necessarily be limited by whatever restrictions Congress might 
impose. Of course, because the Court vitwed "the then existing stale of ib;ngs" as insuffici£nt 
for U1e President to ;nvoke the rights of war under his own inherent auchority, the Court had no 
occasion to address the power of Congress to limit the Commander in Chief's authority in such a 
case. (TSNSI STLW/!NF) 
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This understanding is buttressed by contemporary decisions addressing olher actions in 
the Quasi War. Such decisions make it clear, for example, that the Court consideted the lirniled 
character of the war a peculiar slate ofaftairs in inlemationallaw. As Justice Moore explained 
fot1r years earlier in Bus v. Tillgy,4 U.S. (4 Dall.) 37 (1800}, "our situation is so extraordinary, 
thai I doubt whether a parallel case can be traced in the history of nations." /d. at 39 {Moore, J.). 
Members of the Court also indicated their understanding that a more ·•perfect" state of war in 
itself could authorize the Exec;.utive to exercise the rights of war, because in such a war "its 
extent and operations are only restricted a:nd regulated by lhe jus belli, forming a pari of the law 
of nations.'' Jd. at 44s 43 (Chase, J.). Indeed, the very same distinction between a full· t1edged 
state of war (which would inheren11y authorize the Presiclenllo invoke the rights of war as 
recognized under the law of nations) and a more qualified state ofhostililies (where 
congressional authorization would be necessary) was also disc~1ssed, ahhough it was not central 
to the holding. in /Jas v. TinE>'· The critical issue in the case was whether a particular statute 
defining the lights of salvage and the portions to be paid for salvage applied to a friendly vessel 
recaptured 6·om U1e French, or whether its app[ication was more l'estricted .i.n time. Justice 
Washington explained his view that the taw should apply "whenever such a war should exi~t 
between the United States and France, or any other nation, as according to the law of nations, or 
special authority, would justify the recapture of fri~rtdly vessels." ld. at 4l-42 (Washington, J.). 
That plu'asing clearly renect.s the asswnption that the recapture of a vessel might be authorized 
either by the type of war that existed in itself or by «special authority" prov~ded by Congress. 
Similarly, Justice Washington went on to explain that in another case he had concluded as circuit 
justice that "neiU1~r the sart of war tlwt ~·ubsisted, nor the special conunission undt:r which th~ 
American acted, authorised" the capture of a particulo.r vessel. !d. at 42 (emphases altered). 
Again, this analysis reflects the assumption that lhe Quasi War was not the «sort ofwal'lhal 
permitted the Executive to exercise the full tights of war under tbe Conunander in Cbiers 
inherent authority, but that such wars could arise. Given the limited nature of the Quasi War, of 
course~ in Bas the Court had no occasion to consider the question whether Congress might 
restrict the Commander in Chiers orders to the navy in a situation where the "sort of war that 
subsisted" would have allowed the President on his own autholity to invoke the full rights of war 
under the law of nations. (TS//SI STLJNin-W) 

Understood in this light; it seems clear tha.t in the Supreme Cow1:'s view, Barreme did not 
involve a sHuation in which there was a sufficiently full-scale war that would, in and of itself, 
suffice to lTigger the powers of the PresLdetlt as ConU11a.l1der in Chief to direct the amted forces 
in a campaign. And thus the Court had no occasion to consider whether Congress might by 
statute restrict the President's power to direct the atmed forces as he might see fit in such a 
conflict. Much less did the Court consider in Barreme the situation where a .full-sc.ale war was 
initiated by a foreign altack- a situation in which, as the Court later made clear in the Prize 
Cases, the President would need no special authority from Congress: "If a war be made by 
invasion of a foreign nation, the President is not only authorized but bom1d to resist force by 
force. He does not initiate the war, but is bound to accept the challenge without waiting for any 
special legislative auth.ority." 67 U.S. (2 Black) at668. (TS/iSI STLW//NF) 
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The limited nature of the connict at issue in Barreme distinguishes it from the cun·en( 
stale ofanned conflict between the United States and al Qaeda. This conflict has included a full
scale attack on I he United States that killed thousands of civilians and prec.ipitaled an 
unprecedentedly broad Congressional Authorization for tl1e Use of Mi licary Force followed by 
major military operations by U.S. anned forces that contmuc to this day. (TSl!Sl STLW#WF) 

The second Supreme Court decision that mvolves a direct clash between asserted powers 
of the Commander in Chief and Congress is Youngstown . Some commentators have invoked the 
holding in Youngsrow11 and llle an.alysis in Justice Jackson's concurrence to conclude that, at 
least when il occurs within the United Stales, foreign intelligence collection is an area where the 
Legislalive and Executive branches share concurrent authority and that Congress may by statule 
comprehensively regulate the activities of the Executive. See, e.g., DavidS. Eggert, Note, 
Exeruli\112 Order J 2,333: .An Assessment of the Validity o.f Warranll<fss National Security 
Searches, 1983 Duke L. J. 611, 636-37; c[. John Norton Moore el al., National Sec1.1rity Law 
1025 (1990). The ca.c;e is also rou<inely cited more broadly as an affirmation 'ofCongress•s 
powers even in the face of claims by the Comma11der in Chief in wartime. ft is t(lle thn.t 
Youngstown involved a situation in which the Exec\ttive, relying inier alia on the Commander
in·Chiefpower, attempted to take action that Congress had apparently foreclosed by statute. and 
that the Supreme Cowt held the executive action invalid. Beyond a superficial parallel at that 
level of generality, however, we do not think the analogy to YouugsLOWII is apl. 
(TSNSI STV,WINF) 

Youngstown involved an efforL by the President·- in the face of a threatened work 
stoppage- to seize and nm sleet mills. Steel was a vital resource far manufacturers to produce 
the weapons and other materiel that were necessary to support troops overseas in K'-'lrea. See 343 
U.S. at 582~84. fu drafting the Labor Management Relations Act of 1947 (also known ns the 
Taft4 Hartley A,ct) Congress had expressly considered the possibility of giving the President the 
power to effect such a seizure of industry in a time of national emergency. It had rejected that 
option. however, and instead provided different mechanisms for resolving labor disputes. See id. 
at 586. Other statutes~ moreover, did provide certain mechanisms for seizing industries to ensure 
production vital to national defense. Set!. id. at 585-86 & n.2. President Tnrman, however, chose 
not to follow any of these mechanisms and instead asserted inherent authority to seize the mills 
to ensure tlte production of steel. {TSNSl STVNf/NF) 

The Court rejected the President's assert1on of powers w1der the Conunander-in-Chief 
Clause prhnarily because the cormcction between the President's action and the core 
Commander·in-Chief function of commanding the armed forces was simply too attenuated. As 
the Court pointed out ... (e)ven though 'theater of war' [may} be an expanding concept," the case 
cleru.ly tlic.l not involve the authority over "day-to-day fighting in a Lheal~r of w~r." /d. at 587. 
Instead, it involved a dramatic el\tension of the President's authority from control over military 
operations to control. over an industry that was vital for supplying otherindustries that in tum 
produced items vital for the forces overseas. The almost limitless implications of the theory 
behind Presidenl Truman's approach- which coold potentially pennit the President unilateral 
authority to control any sector of the economy deemed vital to a war effort- was clearly an 
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important factor influencing the Court's decision. Indeed, Justice Jackson's influential 
concurring opinion reveals a clear concern for what might be termed foreign-to-domestic 
presidential bootstrapping. The United States became involved in the Korean conflict through 
President Truman's unilateral decision, wilhout consulting Congress, to commit U.S. lroops to 
the defense of South Korea when the North invaded in 1950. That was a national security and 
fl1reign policy decision to hwolve U.S. troops in a wholly foreign war. In Youngslowll, the 
President was claiming authority, based upon that foreign war, to extend farrreaching presidential 
control into vast sectors of the domestic economy. Justice Jackson expressed "alartn[)" at a 
theory under wJ1ich "a President whose condur.t of foreign aiTairs is so largely uncontrolled, and 
often even. is unknown, can vastly enlarge his mastery over the internal affairs of the cotinlry by 
his own commitmeut of the Na!ion's armed forces to some foreign venture." Jd at 642 (Jackson, 
J., concurring). ffS//-81 STLW!JNF) 

Critically, moreover, President Truman's action itwolved extending the Executive's 
auth.orily into a field where the Constitulion had assigned Congress, in the ordina1y case, a 
preeminent role. A~ the majority explained, Ullder the Commerce Clause, Congress "can make 
laws regulating the relationships between employers and employees, prescribing rules designed 
to sett_le labor diaputes, and fixing wages and workjng conditions in certain fields of our 
econorny. l'he Conslit1.1tion did not subject this law~inaking power of Congress to presidential or 
military supervision or conLrol." /d. at 588; see also id. at 587 ("This is a job for fhe Nation's 
lawmakers, not for its military authorities."). r.n addition, as Just.ice Jackson pointed out in 
concurrence, Congress ill also given e.x.pr~s authority to '"raise and ~;upport Annies,.. and '"to 
provide and maintain a Navy.'" ld. at 643 (Jackson, J., concurring) (quoting U.S. Const. art. I, 
§ .8, cis. 12, l3 ). These grants of authority seemed to give ··congress primary responsibility for 
supplying the am1ed forces,".id., and the crisis at hand involved a matter of supply. Thus, 
YoungstOWJl involved an assertion of executive power that not only stretched far afield from core 
Conunander-irt-CJ:Uef functions, but that did so by intruding into areas where Congress had been 
given an express, and likely dominan.t, role by the Constitution. (fS!/81 STLWJINF) 

The situa(ion here presents a very different picture. First, the exercise of executive 
autbority here is not several steps removed from the actual conduct of a military campaign. To 
the contrary, contenl collection under STELLAR WIND is an intelHgenceoperation undertaken 
by th.e Department of Defense specifically to detect operational communications of enemy forces 
that will enabJe the United States to detect and disrupt planned attacks, largely by detecting 
enemy agents already within the UnHed States. A[ Qaeda has already demonstrated an ability, 
both on September ll and subsequently (in cases such as Jose Padilla and Ali ai-Mnrri45

) to 
insert agents into the United Slales. As exp[ained above, the efforts under STELLAR WIND to 
intercept communications that would Lead to the discovery of more such agents or other planned 

., AI-Matri enterc.d llte United States OJ'\ September 10,2001. H~ W&! originally ''detai.Md in o~cmber 
2001 as a material witness believed lo have: evidence about lhe 1ecroris1 attacks of September J 1," and the President 
later determined he is ''an e11emy comb~ttant affl.li.ated wilb a! Qaeda." AI·Mam· Y. Rumsfe/d, 360 F.Jd 707, 708 (7th 
Cir. Z004). (U) 
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attacks on the Uniled States are a core exercise of Commander·in·Chief authority in the midst of 
an anned connict. (TS//81 STINH/Hf) 

h\ addition, the theme that appeared most strongly in Justice Jackson's concurrence in 
You11gstown expressing a concern for a form of presidential bool•strapping simply does not apply 
in this context Justice Jackson evince.d a co(lcem for two aspects of what might be termed boot~ 
strapping itl the Executive's position in Yotmgstown. First, the President had used his own 
inherent constitutional authority to commit U.S. troops to the Koreart conflict. He was then 
attempting, without any express authorization for the conflict from Congress, to expand his 
authority further on the basis of the need to support the troops already committed to hostilities. 
Here, however, Congress expressly provided the President sweeping authority inunediately after 
September 11, 2001 to use .. a.ll necessary and appropriate force" as he deemed required to protect 
the Nation from further attack. Congressional Authorization § 2(a). Second, in YoungslOWit 
Justice Jackson was concerned that the President was using an exercise ofhis Corrunamter~in
Chiefpowers in the foreign realm to justify his assumption of authority over domestic matters 
within the United States. Again, this concern must be understood in light of both the particular 
contexl of the Korean conflict and the type of powers being asserted. There, the conflict was 
strictly confined to the Km·ean peninsula overseas, and there was no suggestion that the 
President's actions in the United States had any cGJnnection whatsoever to meeting an enemy 
threat within the U11ited States. As a resul(, YormgsfOWif must not be overread to suggest tb.at lhe 
President's authorities for engaging the en~rny are necessarily somehow less extensive inside the 
United Statl.'lS than they are abroad. The extent of the President's authorities will necessarily 
cJepend on where tho enemy rs found. Long before Youngsfown, il was recognized that, in a 
large-scale COllnict, the area of operations could readily extend to the continental United States, 
even when lhere are no major engagements of armed forces here. As long ago as 1920 in lhe 
context ofthe trial of a German officer for spying in World War 1, it was recognized thal••rwJith 
the progress made in obtaining ways and means for devastation and destruction, the territory of 
U1e United States was certainl)' within the field of active operations'' during the war, particularly 
in the port of New Yor~ and that a spy in the United Sunes might easily have aided the "hostile 
opet'ations., ofU·boats off the coast. U11ited States ex rei. Wes.Yels v. McDonald, 265 F. 754,764 
(E.D.N.Y. 1920). Similarly, in World War U, in Ex parte Quil'in, 317 U.S. 1 (1942), the 
Supreme Court readily recognized that the President had authority as Commander in Chief to 
capture and tty agents of the enemy in the United States. and indeed that he could do so even if 
they had never "entered the theatre or zone of active military operations." ld. at38.~ 
(T8'tS£ srr wuNF) fJ #' ,, 

In this conflict, moreover, the battlefield was brought (O the United States in the most 
literal way on September 11, 2001, and ongoing intelligence indicates that further attacks on the 
United Stales will be attempted. Jn addition, in this c.onflict, precisely because the enemy 

~ Buc see Padilla v. Rumsfe.Jd, 352 f.3d 69S, 712 (2d Cir. 2003) (holding that anal Qaedr. opmuve seized 
in Chlcago could .not be detained in South Carolina without statutol')' authori2;a.tion b~use "the President locks 
inherent constitutional authority as Comruander-i.n-Chlefto detain American citizens on American soil outside a. 
zone of combat"), ctrt. grattted, 124 S. Ct. l3Sl (2004). (U) 
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operates by stealth and seeks to infiltrate the United States unde(ected, it is the intelligence front 
thai is the most vital aspect of the battle for protecting America. Thus, while; some justices in 
YowzgslOWJI tl;(pressed concem atlhe President's efforts to claim Cottuuander-in-Chiefpowers 
for actions taken in the United States, chat concern must be understood in !he context of a conflict 
that was limited wholly lo f01eign soil. l'ht! Nurth Koreans iu 1950 bad no ability to project 
force against the continental United States and the Court in Yaungsiown was not confronted with 
such a concern. AI Qaeda, by contrast, has demonstrated itself more successful at projecting 
force against the mainland United States than any foreign enemy since British troops b~med 
Washington, D.C .• in the War of 1812. There is certainly nothing in Youngslownto suggest that 
!he Court would not agree that. after an attack such as September J 1, American soil was most 
emphatically part of the battle z.one and that lhe President's Comrnander-in-Chief powers would 
fully apply to seek out, engage, and defeat !he eneiny- even in the United States. Similarly, 
there is certainly no question of presidential bootslrapping from a "foreign venture" h<!.re. This 
conflict was thrust upon the. Nation by a foreign auack carried out directly oo American soil. 
(Hi/lSI STLW/INF) 

Fint\lly, an assertion of executive autbori(y here does not involve extending presidential 
power into spheres ordinarily reserved for 

in this field is 

In short, we do not think that You11gstown provides any persuasive precedent suggesting 
that Congress may constitutionally prohibit tbe President from engaging itJ the activities 
contemplated in STELLAR WIND. (TSIIS£ STLW//NF) 
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Taking in(o account alllhe considerations outlined above, we conclude lhal the signals
intelligence activity undertaket1 to collcc! the content ofenerny communications llnder 
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STELLAR WJND comes within the core powers of the Commander in Chief in conducting a 
military campaign nnd that provisions in FlSA or Tille III that would prohibit it are 
unoonsciwtional as applied. It is critical to our conclusion that the issue arises in the coni ext of a 
war instituted by an attack on the United States and necessitating the use of the armed forces to 
defend the Nation {rom attack. That bnngs 1hls situation into the core of the President's 
Co.mmander-in-Ch1cf powers (I has long been recognized that the President hM extensive 
unilateral authority even lo initiate anned action to protect American lives abroad. See, e.g., 
D11rand v, Hollins, 8 F. Cas. I II, 112 (C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1860) (No. 4186). If anything, we believe 
that power is greater when the Nation itself is under attack. It is fortunate that in our history the 
courts have not frcquenUy had occasion to address the powers of the President in responding to 
such aggression. ln [he one precedent most squarely on point, however, the Supreme Court made 
abundantly clear that his authority is broad indeed. As tlle Court pul it iu the Prize Cases, ,.[i]f 
war be made by invasicm or a foreign nation, the President is not only authorized but bound to 
resist force by force," 67 U.S. (2 Black) at 668, and rr[h]e must determine what degree of force 
the crisis demands," id. al 670. lt is lme that the Court had no occasion there to consider the 
rehttive powers of Congress and the President if they should come into conflict. Nevertheless, · 
the Court's language in the Prize Cases suggests that ifthere is any area that lies at the core of 
the Commander in Chier~ pow~r. it is actions taken directly to engage the enemy in protecting 
the Nation frotn an at(ack.. In this regard, it bears emphasis that the obligation to ''protect each of 
{the Scates] against lnvasion" is one of the few affinnative obligations the Constitution places ou 
the federal government with respoot to the States. U.S. Canst. art. IV, § 4. [tis primarily the 
President, moreover, who l'llUSt carry out that charge. Indeed, defense of the Nation is an aspect 
of the explicit oath of office that the Constitution prescribes for the President, which states that 
the President shall '"to the best of[his] Ability, preserve, protect aod defend the Constitution. of 
the United States.'" U.S. Co11St. art. n. § 1. Here, we conclude that the content collection 
activities lUlder STELLAR WIND are precisely a core exercise ofCornm.ander-in-Chiefpowers 
to detect and engage the enemy in protecting the Nation from attack in the midst of a war and 
that Congress may not by statute restrict U1e Commander- in Chiers decisions about such a matter 
involving the C'.onduct of a campaign. (TS//SI STLW!/NF) 

Even if we did not conclude that STELLAR WIND was within the core of(he 
Conunander-in·Chief power with which Congress cannot interfere, we would conclude that the 
restrictions i.n flSA would frustrate the President's ability to carry out his constitutionally 
assigned functions as Commander in Cltief and are irnpenrussible on that basis. As. noted above, 
even in prior opinions suggesting that Congress bas £he power to restrict the Executive's actions 
in foreign intelligence collection this Office hM always preserved the caveat that such restrictions 
would be pem1issible only where they do not "go so far as to 
Presidentto perfom1 his constitutionally prescribed functions." 
Several factors combine to make the FISA process an insuffici 
the crisis the President has faced in lhe wake of the September ll attacks. (TS//.Sl STL\WINF) 
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To summarize, we conclude only that when the Na1io11 has been thrust into an armed 
cohflict by a foreign attack on the United States and the President determines in his role as 
Commander ill. Chief and sole organ for the Natiotl in foreign affairs that it is essential for 
defense against a further foreign attack to use the signals intelligence capabilities of the 
Departineot of Defense within the Uni(ed States, he has inherent constitutionalauthority lo direct 
electronic surveillance with our a warranr to inlerceptlhe suspected conununlcations of the enemy 
- an autl1ority that Congress cannot curtail. We need not, and do not, expreSs any view on 
whether the restriclions imposed io FISA are a constitutional exercise of congressional power in 
circumstances of mote. routine foreign intelligence gathering that do not implicate an armed 
conflict and direcl efforts to safeguard the Nation from a. credible danger of foreign attack. 
(TS'lSI 8TL'111INF) r• 1rr;. 

:~ ·.",~C?.) t: 
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II[. Telephony D!allng~Type Meta Data Collection- StatLUory Analysis 
(T~~l STL""!NF) U- HH 

The second major a.;;pect of the STELLAR 
the collection of telecommunications dialing-type 
data. known as .. meta data," does not include the content , L( consists 
essentially of the telephone number of the calling party, the Celephone number of the called party, 
and the date, time, and duration of the telephone call. For ease ofr.eference, we wiH refer to this 
aspect of STELLAR WIND as meta data collection. (TSNSl STL\WINF) 
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:rhe analysis above establishes that the constraints itnposed by FfSA and title 18 that 
would seein to prohibit the activities undertaken in STELLAR WIND cite either best construed to 
have be~ su~,~rseded by the Congressional Au~ori 

, !" detennJ.ning the scope of executive power to conduct foreign intelligence searches, we 
have alieady'concJuded above thal there is an exception to the Fourth Arnendll'l.ent•s warrant 
requirement for such searches. See Part II. C. I, supra. For that analysis, we assumed that some 
activities undertaken under STELLAR WIND would be subject to 'the Fourth Amendment. It 
remains for us now to tum to a more comprehensive examination ofSTELLAR W1ND under the 
Fourth Amendment. Once again, we divide our analysis to address separately (i} interception of 
the o:mtent of communications and (H) the acquisition of meta data. ff'S/ISJ STL-'W/Il!'f.F) 

We recognize that there may be a sou11d argument for the proposition that the Fow'th 
Amendment does not even apply to a military operation such as STELLAR WIND. 8'' Assurning 
arguendo,; however, that it does apply, we analyze STELLAR WlND's content interceptions 
under Che Fourth Amendment standard of reasonableness. Ali the Supreme Co1.111 has explained. 
this analysis requires a balancing of the governmental intere.o:t at stake against the degre.e of 

14 See, e.g, Memorandum for Alberto R. Gonzales, Couosel to the .Preliident, and William J. HaylKs, U, 
General Counsel, Dcponment of Defense, from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistanl Attorney Gcnen~.t, nnd RobertJ. 
Delahumy, Special Cou.nsel, Omce of Legal Counsel, RJ?: Authority for Use of Mi/ltQr}' Force To Comb(JI Terrori.rl 
Activities Within lhe Unfted States 25 (Oct. 23, 200 l} {"lo light of the well-senled understanding that conslitULional 
collStraints must give way i.n some respects to the exigencies of war, we think that the better view is that the Fourth 
Amendment does nat apply to doma1ic military opc:rnlions designed to deter and prevent funher terrorist attacks."). 
(U) 
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intrusion into protected areas ofptivacy. See, e.g., Board ofEduc. v. Earls, 536 U.S. 822, 829 
(2002) {"[WJe generally detennine the t·easonableness of a search by balancing the nature of the 
inlrusion on the individual's privacy against tbe promotion oflegitimate governmental 
interests."). Under that balancing, we conclude Utat the searches at issue here are reasonable. 
(TS'!SI STL"''INF) n 'h1-r 

As for mela data collection, as explained below, we conclude lhatunder the Supreme 
Court's decision io SmiJII v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 735 (1979), the interception of the routing 
infonnation for both telephone calls and e-m ails does not implicate any Fourth Amendment 
jnterests.8~ (TS//SI STbW//NF) 

A. STELLAR WJ.NO Content Interceptions Arc Reasonable Under Balanciog
of-Interests AJ1alysis (TSI/SI STLWJ.INF) 

Under the srandard balancing ofjnterests analysis used for gauging reasonableness, the 
STELLAR WIND interceptions would pass muster u~;~der the {:'ourth Amendment. A:s the 
Supreme Court .has emphasized repeatedly, "(t]he touchstone of the Fourth Amendmeni is 
reasonableness, and !he reasonableness of a search is determined by assessing, on the one hand, 
the degree to which it intrudes upon an individual's privacy and. on the other, the _degree Ia 
which it is needed for U1e promotion oflegilimate govemmencal interests." United States v. 
Kt~ights. 534 U.S. l12, 118-19 (2001 ). The Court has found a search reasonable when, under the. 
totali{y of the circumsrances, <he "importance of the governmental interests" has outweighed the 
"nature and quality of the intrusion on the individual's Fow1h Amendment interests." Tennessee 
v. Gamer, 471 U.S. l, 8 (1985). (TS/fSf-S'FL\WfNF) 

We begin by addressing the individual privacy interests at stake. There can be no doubt 
that., as a general matter1 interception of the content of telephone communications implicates a 
significant privacy interest oflhe individual whose conversation is intercepted. The Supreme 
Court has made clear at least since Katz. v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (l967), that individuals 
have a substantial and constitutionally protected reasonable expectation of privacy that lheir 
telephone conversations will not be subject to govenunental eavesdropping. The same privacy 
interest likely applies. absent individual cireumstances lessening. that interest, to the contents of 
e·maLl communications. Although the individual privacy imerests at stake may be substantial, it 
is well recognized that a variety of governmental interests- including routine iaw enforcement 
and foreign-intelligence gathering- can overcome those interests. (TS//81 STLW/~W) 

On the other side of the ledger here, the govenunent's inlerest io conducting the 
surveillance is lhe most compelling interest possible- securing the Nation from foreign attack in 
the midst of an anned conflict. One attack has already taken thousands of Jives and placed the 
Nation in state of armed conflict Defending the Nalion from attack is perhaps the most 

as Although th1s snemoCl.ndurn eYnluates U•e ST6LLAR WfND prog01m 1111der the Fourth Am.cndrocnl, we 
do not here analyze the specific pr~edurcs followed by tl•e NSA in implementing the program. 
(TSNSE SH.¥NhfF) 
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impor'(anl function oft he federal government- and one of the few express obligations of the 
government enshrined in the Constitution. See U.S. Consl. art. IV,§ 4 ('The United States shall 
guarantee to every Slate in this Union a Republican Fmm of Govemmenl, and shaft protect each 
of them agailfsl/nvasion ... .''}(emphasis added). As the Supreme Court has declared, "(f}t is 
'ubviuu~ ami unarguable' ttml no govemm~nlal inlt;rest is more l"..Olpelling than the sectarily of 
lhe Nation." Haig V. Agee, 453 U.S. 280,307 (1981). Cf The federalist No. 23, al 148 
(Alexander Hamill on) (Jacob E. Cooke e.d. I 961) ("(T]here can be no limilation of that authority, 
which is to provide for the defence and protection of the community, in any matter e!)sential to its 
efficacy."}. (TSI/Si STb'.YNNF) 

As we have explained in previous the 
government's overwhelming iJ1terest in detecting and t auacks is easily 
sufficient to make reasonable the intn1sion into privacy involved in intercepting selected 
conununications. The nation has already suffered o1te attack that disrupted the Nation's financial 
center for days and that successfully suuck at the command and control center for the Nation's 
military. In initiating STELLAR WJND, moreover, the President specifically concluded that al 
Qaeda had the ability and intent to carry oul further auacks that could result in massive loss of 
life and destruction of property and that might even thre.'tteo the continuiLy ofthe federal 
govemm~t. As noted above. the September ll attack 3 of a 

Of course, because the magnitude oft be government's interest here depends in part upon 
tlle threat posed by al Qaeda, · · 

cant 
program ent hil.<; established a system under which the surveillance is 

authorized only for a limited period, typically for 30 to 45 days. This ensures Lhut the 
justification for the program is regularly reexamined. Indeed, eacb reauthorization is 
accompanied by a fresh reassessment of the current threat posed by a! Qaeda. As explained 
above. before each reauthorization, the Director of Central Intelligence and tbe Secretflry of 
Defense prepare a memorandum for the President highligh.ling some oflhe current infollTlation 
relating to threats from al Qaeda and providing their assessmenl as to whether al Qaeda still 
poses a substantial threat of carrying out an attack in the United States. Each Presidential 
Authori?.ation ofthe pl·ogram is thus based on a current threat assessment and includes the 
President•s 'sr.ecHic detennination thal, based upon infotmation available to him from all sources, 

' ~ --· .,._ 
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We should also note t, even based 
upon the limited range of information available to us- which is less than lhe tolalilyof 
infonnation upon which the President bnses his decisions concerning th.e continltation of 
STELLAR WlND -there is ample basis on which to conclude that the threat posed by al Qaeda 
continues to be of a sufficient magnitude to justify the STELLAR WTND program for Fourth 
Amendment purposes. We note here only some of the highlights that have appeared jn the 
threat-related intelligence reporting available lo the President and relevant for evaluating the 
current ttueal posed by al Qa(Xia: (TS/IS[ STL\V.IJNF) 

+ 
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Finally, as part of the balancing of interests to evaluate Fourth Amendment 
reasona"bleness, we think it is signitic~mt that cot1tent interception Uhder STELLAR WTND is 
limited solely to those inlemati anal conuuunications for whicb .. there are reasonable grounds to 
believe ... [that] a pru1y to such conununication is a group engaged in international terrorism, or 
activities in preparation therefor, or any agent of such a group." March 11, 2004 Authori:retion 
-The interception is thus. targeted precisely at conmtunications for which there is already a 
reasonable basis to think there is a terrorism connection. This is celevant because !he Supreme 
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Court has indicated thai in evaluating reasonableness, one should consider the "efficacy or (the] 
means for addressing the problern." Vernonia ~'ch .. Dist. 47J v. Acton, 515 U.S. M6, 663 (1995); 
see also Earls, 536 U.S. at 834 ("Finally, this Court must consider the nature and immediacy of 
the govemmenl's concerns and the efficacy of the Policy in meeting them."). This does not 
mean, of course. that rt3Sonablencss requires the "le<~st intrusive" or most "narrowly tailored" 
me3ns for obtaining information. To lhe contrary, the SUJ)reme Court has repeatedly rejected 
such suggestions. See, e.g., Earls, 536 U.S. at 837 ("[T)his Court has repeatedly staled that 
reasonableness under the Fourth Amendment does not require employing the least intrusive 
means, because the logic <)f such elaborate less-restrictive-alternative arguments could raise 
insup<;:rable baniers to the exercise of virtually all search~and-seizure powers.") (internal 
quotation mat:ks omiUed)j Vernonia, 5l5 U.S. at 663 ("We. have repeatedly refused to declare 
that only the 'leas·( .inlnlsive' search practicable can be reasonable under the Foutth 
Amendment.''). Nevertheless, Lhe Court has indicated that some consideration of tl1e efficacy of 
the search being implemented - that is, some measure of fit between the searc-h and (he desired 
objective- is relevnnt to .tbe reasonableness analysis.K6 Thus, a program of surveillance that 
operated by listening to the con1en( of every telephone call in the United States in order to find 
those calls (hat migh1 relate to terrorism would require us to consider a rather di (ference bala1.1ce 
here. STELLAR WlND, however, is precisely !argeted to intercept solely those international 
communications for which there are reasonable grounds .already to believe there is a terrorism 
cmmection, a limitation which further strongly supports the reasonableness of the searches. 
(TSh'Bl STV.VIINF) 

In light oftheconsidetations outlined above, takh1g into account the totality oftbe 
circumstances, including the nature ofthe privacy interest at stake, the overwhelming 
governmental interest involved, the threat 1hat al Qaeda continues to pose to the United States. 
and the targeted nalttre of the survc:illance at jssuc, we conclude that the content interception 
undertaken through STELLAR WIND continues _to be reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. 
(TS/181 STLWliNF) 

"This conside\<ltJOrt has o(tcn bc~n rekvant ill r..ases that involve some form of suspicjonle$$ searcll. Even 
in those cases, moreover, the Couit has made clear tltat the mea.sure cf efficacy required is not a stringent or 
demanding numerical measure ofsue<:ess. fur ~xarnpk, m considering the u~c- ofwarmnlless road blocks to 
acC"omplish lentporary seizures of automobiles to screen drivers for signs of drunkec. driving, the Court noted lhnt 
tltc road blocks resulted U\ the arrest (or drunken driving of only L.6 percent of the drivers passing through the 
checkpoint. The Coun eooeludcd that this suecess rat~ esU!blished sufficient .. efficacy'' to sustain th~ 
constirutionality of lb.e practice. See Micllig{ln Dep 't of State Pal ice- v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444. •154-55 ( 1990). 
Similarly, the Court haupproved the use of roadblocks that detected iUegal immigrants in only O.l2 percent oflbe 
vehlcles passing through lb.e checkpoint. See United States v Marti11ez-Fuerte, 4 28 U.S. 543, 554 ( 1916). What the 
Cowtbas warned against is lhe use of random aod standardless seArches, giving potentially arbitrary discretion to 
officers conducting tbc sc;uch~. for which ther:e is "no empirical evidence" to support the conc:Jusion that they will 
promote the govenuncnl objective at band. SilZ, 496 U.S. at 454. (U} 
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0. Acquisition of Meta Data Does Not [mpllcnte the Fourth Amcnrimcnt 
(TSI/SI STL'miNF) 

The Fourth Amendmenl analysis for the acquisition of meta data is substanlially simpler. 
The Supreme Court has squarely detennined that an individual has no Fourth Amendment 
protected "legitimate expectation of privacy regarding the numbers he dialed on h.i:; phone." 
Smith v. Mmy/and, 442 U.S. 73S, 742 {J 979} (internal quotation mllrks omiued). ln Smith, the 
Court was considering the warrantless use of a pen register to record the numbers that a person 
had called on his telepbone. In evaluating whether an ind[vidual could claim a reas.onable 
expectation of privacy in such numbers, the Court explaim~d chat lelephone subscribers know that 
they must convey the numbers !hey wish to call to the lekphone company in order for the 
company to complete the call for them. In addition. subscribers know that the telephone 
company can and usually does record such nmnbers for billing purposes. As a result, the Court 
concluded that subscribers cannot elaim "any general expectation tha( the numbers they dial will 
remain secret." /d. at 743. The situation fell squarely ima the line of cases in which the Court 
had ntled thai .. a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in inforn1ation he voluntarily 
tums over to third parties." ld at 743-44; see also Ur1ited States v. Millet', 425 U.S. 435, 443 
(1976) ("This Court has held repeatedly that the Fourth Amendment does not probibiLthe 
obtaining of information revealed to a third party and conveyed by him to Government 
auLhoriti~ even if the information is reveale<l on the assumption that il will be used onl.y for a 
linrlted purpose and the confidence pla~d in the third party wiH not be eould 

users no subj of privacy meta data 
infonuation. Just like the numbers Utat a caUec dials on a telephone, the addressing infonnation 
on an e-mail is freely shared with an e-mail servic.e provider to enable the delivery ofthe 

request for 
business recordS is.irrelevanl for pwposes of1he eoastitutional analysis. The fact rcmams that the information 
ga(hered- the dialing number infonnation showing wilh whom a pe•son has been in eontaet- is net prolected under 
the Fourth Amendment. (TS!!Sl STtW//NF) 
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message. The user fully knows that he must shan! lhat infonnation to have his mail deliveredY 
(TS//81 STLW/IH"P) 

Second, even if n user could son1ehow dain1 a subjective expeclatioi\ ofpnvacy in e-mail 
meta data, that is not an expectation "that society is prepared to recognize as 'reasonable.'" Katz, 
389 U.S. at 361 (Harlan, J., concurring). Just as telephone users who ''volun(arily convey[]" 
infonmnion to the phone cornpnny ••jo the ordinary course" of making a call "assum[ e]lhe risk'' 
that this infonnation will be passed on to the govenunent or others, Smith, 442 U.S. at 744 
{internal quotation marks omitted), so too do e·mail users assume the risk that !he addressing 
i11fonnation on lheir e-ntails may be shared. Thus1 such addressing information is siml>ly not 
protected by the Fourth Amendment. (TSNSE·STLWIR'W) 

This c.onclusion is strongly supported by another analogy that could be used to assess the 
Fourth Amendment protection wananted fol' addressit\g information on e-mails - the analogy 10 

regu lal' letters in the U.S. maiL Low~r courts have consistently concluded that the Fourth 
Amendment is not implicated by "mail covers," through which postal officials monitl11' and 
report for regular leUer mail the same type of informal ion contained in e-mail meta data- i.e., 
information on the face of the envelope, including ibe name of the addressee, the postmark, the 
name and address of !lte sender (if it appears), and the class of maiL See, e.g., United States v. 
Choczte, 516 F.'2d 165, 174· 77 (9th Cir. J 978); cf United States v. Charbonueau, 979 F. Supp. 
1177, I 184 (S.D. Ohio 1991) ("E-mail is almost equivalent to sending a letler via the mails."); 
United States v. MtJJ.1vell, 45 M.J. 406, 418 (C.A.A.F. 1996) ("fn a sense, e-mail is like a 
letter.''). Courts have reasoned that "(s]enders knowingly expose[) the o\ltsides of the mail to 
postal employees and others/' Choate, 576 F.2d at L 77. and therefore have "no reasGnable 
expectation that such infonnation will remain unobserved," id. at 175; see al.so Vreeken v. Dav1:r, 
718 F.2d 343, 347-48 (I Oth Cir. 1983) (concluding the "mail cover at issue in tl;le instant case is 
indistinguishable in any important respect from the pen. register at issue in Smith''); Uniteil Swte.s 
v. DePoli, 628 F.2d 779, 786 (2d Cir. 1980) ("[T]here is no reasonable expectation of privacy 
with regard to the outside of a fetter .. . .''); United States v. Fiuie, 593 F.2d 14, l5 (5th Cir. 
1979) (per curiam) ("There is no reasonable expectation of privacy in information placed on the 
exterior of mailed items .... "). Commentators have also rccogni7.cd that evmail addressing 
information is analogous to telephone numbers and rtlail covers, see Orin S. Kerr, lntemel 
Su~il/ance Law after tiLe USA PATRIOT Act: The Big Brother That /sn 't, 97 Nw. U. L. Rev. 
607. 611-15 (2003), and that. •'[g]iven the logic of Smith, the [Supreme) Court is unlikely to 
recognize a constitutional difference betweeo e-ntail addressing information and the infonnation 
that a telephone pen register reveals," Tracey Maclin, Katz. Kyllo, and Technology, 72 Miss. L.J. 
51, 132 (2002). (TS!/Sl STL'.V/INF) 

as The Smi//J Court also noted thai telephone customers muslrenlize d1a1 Celephone cot'l1ll311ics will tra~k 
dialing infonnalion in some cases beClJuse it "aid[s} in tbe identification or persons n1aki.ua annoying Ol obs~ne 
c11lls.'' Sm{(h, 442 U.S. at 742. Tlte same subjective expectations hold true: for users of l.ntemet e-mail, wl\o should 
know that [SPs can keep records lo identify and supprC'$S .. annoying or obs~ne" message$ (rom lUlon.ynwus 

se.nders. Individuals are regularly'bombarded with unsolicited. offc:nsive materiallhrough !.memel e-mail, and lhe 
senders of such e-mail in1enliona!ly cloak their identity. See The CAN-SPAM Ac€ of2003, Pub L. No. l08· 187, 
§ 2(a),ll7 Stat. 2699, 2699· 700 (congression:tl findings on lhis point). ('fS~JSl STLWIJ.Nr) 
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In our view, therefore. well-established principles indicate that the collection of e-mail 
meta data does not qualify as a ~<search,. implicating the Fourth Amendment.11? 

fFS HSJ STL'" /(NF) . II • tY)t 

Thus, we arfirm our conclusion that STELLAR Wlf.ID meta data collection does not 
involve the collection of infonnation in which persons nave a legitimate ex~ 

.. 

that il does not amount to a search und.:r lbe Fourth Amendment. -
(TS''SI STl WlJfW) II ..,. ti7r 

CONCLUSION (U) 

For the foregoing reasons, we conclude that, notwithstanding the prahibilions of FISA 
and title 18, under the current circumstances oflhe ongoing armed conflict withal Qaeda and in 
light of the broad authority conferred in the Qmgressional Authorization, the President, as 
Coro.rnander in Chief and Chief Executive, has legal authority to ~uthodze the NSA tQ cond\JCt 
the signals~ intelligence activities described above; that U1.e activities. to lhe extent they are 
searches subject to the Fourtil Amendment, comport with the requirements of lhe Foorth 
Amendment; and thus that the operation of the STELLAR WIND program as described above ·is 
lawful. fFSf/SI STLVI/fNF) · . 

Please let me know if we can be of further assistance. (U) 

c;r./.~R 
Jack L. Goldsmith, lD 
Assistant Attorney General 

dala botl1 for telephone calls and for e-muils and that our 
Fourth Amendmeot analysi' above applies Eo both. (:r8/JSI STLVUJI>W) 
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AUTHORITY FOR WARRANTLESS NATIONAL SECURITY SEARCHES 

Presidents have long asserted the constitutional authority to order searches, even without 
judicial warrants, where necessary to protect the national security against foreign powers and their 
agents. The courts have repeatedlyupheld the exercise of this authority. 

A memorandum from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Attorney General Robert H. Jackson, 
dated May 21, 1940, authorized the use of wiretaps in matters "involving the defense of the nation." 
See United States v. United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, 407 U.S. 

· 297, 311 n.10 (1972) ("Keith"). The President directed the Attorney General "to secure information 
by listening devices [directed at] the conversation or other comm\mications of persons suspected of 
subversive activities against the government of the United States, including _suspected spies," while 
asking the Attorney General "to limit these investigations so conducted to a minimum and to limit them 
insofar as possible as to aliens." See Electronic SUrveillance Within the United States for Foreign 
Intelligence Purposes: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Intelligence and the Rights of Americans of 
the Select Common Intelligence, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 24 (1976) (statement of Attorney General 
Edward H. LeVI) ("Levi Statement"). President Roosevelt issued the memorandum after the House of 
Representatives passed a joint resolution to sanction wiretapping by the FBI for national security 
purposes, but the Senate failed to act. See America R. Cinquegrana, The Walls and Wires Have 
Ears: The Background and First Ten Years of the Foreign Intelligence SurveillanceAct of 1978, 
137 U. Pa L. Rev. 793, 797-98 (1989). 

By a letter dated July 17, 1946, Attorney General Tom C. Clark reminded President Truman of 
the 1940 directive, which had been followed by Attorneys General Jackson and Francis Biddle. At 
Attorney General Clark's request, the President approved the continuation of the authority, see Levi 
Statement at 24, and even broadened it to reach "internal security cases." Keith, 407 U.S. at 311 and 

. n.1 0. In the Eisenhower Administration, Attorney General Herbert Brownell, as the Supreme Court 
noted in Keith, advocated the use electronic surveillance both in internal and international security 
matters. 407 U.S. at 311. 

In 1965, President Johnson announced a policy under which warrantless wiretaps would be 
limited to national security matters. Levi Statement at 26. Attorney General Katzenbach then wrote 
that he saw "no need to curtail any such activities in the national security field." !d. ·Attorney General 
Richardson stated in 1973 that, to approve a warrantless surveillance, he would need to be convinced 
that it was necessary "(1) to protect the nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of 
a foreign power, (2) to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the · 
United States, or (3) to protect national security information against foreign intelligence activities." Id. 
at 27. When Attorney General Levi testified in 1976, he gave a similar list, adding that a warrantless 
surveillance could also be used· "to obtain information certified as necessary for the conduct of foreign 
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affairs matters important to the national security of the United States." Id. 

Warrantless electronic surveillance of agents of foreign powers thus continued until the passage 
in 1978 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1801-29. Although the Supreme 
Court never ruled on the legality of warrantless searches as to agents of foreign powers, see Keith, 401 
U.S. at 321-22 (requiring a warrant in domestic security cases but reserving issue where a foreign 
power or its agents were involved), the courts of appeals repeatedly sustained the lawfulness of such 

. . 

searches. United States v. Truong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d 908, 914 (4th Cir. 1980); United States 
v. Buck, 548 F.2d·871, 875 (9th Cir. 1977); United States v. Brown, 484 F:2d418 (5th Cir. 1973); 
United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593, 606 (3d Cir. 1974); United States v. Clay, 430 F.2d 165 
(5th Cir. 1970), rev'd on other grounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971); but see Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516 
F.2d 594, 651 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (dictum in plurality opinion). The Fourth Circuit held, for example, 
that "because of the need of the executive branch for flexibility, its practical experience, and its 
constitutional competence, the courts should not require the executive to secure a warrant each time it 
conducts foreign intelligence surveillance." Truong, 629 F.2d at 914. As the court elaborated, 
"attempts to counter foreign threats to the national security require the utmost stealth, speed, and 
secrecy," and a ''warrant requirement would add a procedural hurdle that woul~ reduce the flexibility of 
executive· foreign intelligence initiatives, in some cases delay executive response to foreign intelligence 
threats, and increase the chance. ofleaks regarding sensitive executive operations~" I d. at 913 (citations 
and footnote omitted). Furthermore, "the executive possesses unparalleled expertise to make the 
decisions whether to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance." /d. (citations omitted). And "[p]erhaps 
most crucially, the executive branch not only has superior expertise in the area of foreign intelligence, it 
is also constitutionally designated as the pre-eminent authority in foreign affairs." ld. at 914 (citations 
omitted). In this pre-statutory context, two courts of appeals, the Fourth Circuit in Truong (id. at 915) 
and the Third Circuit in Butenko ( 494 F.2d at 606), would have limited the authority to instances 
where the primary purpose of the search w~ to obtain foreign intelligence." 

The passage ofFISA created an effective means for issuance of judicial orders for electronic 
surveillance in national security matters. Congress, however, had not given the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court the power to issue orders for physical searches. After nevertheless granting orders 
in three instances during the Carter Administration, the court ruled early in the Reagan Administration, 
as the Justice Department then argued, that it lacked jurisdiction to approve physical searches. SeeS. 
Rep. 103-296, at-36-37 {1994). Thus, physical searches after the ruling had to approved by the 
Attorney General without a judicial warrant. Id. at 37. In 1994, after the use of warrantless physical 
searches in the Aldrich Ames case, Congress concluded that ''from the standpoint of protecting the 
constitutional rights of Americans, from the standpoint of bringing greater legal certainty to this area, 
from the standpoint of avoiding problems with future espionage prosecutions, and from the standpoint 
of protecting federal officers and einployees from potential civi1liability," id., FISA should be amended 
to cover physical searche~. /d. at 40. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFORMATION ) 
CENTER, ) 

) 
Plaintiff, ) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

) 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION, et al., ) 

) 
Plaintiffs, ) 

) 
v. ) 

) 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, ) 

) 
Defendant. ) 

Civil No. 06-00096 (HHK) 

Civil No. 06-00214 (HHK) 

SECOND REDACTED DECLARATION OF STEVEN G. BRADBURY 

I, Steven G. Bradbury, declare as follows: 

1. (U) I am the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Office of 

Legal Counsel ("OLC" or the "Office") of the United States Department of Justice (the 

"Department"). No one currently serves as the Assistant Attorney General for OLC. 

Consequently, in my capacity as Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General for the Office, 

I am the head of OLC and supervise all OLC activities, including its responses to requests 

under the Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. § 552. 

2. (U) I provide this declaration in response to the Court's Memorandum 

Opinion and Order of September 5, 2007 ("Mem. Op."), requesting further information 

concerning the Department's determination to withhold certain documents in response to 
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FOIA requests made by the Electronic Privacy Information Center ("EPIC"), the American 

Civil Liberties Union ("ACLU"), and the National Security Archive Fund ("NSAF"). Those 

FOIA requests sought information from OLC and other Department components regarding 

the Terrorist Surveillance Program ("TSP"), a classified foreign intelligence collection 

activity authorized by the President after the attacks of September 11, 2001. 

3. (U) This declaration is based on my personallmowledge, information, and 

belief, and on information disclosed to me in my capacity as Principal Deputy Assistant 

Attorney General for OLC. This declaration also supplements, incorporates, and relies upon 

the In Camera, Ex Parte Declaration of Steven G. Bradbury, dated September 15,2006 (cited 

herein as "Bradbury Decl."), and also relies upon an exhibit to that Declaration, the In 

Camera, Ex Parte Declaration of John D. Negroponte, the former Director ofNational 

Intelligence, dated September 7, 2006 (cited herein as "DNI Decl."). 1 

4. (U) For the convenience of the Court, Exhibit A to this declaration is an 

updated version of the chart provided as Exhibit K to my original declaration, which lists 

each ofthe records or categories of records withheld by OLC in this litigation. The updated 

chart identifies, as to each record or category of record, whether summary judgment has been 

granted by the Court's earlier order or whether the record is addressed in this supplemental 

submission, and if so, provides the paragraph numbers of this declaration where the record is 

discussed. In addition, in connection with the Notice of Supplemental Authority that I 

understand has been filed in this case advising the Court of developments in litigation in the 

United States District Court for the Southern District ofNew York- where certain 

documents processed by OLC in response to a similar FOIA request seeking information 

1 (U) In February 2007, J. Michael McConnell replaced Ambassador Negroponte as the Director of 
National Intelligence. 

2 
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about the TSP have been at issue, and where I have also submitted a declaration - the chart 

attached hereto as Exhibit A also identifies those documents as to which summary judgment 

is still pending in the litigation before this Court but as to which OLC's determinations to 

withhold have been upheld by the Court in The New York Times Company v. U.S. Dept. of 

Defense and U.S. Dept. of Justice, Civil Action No. 06-1553 (S.D.N.Y.) (Berman, J.). 

(U) CLASSIFICATION OF DECLARATION 

5. REDACTED 

6. REDACTED 

7. REDACTED 

8. REDACTED 

9. REDACTED 

(U) PLAINTIFFS' FOIA REQUESTS AND THE TERRORIST SURVEILLANCE 
PROGRAM 

10. (U) Each of plaintiffs' FOIA requests seeks information regarding the 

Terrorist Surveillance Program ("TSP"), a highly classified signals intelligence activity 

authorized by the President after the terrorist attacks on the United States of September 11, 

2001. Under the TSP, the National Security Agency ("NSA") was authorized to intercept the 

contents of international communications for which there were reasonable grounds to believe 

that one party was located outside the United States and that at least one party to the 

communication was a member or agent of al Qaeda or an affiliated terrorist organization. 

See Bradbury Decl. ~ 19. 

11. (U) The President publicly acknowledged the existence of the TSP on 

December 17, 2005. See Bradbury Decl. ~ 20. On January 17, 2007, after my original 

declaration in this case was executed, the Attorney General announced that any electronic 

3 
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surveillance that was occurring under the TSP would now be conducted subject to the 

approval ofthe Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC"). See Ex. B hereto. On 

August 5, 2007, Congress enacted the Protect America Act of2007, Pub. L. No. 110-55, 

which exempted the acquisition of certain foreign intelligence information from the 

definition of"electronic surveillance" subject to the procedures of the Foreign Intelligence 

Surveillance Act ("FISA"). Under these circumstances, the President has not renewed his 

authorization of the TSP. 

12. (U) Although the existence of the TSP is now publicly acknowledged, and 

some general facts about the TSP have been officially disclosed, the President has made clear 

that sensitive information about the nature, scope, operation, and effectiveness of the TSP 

and other communications intelligence activities remains classified and cannot be disclosed 

without causing exceptionally grave harm to U.S. national security. The declaration of the 

former Director ofNational Intelligence, provided in this litigation, sets forth the categories 

of information related to the TSP that cannot be disclosed without causing such harms, and 

describes these harms in detail. See DNI Decl. ~~ 22, 26-35. 

13. REDACTED 

14. REDACTED 

15. REDACTED 

16. REDACTED 

(A.) 

17. REDACTED 

18. REDACTED 

(B.) 

19. REDACTED 

4 
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20. REDACTED 

21. REDACTED 

22. REDACTED 

(C.) 

23. REDACTED 

24. REDACTED 

(U) FURTHER EXPLANATION OF WITHHOLDINGS 

(U) A. Records or Categories of Records Relating to the 
President's Authorization of the TSP. 

25. (U) Within this category, the Court has sought further justification concerning 

the proper withholding ofthe following documents: OLC 51, 63, 64, 114, and 115; ODAG 3 

and 40; OIPR 138, 139, and 140; and FBI 4, 5, and 7, which are internal memoranda 

reflecting the views of Department officials regarding the President's reauthorization ofthe 

TSP and related matters. These documents reflect internal deliberations regarding the 

reauthorization process as well as the confidential advice of attorneys in the course of 

formulating recommendations to the President regarding these matters. 

OLC 51 

26. (U) OLC 51 is a one-page memorandum, dated August 9, 2004, from the 

Acting Assistant Attorney General for OLC to the Deputy Attorney General entitled 

"Proposed Memorandum," which contains OLC's advice concerning a decision to be made 

by the Deputy Attorney General regarding an intelligence collection activity. 

27. REDACTED 

5 
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Applicability of Exemption Five 

28. (U) In any event, disclosure of OLC 51 would interfere with the attorney-

client relationship between OLC and the leadership of the Department, which relies upon 

OLC for its legal advice with respect to a broad range of issues. Disclosure of 

communications of this nature would substantially harm the relationships intended to be 

protected by this privilege by compromising OLC's ability to provide legal advice and to do 

so in writing. Thus, OLC 51 is properly withheld under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

OLC 63, OLC 64, OLC 114, OIPR 139, and OIPR 140 

29. (U) OLC 63 is a two-page memorandum (and related electronic file) dated 

March 16, 2004, from the Acting Attorney General to the Counsel to the President, copied to 

the President's Chief of Staff, containing legal recommendations regarding classified foreign 

intelligence activities. OLC 63 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

30. (U) OLC 64 consists offour copies of a three-page memorandum dated 

March 15, 2004, for the Deputy Attorney General from the Assistant Attorney General for 

OLC, plus an electronic file, which outlines preliminary OLC views with respect to certain 

legal issues concerning classified foreign intelligence activities. The memorandum 

specifically notes that OLC's views have "not yet reached final conclusions" and that OLC is 

"not yet prepared to issue a final opinion." OLC 64 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions 

One, Three, and Five. 

31. (U) OLC 114 consists of two copies of a three-page memorandum dated 

March 22, 2004, to the Deputy Attorney General from the Assistant Attorney General for 

OLC, which confirms oral advice provided by OLC on a particular matter concerning 

classified foreign intelligence activities. OLC 114 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, 

Three, and Five. 

6 
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32. (U) OIPR 139 is a one-page memorandum dated March 12, 2004, to the 

Deputy Attorney General from the Assistant Attorney General for OLC, which provides legal 

advice concerning certain decisions relating to classified foreign intelligence activities. 

OIPR 139 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

33. (U) OIPR 140 is a one-page letter dated March 11,2004, from the Assistant 

Attorney General for OLC, to the White House Counsel seeking clarification regarding 

advice that OLC had been requested to provide concerning classified foreign intelligence 

activities. OIPR 140 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

Applicability of Exemptions One and Three. 

34. REDACTED 

35. REDACTED 

Applicability of Exemption Five. 

36. (U) Disclosure of each of these documents would interfere with privileged 

attorney-client relationships. Specifically, disclosure of OLC 64, OLC 114, and OIPR 139, 

which contain recommendations and legal advice from OLC to the Deputy Attorney General, 

would interfere with the attorney-client relationship between OLC and Department 

leadership who rely upon OLC for its legal advice with respect to a broad range of issues. 

Disclosure of communications of this nature would substantially harm the relationships 

intended to be protected by the attorney-client privilege by compromising OLC's ability to 

provide legal advice and to do so in writing. Thus, OLC 64, OLC 114, and OIPR 139 are 

properly withheld under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

37. (U) Similarly, disclosure ofOLC 63, which contains recommendations and 

legal advice from the Department to the President and his advisors, would interfere with the 

attorney-client relationship between the Department of Justice and White House officials, 

7 
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who rely upon the Department for its legal advice with respect to a broad range of issues. 

Disclosure of communications of this nature would substantially harm the relationships 

intended to be protected by the attorney-client privilege by compromising the Department's 

ability to provide candid legal advice and to do so in writing. Thus, OLC 63 is also properly 

withheld under Exemption Five. 

38. (U) OIPR 140 is similarly exempt from disclosure in that it is a protected 

attorney-client communication between OLC and the White House seeking clarification 

regarding a question put to OLC with respect to a particular request for legal advice that was 

then pending in OLC. Disclosure of this sort of document would demonstrate the nature of 

the advice sought from OLC, and the nature of the clarification request that OLC then made 

of the White House, each of which are confidential communications that are protected by the 

attorney-client privilege. OIPR 140, accordingly, is properly withheld in its entirety under 

FOIA Exemption Five. 

39. (U) In addition, all of these documents (and particularly OLC 64, which 

notes, on its face, that OLC's views have "not yet reached final conclusions" and that OLC is 

"not yet prepared to issue a final opinion") were part of an ongoing decisionmaking process, 

whereby certain advice and recommendations were provided by OLC and the Department in 

the course of decisions by the President concerning the continued authorization of particular 

foreign intelligence activities. Disclosure of predecisional, deliberative documents that were 

part of ongoing decionmaking would seriously undermine the process by which the 

Government makes decisions by discouraging the frank exchange of ideas critical to effective 

decisionmaking. Thus, OLC 63, OLC 64, OLC 114, OIPR 130, and OIPR 140 are also 

properly withheld under the deliberative process privilege component of Exemption Five. 

8 
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OLC 115 

40. (U) OLC 115 is a two-page memorandum for the Attorney General from a 

Deputy Assistant Attorney General, OLC, dated January 9, 2002, which relates to the 

Attorney General's review of the legality of the President's order authorizing the TSP in the 

course of considering that program's reauthorization, which was done approximately every 

45 days. See Bradbury Decl. ~ 30. OLC 115 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, 

Three, and Five. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

41. REDACTED 

(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

42. (U) In addition, as discussed in my earlier declaration, OLC 115 reflects 

internal deliberations regarding the process by which the TSP was authorized. See Bradbury 

Decl. ~ 40. This document contains a recommendation from OLC to the Attorney General 

concerning his review of the legality of the TSP in the course of its periodic reauthorization. 

To disclose such deliberative recommendations from OLC to the Attorney General would 

compromise the process by which the Attorney General receives advice from OLC attorneys, 

see id. ~ 5, and would disclose the factors and recommendations presented to the Attorney 

General for his consideration when making certain decisions concerning the TSP. Both the 

deliberative process privilege and the attorney-client privilege are intended to protect against 

compromising the confidentiality of these types of communications, and, accordingly, OLC 

115 is also properly withheld under Exemption Five. 

ODAG3 

43. (U) ODAG 3 is a duplicate ofOLC 115 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 40-42, supra. 

9 
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ODAG40 

44. (U) ODAG 40 is a one-page undated document (plus an electronic file) which 

contains the personal notes of a former Department attorney concerning matters relating to 

classified foreign intelligence activities. This document is withheld under FOIA Exemptions 

One, Three, and Five. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

45. REDACTED 

(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

46. (U) As described in my prior declaration, ODAG 40 reflects internal 

deliberations regarding the process of reauthorizing the TSP, as well as the confidential 

advice of attorneys in the course of formulating recommendations to the President regarding 

classified communications intelligence activities. See Bradbury Decl. ~ 39. The substance of 

the communications contained in these notes is protected under a variety of privileges. For 

example, the notes reflect communications between OLC and a senior adviser to the 

President related to presidential decisionmaking concerning intelligence collection activities, 

and thus, are protected by the presidential communications privilege. The notes also reflect 

the substance of communications related to advice from OLC to the NSA that is protected by 

the attorney-client privilege, as well as internal Executive Branch deliberations within the 

Department, and involving other agencies, that are protected by the deliberative process 

privilege. Disclosure of communications of this nature would substantially harm the 

relationships and confidentiality concerns intended to be protected by these privileges, and, 

thus, ODAG 40 is properly withheld under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

47. REDACTED 

10 
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OIPR 138 

48. (U) In reviewing OIPR 138 for purposes of preparing this declaration, I have 

observed that the document is subject to an express reservation of control by the White 

House. As with OLC 56, 57, and 58, which OLC previously determined did not constitute 

agency records as that term is defined in FOIA, see Bradbury Decl. ~ 77, OLC has no 

authority to distribute this record or to dispose of it. OIPR 13 8, accordingly, is not an 

"agency record," as that term is defined in FOIA, and should not have been processed by 

OLC in response to the three FOIA requests at issue in this litigation. Because plaintiffs do 

not challenge OLC's determinations with respect to records that are not Department of 

Justice records, this record is not further discussed herein. 

FBI4 

49. (U) FBI 4 is a duplicate ofOLC 63 and is withheld for the reasons explained 

in paragraphs 29, 34-35, 37, 39, supra. 

FBI5 

50. (U) FBI 5 is a duplicate of OLC 64 and is withheld for the reasons explained 

in paragraphs 30, 34-36, 39, supra. 

FBI7 

51. (U) FBI 7 is a one-page memorandum, dated October 20, 2001, from the 

Attorney General to the Director of the FBI, advising the Director that certain intelligence 

collection activities are legal and have been appropriately authorized. The memorandum is 

classified TOP SECRET and is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One and Three. 

52. REDACTED 

11 
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REMAINING DOCUMENTS IN CATEGORY A 

53. (U) The Court has upheld OLC's withholding of the remaining records 

contained within this category, identified and described in my previous declaration at 

paragraphs 32-38: OLC 34, 67, 74, 78, 93, and 101; ODAG 10, 17, 18, 19, 48, and 65; and 

OIPR 141. See Mem. Op. at 14. 

B. REDACTED 

54. (U) The documents withheld by OLC in Category B related to certain 

arrangements and activities necessary to the operation of the foreign intelligence activities 

authorized by the President. Further information about this category of documents cannot be 

provided without disclosing classified information. 

55. REDACTED 

56. (U) The Court has upheld OLC's withholding of all the records contained 

within this category, identified and described in my previous declaration at paragraphs 42-47: 

OLC 35, 36, 37, 75 and 207, and ODAG 12. 

C. (U) Records or Categories of Records Relating to Targets of the TSP. 

57. (U) Within this category, the Court has sought further justification regarding 

the proper withholding of the following documents: OLC 76, 107, 139, 144, 145, and 200, 

ODAG 15, 16,23 and 24, and OIPR 9. 

OLC 76 and ODAG 24 

58. (U) As described in my earlier declaration, see Bradbury Decl. ~ 48, OLC has 

been part of an extensive interagency process designed to identify organizations affiliated 

with al Qaeda for purposes of the surveillance authorized under the TSP and to develop the 

criteria to be applied when identifying potential targets. OLC thus withheld records or 

12 
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categories of records relating to the criteria used for targeting and the appropriateness of 

targeting certain groups or individuals under the TSP. 

59. (U) These interagency discussions were intended to ensure that the TSP 

operated in a manner consistent with the President's authorizations and were part of the 

Department's review of the President's authorizations for form and legality. In addition, 

much of this interagency discussion occurred in the course of the Department's extended 

effort to devise an application for the FISC that would, if granted, allow activities authorized 

by the President under the TSP to be placed under FISC authorization. This extended effort 

required consultation among a variety of intelligence agencies and components to ensure that 

the application made to the FISC sought authorization for a surveillance effort that was 

appropriately targeted to ensure that useful information could be obtained through 

intelligence collection efforts and in compliance with applicable legal requirements. 

60. (U) OLC 76 and ODAG 24 are categories of records that reflect this 

interagency discussion. The documents are identified in a log attached hereto as Exhibit C. 

As that log demonstrates, the documents withheld by OLC in this category of records fall 

into three overlapping categories: interagency communications, much of it preliminary, 

concerning consideration of international terrorist groups potentially affiliated with al Qaeda; 

OLC drafts and notes concerning the same, often identifying questions requiring interagency 

resolution; and intelligence information and analysis concerning terrorist groups considered 

relevant to such consideration. All of these documents are properly withheld under FOIA 

Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

Applicability of Exemptions One and Three. 

61. (U) As described in my prior declaration, the United States cannot confirm or 

deny the identities of any target of foreign surveillance without fundamentally compromising 
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the intelligence sources and methods as well as intelligence information that might be 

collected from that source. See Bradbury Decl. ~50; DNI Decl. ~ 35. To disclose any of the 

discussion contained in these documents, preliminary or otherwise, concerning consideration 

of international terrorist groups potentially affiliated withal Qaeda, and whose members or 

agents, accordingly, might be targeted for collection under the TSP, would identify the 

priorities of United States intelligence collection activities, and put persons affiliated with 

these groups on notice that their communications may be compromised, inevitably resulting 

in the loss of intelligence information. See Bradbury Decl. ~~51-52; DNI Decl. ~ 35. 

62. REDACTED 

Applicability of Exemption Five 

63. (U) As described in my earlier declaration, all of the documents identified in 

this section were created or collected as part of an ongoing interagency deliberative process 

concerning consideration of groups potentially affiliated with al Qaeda. Moreover, although 

factual information is ordinarily not subject to deliberative process protection, in this case the 

selection of the specific facts considered by the Department and other agencies involved in 

this process would reveal the nature of the process and the specific information 

recommended to be considered when identifying groups potentially affiliated withal Qaeda. 

Disclosure of these records or categories of records would compromise the interagency 

deliberative process and deter the full exchange of ideas and information intended to assist in 

that process, to the detriment of informed government decisionmaking. Such documents are 

protected by the deliberative process privilege, and thus are properly withheld under FOIA's 

Exemption Five. 

64. (U) Furthermore, many of the documents withheld in this category constitute 

attorney-client communications between OLC and other Department attorneys, and the other 
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agencies, particularly in the Intelligence Community, to which we provide legal advice. To 

disclose these communications would hamper that relationship and make it difficult for the 

Depatiment to request and for the client agencies to provide factual information and opinions 

critical to producing well-informed legal opinions from the Department that can support 

effective decisionmaking at the agency level. Documents reflecting these attorney-client 

communications, accordingly, are properly withheld under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

65. (U) In addition, deliberations concerning the nature and scope of an 

application for a FISC order relating to interception of the content of one-end foreign 

communications were ongoing at the time the plaintiffs' FOIA requests were processed in the 

spring of 2006. Because these deliberations occurred in the context of preparing for a court 

filing, and involved views submitted at the request of the OLC attorneys that were preparing 

the filing, all of these documents are protected by the attorney work product doctrine, and, 

thus, are properly withheld in their entirety. 

OLC 107 

66. (U) OLC 107 consists of four copies of a two-page document that addresses 

generally standards for considering whether international terrorist groups would be 

considered to be potentially affiliated with al Qaeda. This document is identified on its face 

as "preliminary" and thus constitutes a draft. It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not 

contest OLC's determination to withhold drafts, and thus OLC 107 is not discussed further 

herein.2 

2 (U) All of the draft documents withheld by OLC are withheld under Exemption Five, but most are also 
properly withheld under other exemptions, including under Exemptions One and Three. Because plaintiffs 
concede that these draft documents are properly withheld under Exemption Five, other equally applicable 
and overlapping exemptions are not further discussed. 
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OLC 139 

67. (U) OLC 139 consists of three copies of a six-page document, all with 

handwritten comments and marginalia, entitled "Factors." This document is a draft of a 

portion of a proposed submission to the FISC concerning the factors to be considered in 

decisions regarding targeting, and is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not contest OLC's determination to withhold drafts, 

and thus OLC 139 is not discussed further herein. 

OLC 144 

68. (U) OLC 144 consists of five copies of a two-page draft memorandum setting 

forth preliminary views on standards for considering whether international terrorist groups 

might be considered to be potentially affiliated with al Qaeda, with handwritten comments 

and marginalia. It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not contest OLC's determination to 

withhold drafts, and thus OLC 144 is not discussed further herein. 

OLC 145 and ODAG 15 

69. (U) OLC 145 and ODAG 15 are copies oftwo different classified intelligence 

reports provided to the Department by an intelligence agency in connection with, and for the 

purpose of, the preparation of legal advice. These reports also contain classified information 

that may have been collected through the use of classified intelligence sources and methods. 

As explained in my prior declaration, the Department has conferred with the intelligence 

agencies that provided or compiled this information and has been advised that the disclosure 

of such sensitive intelligence information would both endanger the sources and methods 

through which it was obtained and also compromise the capabilities ofthe United States 

Intelligence Community to continue to secure such intelligence information in the future. 

See also DNI Decl. ~ 26. They advise that such a result would have an exceptionally grave 
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effect on U.S. national security. This material, accordingly, is properly and currently 

classified, and is exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemptions One and Three.3 

OLC 200 

70. (U) OLC 200 is a typewritten note, with attachments, totaling 11 pages, plus 

a related electronic file, from one of my staff attorneys to me which discusses a legal 

question relating to foreign intelligence activities. This document is withheld under FOIA 

Exemptions One, Three and Five. 

Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

71. (U) The legal analysis contained in this document was derived from, and 

summarizes, a classified NSA operational directive that was provided to OLC in the course 

of performing its function of providing advice to other Executive Branch agencies. Because 

the NSA directive remains classified, this derivative document cannot be disclosed without 

compromising the national security information contained in that document. Accordingly, it 

is properly withheld under Exemptions One and Three. 

Applicability of Exemption Five. 

72. (U) Disclosure of such intra-OLC communications conveying information 

from staff level attorneys to their supervisors would fundamentally undermine the manner in 

which this office conducts business. I rely upon my staff to provide me with concise legal 

explanations and analysis on topics of interest, and it is not unusual that they are asked to do 

so in writing. To require the disclosure of such informal communications when they are 

reduced to writing would seriously impinge on my ability - and the ability of my staff- to 

fulfill our duties to the Department. 

3 (U) Although cettain pmtions of these intelligence reports are marked as unclassified, those sections do 
not address the TSP, and thus the unclassified portions of these reports are not responsive to the plaintiffs' 
FOIA requests and are not required to be disclosed. 
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ODAG 16 

73. (U) ODAG 16 is a duplicate ofOLC 145 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraph 69, supra. 

ODAG23 

74. (U) ODAG 23 is a six-page memorandum, dated August 18, 2005, from an 

intelligence agency official to OLC attorneys discussing classified intelligence concerning 

consideration of international terrorist groups potentially affiliated with al-Qaeda. This 

document is pmi of the interagency discussion described above at paragraphs 58-60, and is 

withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five for all of the reasons stated therein. 

OIPR9 

75. (U) OIPR 9 is a copy of an undated three-page memorandum from an 

intelligence agency official to another intelligence agency official concerning consideration 

of particular international terrorist groups potentially affiliated with al Qaeda. This 

document is part of the interagency discussion described above at paragraphs 58-60, and is 

withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five for all ofthe reasons stated therein. 

REMAINING DOCUMENTS IN CATEGORY C 

76. (U) Several ofthe documents contained within this category also fell within 

Category A, and their withholding was upheld by the Court in connection with its decisions 

regarding that category. Specifically, the Court has upheld OLC's withholding of the 

following records, identified and described in my previous declaration at paragraphs 32-33 

and 49: OLC 78 and ODAG 10, 17, 18, and 19. See Mem. Op. at 14. 
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D. (U) Records or Categories of Records Relating to 
Matters Before the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court. 

77. (U) The Court has upheld OLC's withholding of all the records contained 

within this category, see Mem. Op. at 15, which consisted of documents associated with the 

drafting of applications or other pleadings filed with the FISC, and correspondence with that 

Court. 

78. (U) The documents as to which OLC has been granted summary judgment 

contained within this category were identified and described in my previous declaration at 

paragraphs 54-59: OLC 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19, 22, 23, 55, 66, 68, 69, 72, 73, 92, 

100, 104, 109, 110, 111, 112, 122, 124, 130, 136, and 137; ODAG 7, 26, 28, 30, 33 and 58; 

and OIPR 25, 27, 71, and 94. See Mem. Op. at 15. 

E. (U) Records or Categories of Records Relating to Legal Opinions of OLC. 

79. (U) Within this category, the Court has sought further justification regarding 

the proper withholding ofthe following documents: OLC 16, 54, 59, 62, 85, 113, 129, 131, 

132, 133, 146, and 201; ODAG 1, 2, 5, 6, 38, 42, and 52; OIPR 28, 29, 37, and 60; and FBI 

42and51. 

80. (U) Before discussing these patiicular documents, it is important to address 

the unique function of OLC and the unique expectations associated with legal memoranda 

generated by OLC. The principal function of OLC is to assist the Attorney General in his 

role as legal adviser to the President and to other depmiments and agencies in the Executive 

Branch. In connection with this function, OLC prepares memoranda addressing a wide range 

of legal questions involving operations of the Executive Branch, and participates in assisting 

in the preparation of legal documents and providing more informal legal advice as necessary 

and requested. A significant portion ofOLC's work can be divided into two categories. 
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First, OLC renders opinions that resolve disputes within the Executive Branch on legal 

questions. Second, OLC performs a purely advisory role as legal counsel to the Attorney 

General, providing confidential legal advice both directly to the Attorney General, and 

through him or on his behalf, to the White House and other components of the Executive 

Branch. 

81. (U) Although OLC's legal advice and analysis may inform decisionmaking 

on policy matters, the legal advice is not itself dispositive as to any policy adopted by the 

Executive Branch. OLC does not purport, and in fact lacks authority, to make any policy 

decisions. OLC's role is to advise, not to mandate that its advice be implemented into 

agency policy. Although on some occasions, specific OLC memoranda have been drafted 

with the expectation that they will be made public, and although some OLC documents are 

ultimately selected for publication, generally OLC memoranda are prepared with the 

expectation that they will be held in confidence, and that is of course the case with classified 

OLC opinions and related documents. 

OLC 16, 54, 59, 62, 85, 129, 131, 132, and 146 

82. (U) These nine documents are OLC memoranda prepared in response to 

particular requests for OLC advice either from within the Department or from elsewhere 

within the Executive Branch in the context of decisions being made regarding the legal 

parameters of foreign intelligence activities in the months and years following the terrorist 

attacks of September 11,2001. Each ofthese memoranda was prepared in OLC's advisory 

capacity and with the expectation that the legal advice provided by OLC was to be held in 

confidence. Although, as described above, OLC advice often informs Administration 

decisionmaking, none of these advisory memoranda announced or established Administration 
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policy, but rather provided advice, analysis, and/or recommendations in response to requests 

for OLC views. 

83. (U) The nine final memoranda withheld by OLC are: 

a. (U) OLC 16, which consists of four copies, one with handwritten 

marginalia, of a 12-page memorandum, dated February 25, 2003, for the Attorney General 

from a Deputy Assistant Attorney General for OLC, prepared in response to a request from 

the Attorney General for legal advice concerning the potential use of certain information 

collected in the course of classified foreign intelligence activities. OLC 16 is withheld under 

FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

b. (U) OLC 54, which consists of six copies, some with handwritten 

comments and marginalia, of a 1 08-page memorandum, dated May 6, 2004, from the 

Assistant Attorney General for OLC to the Attorney General, as well as four electronic files, 

one with highlighting, prepared in response to a request from the Attorney General that OLC 

perform a legal review of classified foreign intelligence activities. OLC 54 is withheld under 

FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

c. (U) OLC 59, which consists offour copies of an 18-page 

memorandum for the file, dated November 17, 2004, from the Acting Assistant Attorney 

General in OLC, plus an electronic file, prepared in response to a request for OLC views 

regarding the applicability of certain statutory requirements. OLC 59 is withheld under 

FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

d. (U) OLC 62, which consists of two copies, one with highlighting and 

marginalia by an OLC attorney, of a February 8, 2002, memorandum from a Deputy 

Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the General Counsel of another federal agency, 
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prepared in response to a request for OLC views regarding the legality of certain hypothetical 

activities. OLC 62 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

e. (U) OLC 85, which is a nine-page memorandum, with highlighting, 

dated July 16, 2004, from the Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the Attorney General, 

evaluating the implications of a recent Supreme Court decision for certain foreign 

intelligence activities. OLC 85 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

f. (U) OLC 129, which consists of two copies, one with handwritten 

comments and marginalia, of a nine-page memorandum, dated October 11, 2002, from a 

Deputy Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the Attorney General, prepared in response to 

a request for OLC's views concerning the legality of certain communications intelligence 

activities. OLC 129 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

g. (U) OLC 131, which consists of two copies, both with underscoring 

and marginalia, of a 24-page memorandum, dated November 2, 2001, from a Deputy 

Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the Attorney General, prepared in response to a 

request from the Attorney General for OLC's opinion concerning the legality of certain 

communications intelligence activities. OLC 131 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, 

Three, and Five. 

h. (U) OLC 132,which consists of two copies, one with handwritten 

comments and marginalia, of a 36-page memorandum, dated October 4, 2001, from a Deputy 

Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the Counsel to the President, created in response to a 

request from the White House for OLC's views regarding what legal standards might govern 

the use of certain intelligence methods to monitor communications by potential terrorists. 

OLC 132 is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 
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1. (U) OLC 146, which is a 37-page memorandum, dated October 23, 

2001, from a Deputy Assistant Attorney General in OLC, and a Special Counsel, OLC, to the 

Counsel to the President, prepared in response to a request from the White House for OLC's 

views concerning the legality of potential responses to terrorist activity. OLC 146 is 

withheld under FOIA Exemption Five. 

Applicability of Exemptions One and Three. 

84. REDACTED 

Applicability of Exemption Five. 

85. (U) The nine documents identified above were all prepared by OLC in its role 

of assisting the Attorney General in the discharge of his responsibilities as legal adviser to 

the President and heads of the Executive Branch departments and agencies. In preparing 

these documents, OLC was performing a purely advisory role, providing legal advice and 

assistance. Thus, the nine final memoranda withheld by OLC in this category were created 

in response to specific requests for OLC advice on particular topics. OLC's preparation and 

provision of advice to the White House and other Executive Branch agencies is part of the 

process of attorney-client communications that would be seriously disrupted if such 

documents are publicly disclosed. As described in my prior declaration, the White House 

and other Executive Branch agencies rely upon OLC to provide candid and useful advice on 

a range of issues, including difficult and complex legal questions critical to national security. 

See Bradbury Decl. ~ 63-64. To disclose such communications between OLC attorneys and 

our clients would fundamentally disrupt the attorney-client relationship and would deter 

federal agencies and officials in the White House from seeking timely and appropriate legal 

advice. Id. 
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86. (U) Compelled disclosure of these advisory and pre-decisional documents 

would cause substantial harm to the deliberative process of the Department of Justice and the 

Executive Branch and disrupt the attorney-client relationship between the Department and 

the President and other officers of the Executive Branch. Attorneys in OLC are often asked 

to provide advice and analysis with respect to very difficult and unsettled issues of law. 

Frequently, such issues arise in connection with highly complex and sensitive operations of 

the Executive Branch. It is essential to the mission of the Executive Branch that OLC legal 

advice, and the development of that advice, not be inhibited by concerns about public 

disclosure. Protecting the confidentiality of documents that contain such advice is essential 

in order to ensure both that creative and even controversial legal arguments and theories may 

be explored candidly, effectively, and in writing, and to ensure that Executive Branch 

officials will continue to request legal advice from OLC on such sensitive matters. 

87. (U) Particularly in light of the Nation's ongoing fight against global 

terrorism, and the public interest in the effective performance of these activities, the need of 

the President and the heads of Executive Branch departments and agencies for candid, 

thoroughly considered legal advice when considering potential executive actions is especially 

compelling. Thus, all nine of the documents identified in paragraph 83, supra, constitute 

documents subject to the deliberative process and attorney-client communication privileges, 

and moreover, those provided to inform a decision to be made by the President are also 

subject to the presidential communications privilege. As such, all of these documents are 

properly withheld as exempt in their entirety under FOIA Exemption Five. 

88. (U) I have specifically reviewed each of the documents identified in 

paragraph 83 and have determined that all portions of these documents contain either 

classified information or deliberative and privileged legal advice and analysis of OLC. 
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89. (U) In assessing the determination stated in paragraph 88, it is useful to recall 

that, with respect to the TSP in particular, the Department of Justice publicly released an 

extensive legal analysis of the TSP shortly after its existence was acknowledged by the 

President in December 2005. The Department's January 19, 2006, "White Paper," which is 

available at www.usdoj.gov, and was released to the plaintiffs in this litigation, provides the 

official view of the Department with respect to the legality of the TSP from which classified 

and privileged information has already been removed for public disclosure. 

OLC 113 

90. (U) OLC 113 consists of three copies of a one-page memorandum, dated 

September 15, 2004, from the Deputy Attorney General to the Director ofthe Federal Bureau 

oflnvestigation, entitled "National Security Agency Collection Activity." This document is 

withheld under FOIA Exemptions One and Three. 

91. REDACTED 

OLC 133 

92. OLC 133 is a duplicate ofODAG 51, as to which I understand the Court has 

already granted summary judgment, and which was responsive only for certain handwritten 

notes that appeared on the copy of the document maintained in ODAG. See Mem. Op. at 

16; Bradbury Decl. ~ 66 n. 8. Accordingly, this document is not further discussed herein. 

ODAG 1 

93. (U) ODAG 1 is a duplicate ofOLC 54, as well as ofOIPR 28, and is withheld 

for the reasons explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 
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ODAG2 

94. (U) ODAG 2 consists of three additional copies, two with underscoring and 

marginalia by a Department attorney, ofthe memorandum described as OLC 131, as well as 

OIPR 37 and FBI 51, and is withheld for the reasons explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

ODAG5 

95. (U) ODAG 5 is a duplicate ofOLC 132 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

ODAG6 

96. (U) ODAG 6 is a duplicate ofOLC 129 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

ODAG38 

97. (U) ODAG 38 is a duplicate ofOLC 16 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

ODAG42 

98. (U) ODAG 42 is a 19-page memorandum, dated May 30,2003, from a 

Deputy Assistant Attorney General in OLC to the General Counsel of another Executive 

Branch agency. This document is withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

99. REDACTED 

100. REDACTED 

(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

101. (U) 0 LC' s preparation and provision of advice to other Executive Branch 

agencies is part of the process of attorney-client communications that would be seriously 

disrupted if such documents, whether in draft or final form, are publicly disclosed. As 
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described in my prior declaration, Executive Branch agencies rely upon OLC to provide 

candid and useful advice on a range of issues, including difficult and complex legal questions 

critical to national security. See Bradbury Decl. ~ 63-64. To disclose such communications 

between OLC attorneys and our federal agency clients would fundamentally disrupt the 

attorney-client relationship and would deter federal agencies from seeking timely and 

appropriate legal advice. See id. Thus, for this reason as well, ODAG 42, which is a 

memorandum prepared at the request of another Executive Branch agency, is properly 

withheld under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

ODAG52 

102. (U) ODAG 52 is a duplicate of OLC 62 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

OIPR28 

103. (U) OIPR 28 is a duplicate ofOLC 54, as well as ofODAG 1, and is withheld 

for the reasons explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

OIPR29 

104. (U) OIPR 29 is a duplicate of OLC 59 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

OIPR 37 

105. (U) OIPR 37 is a duplicate ofOLC 131, as well as ofODAG 2 and FBI 51, 

and is withheld for the reasons explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

FBI42 

106. (U) FBI 42 is a duplicate of OLC 113 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 90-91, supra. 
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FBI 51 

107. (U) FBI 51 is a duplicate ofOLC 131, as well as ofODAG 2 and OIPR 37, 

and is withheld for the reasons explained in paragraphs 82-89, supra. 

REMAINING DOCUMENTS IN CATEGORY E 

108. (U) The Court has upheld OLC's withholding ofthe remaining documents in 

this category, identified and described in my previous declaration at paragraphs 66-70: OLC 

8,9,26,27,28,29,32,40,41,42,43,53,60,61,71,77,79,83,86,87,88, 89,94, 102,103, 

106, 108, 118, 119, 120, 121, 123, 140, 141, 142, 143,203,204,205,206, and 208; ODAG 

8, 21, 22, 43, 44, 45, 49, 50, 51, and 53; and OIPR 1, 2, 32, 33, 34, 35, 75 and 129, and FBI 

19 and 58. See Mem. Op. at 16. 

F. (U) Briefing Materials and Talking Points. 

109. (U) Within this category, the Court has requested further justification with 

respect to the withholding ofthe following documents: OLC 7, 46, 65, 80, 81, 82, 84, 116, 

125, 126, 134, and 202; ODAG 34,41 and 54; and OIPR 13 and 137. 

110. (U) With four exceptions, all of the briefing materials and talking points 

withheld by OLC in this category were prepared for internal use only in the course of 

briefings by Depmiment staff for higher level officials or for use in meetings or discussions 

with official from elsewhere in the Government. With the exception of OLC 84, OLC 116, 

OLC 201, and OIPR 60, discussed further below, none of these materials was prepared for 

public briefing or discussion, and, again with the same four exceptions, none was adopted as 

official positions in subsequent public discussion of the TSP. Accordingly, as explained in 

my previous declaration, these briefing materials and talking points are by their very nature 

deliberative, as they reflect an attempt by the drafters succinctly to summarize particular 

issues and provide key background information in an effort to anticipate questions or issues 
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that may be raised at a briefing or other situation in which such documents are used. These 

materials provide concise summaries of information necessary for informed discussion of 

particular issues and attempt to anticipate and respond to questions that might be raised in 

any particular setting. Thus, these materials reflect the exchange of ideas and suggestions 

that accompanies all decisionmaking, and in many cases they also reflect assessments by 

attorneys and other staff about issues on which they have been asked to make 

recommendations or provide advice. 

OLC7 

111. (U) 0 LC 7 consists of two copies of a one-page document. In reviewing 

OLC 7 in the course of preparing this declaration, I have determined that it contains 

information that originated with the NSA and thus should have been referred to NSA along 

with OLC's other referrals. The document has now been referred to NSA, and I understand 

that NSA will address the proper withholding of OLC 7 in its separate supplemental 

submission made in response to the Court's Order of September 5, 2007. 

OLC46 

112. (U) OLC 46 consists of two copies of an undated one-page document entitled 

"Talkers," and a related electronic file, containing talking points that were created within the 

Department to assist senior administration officials in addressing various points about the 

TSP in internal discussions. This document is properly withheld under FOIA's Exemptions 

One, Three, and Five. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

113. REDACTED 
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(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

114. (U) OLC 46 appears to have been created to provide high level Department 

officials with a concise summary of information that might be required for an internal 

meeting or a presentation. As described in my earlier declaration, briefing materials and 

talking points are by their very nature deliberative, as they reflect "an attempt by the drafters 

to succinctly summarize particular issues and provide key background information in an 

effort to anticipate questions or issues that may be raised at a briefing or other situation in 

which such documents are used" and reflect only "draft answers [that] may or may not be 

used or may be modified by the speakers in any particular setting." Bradbury Decl. ~ 73. 

For the reasons given in my prior declaration, OLC 46 is properly considered deliberative 

and pre-decisional, and thus exempt from disclosure under FOIA's Exemption Five. 

OLC 65 

115. (U) OLC 65 is a five-page document (plus an electronic file), dated March 

30, 2004, entitled "Briefing for AG." This outline for a briefing to be provided to the 

Attorney General by the Deputy Attorney General prepared by Department staff includes a 

summary of preliminary OLC conclusions concerning the TSP and other intelligence 

activities; a discussion of issues for decision concerning these intelligence activities; a 

description of advice provided by OLC to other Executive Branch agencies and components 

concerning these activities; and an identification of legal issues requiring further discussion. 

OLC 65 is withheld pursuant to FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

Applicability of Exemption One & Three. 

116. (U) OLC 65 contains classified information relating to the operation ofthe 

TSP and other intelligence activities that would be compromised by disclosure. For the 

reasons identified in my earlier declaration, see Bradbury Decl. ~~ 21-23, and in the 
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declaration of the former Director ofNational Intelligence, see DNI Decl. ~~ 22, 27-35, such 

information cannot be publicly disclosed without causing exceptionally grave harm to the 

national security ofthe United States. 

117. REDACTED 

Applicability of Exemption Five. 

118. (U) OLC 65 is an internal briefing outline, which summarizes information 

compiled by Department staff for purposes of ensuring that higher level officials have the 

information necessary adequately to understand issues being presented to them for decision, 

which is protected by the deliberative process privilege. Disclosure of internal 

communications such as OLC 65 would identify the factors considered by Department 

decisionmakers in the course of their deliberations about intelligence activities and would 

impermissibly interfere with the provision of candid and concise summaries of critical 

information and recommendations to higher level Department officials by Department staff. 

OLC 65, accordingly, is properly exempt from disclosure under the deliberative process 

component ofFOIA's Exemption Five. 

OLC 80 

119. (U) OLC 80 consists of six copies of an undated two-page document entitled 

"Teclmical Operation of [REDACTED],"4 some with handwritten notes and marginalia. 

These documents are withheld under FOIA Exemptions One, Three and Five. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three 

120. (U) OLC 80 contains a detailed description of the operation of the TSP and 

other classified foreign intelligence activities and thus falls squarely within the category of 

"information that would reveal or tend to reveal operational details concerning the technical 

4 (U) A classified codename is redacted. 
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methods by which NSA intercepts communications under the TSP," which the former DNI 

identified as information that must be protected from disclosure. DNI Decl. ~ 27. As the 

former DNI explained, "[d]etailed knowledge of the methods and practice of the U.S. 

Intelligence Community agencies must be protected from disclosure because such knowledge 

would be of material assistance to those who would seek to penetrate, detect, prevent, or 

damage the intelligence efforts of the United States, including efforts by this country to 

counter international terrorism." Id. Information falling within this category, accordingly, 

including OLC 80, is properly protected as both classified and subject to the DNI's authority 

to protect intelligence sources and methods. OLC 80, thus, is properly withheld under FOIA 

Exemptions One and Three. 

121. REDACTED 

122. REDACTED 

(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

123. (U) As described in my prior declaration, OLC 80 is a briefing paper that was 

created within the Department to assist senior Administration officials in addressing various 

points about the TSP. See Bradbury Decl. ~ 73. This document was used for purposes of 

internal deliberations only; it was not prepared for purposes of providing information to the 

public. Briefing materials are by their very nature deliberative, as they reflect an attempt by 

the drafters succinctly to summarize particular issues and provide key background 

information in an effort to anticipate questions or issues that may be raised at a briefing or 

other situation in which such documents are used. See id. ~ 80. OLC 80 reflects assessments 

by OLC attorneys about the relative importance of information considered necessary for 

purposes of briefing senior Administration officials, and the details of the information that 

need to be conveyed in any particular circumstance. To disclose such assessments would 
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harm the Department's deliberative process, and thus OLC 80 is properly withheld under 

FOIA's Exemption Five. 

OLC 81 and OLC 82 

124. (U) OLC 81 consists of 11 copies, some drafts and some with handwritten 

marginalia and notes, of four pages ofbriefing notes, dated December 18, 2005, which 

describe the TSP and other foreign intelligence activities and summarize various OLC legal 

opinions related to foreign intelligence collection activities. OLC 81 is withheld pursuant to 

FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

125. (U) OLC 82 consists of20 copies, some drafts and some with handwritten 

edits and marginalia, plus eight related electronic files of a briefing outline, dated January 6, 

2006, summarizing various topics related to foreign intelligence activities. OLC 82 is 

withheld pursuant to FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

Applicability of Exemption One & Three. 

126. (U) OLC 81 and OLC 82 contain classified information relating to the scope 

and operation of the TSP and other intelligence activities that would be compromised by 

disclosure of these documents. For the reasons identified in my earlier declaration, see 

Bradbury Decl. ,-r,-r 21-23, and in the declaration of the former Director ofNational 

Intelligence, see DNI Decl. ,-r 22, 27-35, such information cannot be publicly disclosed 

without causing exceptionally grave harm to the national security ofthe United States. 

Applicability of Exemption Five. 

127. (U) OLC 81 and OLC 82 are internal briefing outlines, created by my staff at 

my request and for my use, intended to be used to prepare me to brief others within the 

Government on issues concerning the TSP and other foreign intelligence activities. 

Specifically, OLC 81 was created so that I could brief Department officials regarding foreign 
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intelligence activities and OLC views following the publication of the article in The New 

York Times which divulged without authorization classified information concerning the TSP. 

OLC 82 was created as an outline for my use in the course of briefing members of the FISC. 

These documents contain recommendations from my staff as to topics for discussion, and are 

both deliberative and predecisional in the sense that, as I spoke in these meetings, I made the 

ultimate decision regarding which points would be made in any particular context. 

Disclosure of these documents would impermissibly interfere with my ability to ask my staff 

to create candid and concise summaries of critical information and recommendations for my 

use in discussions with higher level Department officials or other officials within the 

Government and, thus, would interfere with my ability to fulfill my official duties. OLC 81 

and OLC 82, accordingly, are properly exempt from disclosure under the deliberative process 

component ofFOIA's Exemption Five. 

OLC 84 

128. (U) OLC 84 is a nonfinal draft of a set of talking points, which was released 

to the public in final form on January 19, 2007, in a document entitled "Legal Authorities for 

the Recently Disclosed NSA Activities." The final version of this document is available on 

the Department's Internet site, www.usdoj.gov, and was provided to plaintiffs in response to 

their FOIA requests. It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not contest OLC's 

determination to withhold drafts, and thus this document is not further discussed herein. 

OLC 116, OLC 201 & OIPR 60 

129. (U) OLC 116, OLC 201, and OIPR 60 consist ofnonfinal drafts of the 

Department's January 19, 2007, White Paper, which was released by the Department to the 

public in its final form, see www.usdoj.gov, and provided to plaintiffs in response to their 
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FOIA requests. It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not contest OLC's determination to 

withhold drafts, and thus these documents are not further discussed herein. 

OLC 125, OLC 126, and OIPR 13 

130. (U) OLC 125 is an undated two-page document entitled "Presentation: 

Where DOJ is on [REDACTED]."5 This document is withheld under FOIA Exemptions 

One, Three, and Five. 

131. (U) 0 LC 126 consists of two copies of a five-page document, dated March 

14, 2004, which consists of bullet points related to OLC 125. This document is also withheld 

under FOIA Exemptions One, Three, and Five. 

132. (U) OIPR 13 is a duplicate of OLC 126, and is withheld for the same reasons 

that apply to that record. 

(U) Applicability of Exemptions One & Three. 

133. REDACTED 

(U) Applicability of Exemption Five. 

134. (U) OLC 125 and OLC 126 contain preliminary legal analysis ofOLC. The 

disclosure of such preliminary analysis would have the effect of discouraging thoughtful 

analysis of difficult legal questions as well as discouraging the creation of documents that set 

forth such preliminary analysis in order to assist in the process of developing final views. 

Disclosure ofOLC's preliminary analysis, accordingly, would cause harm to the deliberative 

process by which OLC attorneys review legal issues and reach conclusions about them. 

Accordingly, OLC 125 and OLC 126 are exempt from disclosure under FOIA under the 

deliberative process privilege incorporated into Exemption Five. 

5 (U) A classified codename is redacted. 
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135. (U) In addition, OLC 125 and OLC 126 were prepared for purposes of 

providing legal assistance and advice to other Executive Branch officials concerning DOJ's 

views about foreign intelligence activities. Disclosure of such advice would interfere with 

the attorney-client relationship between DOJ and other Executive Branch agencies and would 

discourage requests for timely and fully informed legal advice. Accordingly, OLC 125 and 

OLC 126 are protected by the attorney-client privilege, and are properly exempt under 

FOIA's Exemption Five for this reason as well. 

OLC 134 

136. (U) OLC 134 consists of three copies of a six-page set of attorney notes in 

bullet point form describing options to be considered in pending litigation before the FISC. 

Applicability of Exemptions One and Three. 

13 7. (U) OLC 134 is a set of attorney notes in bullet point form that should have 

been included in the category of documents described in my original declaration as category 

D. See Bradbury Decl. ~~54-59. It is my understanding that the court has entered summary 

judgment as to all ofthe documents in that category, see Mem. Op. at 15. OLC 134 is 

properly withheld for the same reasons. See Bradbury Decl. ~~54-59. 

138. REDACTED 

Applicability of Exemption Five 

139. (U) OLC 134 is both deliberative and predecisional in that it consists of a list 

of options to be considered in pending litigation before the FISC. Thus, the document is 

protected by the deliberative process privilege and is properly withheld under Exemption 

Five ofFOIA. In addition, OLC 134 is protected by the attorney work product doctrine in 

that it constitutes notes of an attorney concerning options that might be available in the 
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context of pending litigation and, thus, OLC 134 is properly withheld in its entirety under 

Exemption Five for this reason as well. 

OLC 202 

140. (U) OLC 202 is a set of draft talking points on legal matters which were not 

located in final form in OLC's classified files. It is my understanding that plaintiffs do not 

contest OLC's determination to withhold drafts and, thus, this document is not further 

discussed herein. 

ODAG34 

141. (U) ODAG 34 is a duplicate of OLC 80 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 123-27, supra. 

ODAG41 

142. (U) ODAG 41 is a duplicate ofOLC 125 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 130, 133-35, supra. 

ODAG54 

143. (U) ODAG 54 is a duplicate ofOLC 46 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 112-14, supra. 

OIPR 13 

144. (U) OIPR 13 is a duplicate ofOLC 126 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 131-35, supra. 

OIPR 137 

145. (U) OIPR 137 is a duplicate ofOLC 65 and is withheld for the reasons 

explained in paragraphs 115-18, supra. 
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* * * 

146. (U) Finally, the Court has requested clarification concerning the entries 

identified as OLC 95 and OLC 153-199 on the exhibit (Exhibit K) provided in support of my 

previous declaration, which were marked "intentionally left blank." These identifiers were 

either not assigned to any document, were assigned to documents that were determined to be 

duplicative and thus removed from the index, or were assigned to documents that were 

determined during administrative review to be nonresponsive to plaintiffs' requests. 

Accordingly, no responsive documents bear the designations OLC 95 or OLC 153-199. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 

Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legal Counsel 
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Office of the Deputy A.o;sist.ant Attorney General 

Judge Colleen Kollar-Kotelly 
U.S. District Court for the District of Court 
U.S. Comthouse 
3d & Constitution Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 

Dear Judge: 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Office of Legal Counsel 

Washington, D.C 20530 

May 17, 2002 

It was a pleasure to meet you today. I am writing this letter, at the direction of the Attorney 
General and in the interests of comity between the executive and legislative branches, to follow up on your 
questions concerning the scope ofthe President's authority to conduct warrantless searches. In particular, 
·this letter discusses the President's power to deploy expanded electronic surveillance techniques in 
response to the terrorist attacks against the United States on September 11, 2001 : This letter outlines the 
legal justifications for such surveillance, which could be conducted without a warrant for national security 
purposes. Under the current circumstances, in which international terrorist groups continue to pose an 
immediate threat,"we have concluded that such surveillance would be reasonable under the Fourth 
Amendment because it advances the compelling governrJ¥:Ilt interest of protecting the Nation from direct 
attack. 

Part I of this memorandwndiscusses the relevant factual background. Part II examines the legal 
framework that governs the collection of electronic coJlllJlllDications in the United States, and whether 
warrantless electronic surveillance is consistent with it. Part ill reviews different doctrines that affect the 
legality of different types of surveillance. Part IV discusses the application oftheFourthAmendment in light 
of the September 11 attacks. 

I. 

Four coordinated terrorist attacks took place in rapid succession on the rooming ofSeptember 11, 
2001, aimed at critical Government buildings in theN ation 's capital and landmark bull~ in its financial 
center. Terrorists hijacked four airplanes: one then crashed into the Pentagon and two in the World Trade 
Center towers in New York City; the fourth, which was headed towarc:!s Washington, D. C., crashed in 
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Pennsylvania after passengers attempted to regain control ofthe aircraft . The attacks caused about five 
thousand deaths and thousands more injuries. Air traffic and connnunications within the United States have 
been disrupted; national stock exchanges were shut for several days; damage from the attack has been 

estimated to run into the billions of dollars. The President has found that these attacks are part of a violent 
terrorist campaign against the United States by groups affiliated with Al-Qaeda, an organization headed 
byUsama bin Laden, thatincludesthesuicide bombingattackonthe U.S.S. Colein2000, the bombing 
of our embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998, the attack on aU .S. military housing complex in Saudi 

Arabia in 1996, and the bombing of the World Trade Center in 1993. The nation has undergone an attack 
using biological weapons, in which unknown terrorists have sent letters containing anthrax to government 
and media facilities, and which have resulted in the closure of executive, legislative, and judicial branch 
buildings. 

In response, the Government has engaged in a broad effort at home and abroad to counter 
terrorism Pursuant to his authorities as Conunander-in-Chiefand ChiefExecutive, the President has 
ordered the.AnncdForces to attack al-Qaeda personnel and assets in Afghanistan, and the T ahbannn1itia 
that harbors them Congress has provided its support for the use of force against those linked to the 
September 11, 2001 attacks, and has recognized the President's constitutional JX?Wer to use force to 
prevent and deter future attacks both within and outside the United States. S .J. Res. 23, Pub. L. No. 1 07-
40, 115 Stat. 224 (2001) . The military has also been deployed domestically to protect sensitive 
government buildings and public places from further terrorist attack. The Justice Department and the FBI 
have launched a sweeping investigation in response to the September 11 attacks. In October, 2001, 
Congress enacted legislation to expand the Justice Department's powerS of surveillance against terrorists. 
By executive order, the President bas created anew office for homeland security within the WhiteHouse 
to coordinate the domestic program against terrorism 

Electronic surveillance techniques would be part of this effort. The President would order 
warrantless$UfVeillance.in·orderto gather intellige_nce·that would be used to prevent and deter future 
attacks op tiieUnitedStates. :Given thatthe'SepteiDber 11 attacks were launched and carried out from 
within the United States itself, an effective ru.rve.illance program might include individuhls and 
oommmications within the eontinental UJ:P.ted States. This would be novel in two respects. Without access 
to any non-publicsollfC('S, it is our understanding that generally the National Security Agency (NSA) only 
conducts electronic surveillance of comwnications outside the United States that do not involve United 
States persons. Usually, surveillance of corrmunications by United States persons within the United States 
is conducted by the FBI pursuant to a warrant obtained under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act 
(''FISA'} Se00,11d, interception could include electronic ~es carried through the internet, which again 
couldincludecanmnmications within the United States involving United States ~ons. Currently, it is our 
understanding that neither. the NSA nor law enforcement ·conducts broad monitoring of electronic 

communications in this miumer within the United States, without specific authorization under FISA. 
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II. 

This Part discusses the legal authorities that govern the intelligence agencies, and whether 
warrantless electronic swveillance is consistent with them. Section A concludes that while certain aspects 
of such electronic swveillance might be inconsistent with earlier executive order, a presidential decision to 
conduct the surveillance constitutes a legitimate waiver to the order and is not unlawful. Section B 
concludes that the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act ("FISA") does not restrict the constitutional 
authority of the executive branch to conduct surveillance of the type at issue here. 

A 

The NSA was formed in 1952 by President Truman as part of the Defense Department. Under 
Executive Order 12,333, 46 Fed. Reg. 59941 (1981), the NSA is solely responsible for "signals 
intelligence activities ["SI GINT"]." I d. § 1. 12(b )( 1). It provides intelligence information acquired through 
the interception of communications to the White House, executive branch agencies, the intelligence 
comnmnity, and the anned forces for intelligence, cotmter-intelligence, and military purposes. Clearly, the 
basic authority for the establishment of the NSA is constitutional: the collections ofSIGINT is an important 
part of the Commander -in-Chief and ChiefExecutive powers, which enable thePresidentto defend the 
national security both at home and abroad While Congress has enacted statutes authorizing the fun cling 
and organization of the NSA, it has neyer established any detailed statutory charter governing the NSA's 
activities. See Intelligence Authorization Act for FY 1993, Pub. L. No. 102-496, sec. 705 (giving 
Secretary ofDefenserespoDSlbilityto enstire, through theN SA, the "continued operation of an effective 
unifi~ organization for the conduct of signa]s intelligence activities") . . 

The NSA generally has lirnite<l its operations to the interception of international commmications 
in which no United States person( a United States citizen. permanent resident alien, a U.S. corporation, 
or an unincorporated association with asubstantialnwnberofmembers who are U.S. citizens or permanent 
resident aliens) is a participant. According to publicly-available information; the NSA pulls in a great mass 
ofintanational telephone, radio, cotq)Uter, and other electronic cormnunications, and then filters them using 
powerfulcomputersystemsforcertainwordsorphrases. See, e.g., Halkinv. Helms,690 F.2d977,983-
84(D.C. Cir. 1982). Congress, however,hasnotimposedanyexpressstatutoryrestrictionsontheNSA's 
ability to intercept commmications that involve United States citizens or that occur domestically. This lack 
oflimitations can be further inferred from the National Security Act of 1947. The Act places a clear 
prolubition, for example, upon the Central Intelligence Agency's domestic activities. While Section 103 
of the National Security Act commands the Director ofCentrallntelligeoce to "collect intelligence through 
human sources and by other appropriate means," it also adds "except that the Agency shall have no police, 
subpoena, or law enforcement powers orintemalsecwityfunctions." 50 U.S.C. § 403-3(d)(1}(1994& 
Supp. Y 1999). There is no similar provision that applies to the NSA, which implies that theNSA can 
conduct SIGINT operations domestically. 
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Rather tll3Il from statute, the limitation on the NSA 's domestic Sl G INT capabilities derives from 
executive order. Executive Order 12,333 requires that any "l c]ollection within the United States of foreign 
intelligence not otherwise obtainable shall be undertaken by the FBI." Executive Order 12,333, at§ 2.3(b). 
If "significant foreign intelligence is sought," the Executive Order pennits other agencies within the 
intelligence coiTliTXJnity to collect information "provided that no foreign intelligence collection by such 
agencies may be undertaken for the purpose of acquiring information concerning the dorre;stic activities of 
United States persons." !d. Section 2.4 further makes clear that the intelligence community cannot use 
electronic survciDance, rumng other techniques, "within the United States or directed against United States 
persons abroad" unless they arc according to procedures established by the agency head and approved 
by the Attorney GeneraJ. In its own internal regulations, the NSA apparently has interpreted these 
proviron as limiting its Sl GINf operations only to international communications that do not involve United 
States persons. 

Thus, the question arises whether a presidential decision to conduct warrantless electronic 
surveillance, tor nationa1 security purposes, violates Executive Order 12,333, if such surveillance is not 
limited only to foreign communications that do not involve U.S. citizens. Thus, for example, a11 
,.,.,.,rnn-,nn·ir.,f . between Uruted States persons, whether in the United States or not, and individuals in 

be intercepted The President might direct the NSA to intercept communications 
between suspected terrorists, even if one of the parties is a United States person and the communication 
takes place between the United States and abroaci. The non-content portion of electronic mail 
COimtlU.Ilicatins also might be intercepted, even if one of parties is within the United States, or one or both 
of the parties arc non-citizen U.S. persons (i.e ., a permanent resident alien). Such operations would 
expand the NSA' s functions beyond the monitoring only ofinternation3.1 coomunications of non-U.S. 
persons. 

While such surveillance may go well beyond the NSA's current operations, it would not violate the 
text of the Executive Order. Executive Order 12,333 statesthat ''whensigniticantfOreignintelligence is 
sought," the NSA and other agencies of the intelligence conmunitymaycollect foreign intelligence within 
the United States. The only qualification on dom:stic collection~ that it cannot be undertaken to acquire 
information about the domestic activities oflJnitedStates persons. IfUnited States ,.._..,..n., we1~e aJgaJgco 
in terrorist activities, either by communicating with members of At 
by conmunicat.ing with foreign terrorists even within the United States, they are not engaging in purely 
"domestic" activities. Instead, they are participating in foreign terrorist activities that have a component 
within the United States. We do not believe that Executive Order 12,333 was intended to prohibit 
intelligence agc:ncic:s from tracking international terrorist activities, solely because terrorists conduct those 
activities within the United States. This would create the odd incentive of providing international terrorists 
with JOOre freedom to conduct their i!legal activities inside the United States than outside of it. Rather, the 
Executive Order was Ineant to protect the privacy ofUnitedStates ~where foreign threats were not 
involved Further, Section 2.4 of Executive Order 12,333 contemplates that the NSA and other 
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intelligence agencies can collect intelligence within the United States, so long as the Attorney General 
approves the procedures. 

Even if s~eillance were to conflicts with Executive Order 12,333, it could not be said to be illegal. 
An executive order is only the expression of the President's exercise ofhis inherent constitutional powers. 
Thus, an executive order cannot limit a President, just as one President cannot legally bind future Presidents 
in areas of the executive's Article II authority. Further, there is no constitutional requirement that a 
President issue anew executive order whenever he wishes to depart from the terms of a previous executive 
order. In exercising his constitutional or delegated statutory powers, t}le President often must issue 
instructions to his subordinates in the executive branch, which takes the form of an executive order. An 
executive order, in no sense then, represents a command fi·om the President to himself, and therefore an 
executive order does not conunit the President himself to a certain course of action. Rather than "violate" 
an executive order, the President in authorizing a departure from an executive order has instead modified 
or waived it. Memorandum for the Attorney General, From Charles J. Cooper, Assistant Attorney 
General, Re: Legal Authority for Recent Covert Arms Transfers to Iran (Dec. 17, 1986) .. In doing so, 
heneednotissueanewexecutiveorder,rescindthepreviousorder,orevenmalcehiswaiverorsuspension 
of the order publiclylcnown. Thus, here, the October 4, 2001. Authorization, even if in'tension with 
Executive Order 12,333, only represents acne-time modification or waiver of the executive order, rather 
than ~ "violation" that is in some way illegal · 

B. 

Although it would not violate either the statutory authority for the NSA's operations or Executive 
Order 12,333, warrantless electronic surveiiJancewithin the United States, fornationalsecuritypurposes, 
would be in tension with FISA. FISA generally requires that the Justice Department obtain a warrant 
before engaging in electronic surveillance within the United States, albeit according to lower standards than 
applytononnallaw enforcement warrants. Indeed, some elements of an electronic surveillance program 
- such as intercepting the connnunications of individuals for which probable cause exists to believe are 
terrorists -coukl probably be conducted pursuant to a FISA warrant. Here, however, a national security 
surveillance pro gram could be inconsistent with the need for secrecy, nor would it be likely that a court 
could grant a warrant for other elemetrts of a surveillance program, such as thexronitoring of all calls to and 
from a foreign nation, or the general collection of cormnmication addressing infonnation. Nonetheless, as 
our Office has advised before, and as the Justice Depart:rrent represented to Congress during passage of 
the Patriot Act of200 1, which resulted in several am:ndment to FISA, FISA only provides a safe harbor 
for electronicsmveillance, and cannot restrict the President's ability to engage in warrantless searches that 
protect the national security. Metmrandum for DavidS. Kris, Associate Deputy Attorney General, from 
John C. Yeo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Re: Constitutionality of Amending Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Act to Change the "Purpose" Standard for Searches (Sept. 25, 2001 ). The 
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ultimate test of the October 4 Authorization, therefore, is not FISA but the Fourth Amendment itself 

FISA requires that in order to conduct electrorucswveillance for foreign intelligence purposes, the 
Attorney General must approve an application for a warrant, which is then presented to a special Article 
III court. If the target of the surveillance is a foreign power, the application need not detail the 
communications sought or the methods to be used. If the target is an agent of a foreign power, which the 
statute defines to include someone who engages in international terrorism, 50 U.S. C. § 1801 (b )(2)( C) 
( 1994 & Supp. V 1999), the application must contain detailed infonnationconcerning the target's identity, 
the places to be monitOred, the corrnnunications sought, and the methods to be used. ld. at § 1804( a)(3 )
(11 ). Afterpassageofthe FISA amendments as part of the Patriot Act, the National Security Adviser must 
certify that a "significant" pwpose of the swveillance is to obtain foreign intelligence information that ~ot 
be obtained through nonnal investigative techniques. FISA defines foreign intelligence information to 
include infonnation that relates to "actual or potential attack or other grave hostile acts of a foreign power" 
or its agent, or information concerning "sabotage or international terrorism" by a foreign power or its agent, 
or infonnation that, if a United States person is involved, is necessary for the national security or conduct 
of foreign affairs. !d. at§ 1801(e). 

FISA provides more secrecy and a lower level of proof for warrants. FISA creates a lesser 
standard than required by the Fourth Amendment for domestic law enforcement warrants, because the 
Attorney General need not dem::mstrate probable cause of a crime. He must only show that there is reason 
to believe that the target is a foreign pow·er or an agent of a foreign power, and that the places to be 
monitored will be used by them !d. at§ 1804(a)(4)(A)-(B). If the target is a United States person, 
however, the Court must find t,Jlat the National Security Adviser's certification is not clearly erroneous. 

We do not believe an electronic surveillance pro gram, undertaken in response to the September 
11, 2001 attacks,. could fully satisfy FISA standards. Such a program could seek to intercept all 
cormnunications between the United States and certain countries where terrorist groups are known to. 
operate, or coiillDllllications that involve terrorists as participants. An effective surveillance pro gram might 
not be able to enforce a distinction between United States persons or aliens, or to require that there be any 
actualknowledgeoftheidentit}rofthetargetsofthesearch. FISA,however,r~uiresthatthewarrant 
application identify the target with some particularity, probably either by name or by pseudonym I d. at 
§ 1804(a)(3); cf United States v. Principie, 531 F.2d 1132 (2d Cir. 1976). To the extent that a 
presidential order would require probable cause to believe that a participant in a connnunication is a 
terrorist, this would more thanrreet FISA standards that the Justice Department show that the subject of 
a search is an agent of a foreign power. A standard.based on reasonable grounds also would probably 
meet FISA standards. This, however, would not save a surveillance program's interception of all 
comonmications between the United States and another country from statutory difficulties. 

Further problo:m are presented by FisA 's requirement that the application descnbe the '~laces" 
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or "facilities" that are to be used by the foreign agent. While this requirement clearly extends beyond 
B 1 specific facilities, we believe it unlikely that FlSA would 
B 3 allow surve1 m of the 1968 Act, for example, aJso requires 

the specification of "facilities" in addition to "places," and defmes them as devices that transmit 
communications between two points. The courts have read "facilities" to allow surveillance ofmultiple 
telephone lines, rather than just an individual phone. We er, in which 
a court has granted a Title ill warrant that would cover which is the ~ ~ 
objectofthesurveillanceprogramcontemplatedhere. lli , y wouldgrant 
a warrant that couJdauthori7-eaneffective surveillancep-ogramundcrtak.enin response to the September 
11 attacks. 

FISA purports to be the exclusive statutory~ fur conducting electronic surveillance for foreign 
intelligence, just as Title ill of the. Onnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-
351, 82 Stat. 197, clairm to be the exclusive method for authorizing domestic electronic surveillance for 
law enforcement purpo~. FISA establishes criminal and civil sanctions for anyone who engages in 
electronic surveillance, under color oflaw, except as authorized by statute, warrant, or court order. 50 
U.S.C. § 1809- 10. It might be thought, therefore, that a warrantless surveillance program. even if 
undertaken to protect the national security, would violate FlSA 's criminal and civil liability provisions. 

Such a reading ofFISA would be an unconstitutiona1 infiingemcnt on the President's Article ll 
authorities. FISA can regulate foreign intelligence surveillance only to the extent permitted by the 
Constitution's cnwneration of congressional authority and the separation of powers. FISA itself is not 
required by the Constitution, nor does it~ establish standards and procedures that exactly match 
those required by the Fourth Amendment. Memorandum for DavidS. Kris, Associate Deputy Attorney 
General, from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant AttomeyGenerai.Re: Constitutionality of Amending 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to Change the "Purpose" Standard for Searches (Sept. 25, 
2001 ); cf. Manorandum for Michael Vat is, Deputy Director, Executive Office for National Security, from 
Walter Dellinger, Assistant Attorney General, Re: Standards for Searches Under Foreign /nJelligence 
St/nleil/ance Act (Feb. 14, 1995). Instead, like the warrant process in the normal criminal context, FISA 
representsastatutory}X'OCedurethataeatesasafebarborforsmveillanceforfon:ignintdligencepurposes. 
If the govelllllletlt obtains a FISA warrant, its surveillance will be presumptively reasonable under the 
Fourth .Amendment. Nonetheless, as we explained to Congress during passage of the Pa~ot Act, the 
ultimate test ofwbetherthegovernmentmay engage in foreign surveillance is whether the govellli1lellt 's 
conduct is consistent with the Fourth .Amendment, not whether it meets FISA 

This is especially the case where, as her~ the executive lnncll ~the inherent constitutional 
power to conduct warr~tless searches for national security purposes. Well before FISA 's enactment, 
Presidents have consistently asserted-and exercised - their constitutional authority to conduct warrantless 
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searches necessary to protect the national security. 1 This Office has maintained, across different 
administrations controlled by different political parties, that the President's constitutional responsibility to 
defend the nation from foreign attack implies an inherent power to conduct warrantless searches. In 1995, 
we justified warrantless national security searches by recognizing that the executive lxanch needed flextbility 
in conducting foreign intelligence operations. Memorandum for Michael V atis, Deputy Director, Executive 
Office for National Security, from Walter Dellinger, Assistant Attorney General, Re: Standards for 
Searches Under Foreign Inte/Ugence Surveillance Act (Feb. 14, 1995). In 1980, we also said that "the 
lower courts -as well as this Department - have frequently concluded that authority does exist in the 
President to authorize such searches regardless of whether the courts a1so have the power to issue warrants 
for those searches. Memorandum for the Attorney General, from John M. Harmon, Assistant Attorney 
General, Re: Inherent Authority at 1 (Oct. 10, 1980).2 FlSA cannot infringe the President's inherent 
power under the Constitution to conduct national security searches, just as Congress cannot enact 
legislation that would interfere with the President's Connnander-in-Chief power to conduct military 
hostilities. In either case, congressional efforts to regulate the ~xerciseof an inherent executive power 
would violate the separation of powers by allowing the legislative branch to usurp the powers of the 
executive. See M~morandum for Timothy E. Flanigan, Deputy Counsel to the President, from John C. 
Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Re: The President 's Constitutional Authority to Conduct 
Military Operations Against Te"orists and Nations Supporting Them (Sept. 25, 2001) (War Powers 
Resolution cannot constitutionally define or regulate the President's Commander-in-Chief authority). 
Indeed, as we will see in Part N, the Fourth Amendment's structure and Supreme Court case law 
demonstrate that the executive may engage in warrantless searches so long as the search is reasonable. 

The federal courts have recognized the President's constitutional authority to conduct warrantless 
searches for national security purposes. To be sure, the Supreme Court has held that the warrant 
requirement should apply in cases of terrorism by purely domestic groups, see United States v. United 
States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, 407 U.S. 297,299 (1972) ("Keith"), and 
bas explicitly bas not reached thesco}le of the President's surveillance powers with respect to the activities 
of foreign powers, id. at 308; see also Katz. v. United States, 389 U.S. 347, 358 n.23 (1967); Mitchell 

1 A short description of this history is attached to this letter. 

2Based on similar reasoning, this Office has concluded that the President could receive 
materials, for national defense purposes, acquired through Title m surveillance methods or grand juries. 
Memorandum for Frances Fragos Townsend, Counsel, Office oflntelligence Policy and Review, from 
Randolph D. Moss, Assistant Attorney General, Re: Title Ill Electronic Surveillance Material and 
the Intelligence Community (Oct. 17, 2000); Memorandum for Gerald A. Schroeder, Acting 
Counsel, Office of Intelligence Policy and Review, from Richard L. Shiffiin, Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General, Re: Grand Jury Material and the Intelligence Community (Aug. 14, 1997); Disclosure of 
Grand Jury Matters to the President and Other Officials, 17 Op. O.L.C. 59 (1993). 
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v. Forsyth, 472 U.S. 511,531 (1985) . Nevertheless, even after Keith the lower courts have continued 
to find that when the goverrunent conducts a search for national security reasons, of a foreign power or its 
agents, it need not meet the same requirements that would nonnally apply in the context of criminal law 
enforcement, such as obtaining a judicial warrant pursuant to a showing of probable cause. See, e.g., 
United States v. Truong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d 908 (4th Cir. 1980); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 
418 (5th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 415 U.S. 960(1974); United States v. Buck, 548 F.2d 871 (9thCir.), 
cert. denied 434 U.S. 890 ( 1977); United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593 (en bane), cert. denied, 419 
U.S. 881 (1974); United States v. Clay, 430 F.2d 165 (5th Cir. 1970), rev'd on other grounds, 403 
U.S. 698 ( 1971 ). Indeed, even FISA- which ~oes not require a showing of probable cause - represents 
congressional agreement with the notion that surveillance conducted for national security purposes is not 
subject to the same Fourth Amendment standards that_ apply in domestic criminal cases. 

Truong Dinh Hung exemplifies the considerations that have led the federal courts to recognize the 
President's constitutional authority to conduct warrantless national security searches. Unlike the domestic 
law enforcement context, the President's enhanced constitutional authority in national security and foreign 
affairs justifies a freer hand in conducting searches without ex ante judicial oversight. As the Fourth Circ\li:t 
found, "the needs of the executive are so compelling in the area of foreign intelligence, unlike the area of 

· domestic security, that a uniform warrant requirement would ... 'unduly frustrate' the President in carrying 
out his foreign affairs respollSlbilities." Truong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d at 913. A warrant requirement 
would be inappropriate, the court observed, because it would limit the executive branch's flextbilityin 
foreign intelligence, delay responses to fo:reign intelligence threats, and create the chance for leaks. !d. 
Furth~, in the areaofforeign intelligence, the executive branch isparamountin.its expertise and knowledge, 
while the courts would have little competence in reviewing the government's need for the intelligence 
information. Id. at9I3-14. Inordertoprotectindividualprivacyinterests, however, the court limited the 
national security exception to thew arrant requirement to cases in which the object of the search iS a foreign 
power, its agents, or collaborators, and when the surveillance is conducted primarily for foreign intelligence 
reasons. !d. at915. The other lower courts to liave considered this question simil¥1Y have limited the 
scope of warrantless national security searches to those circumstances. 

Here, it seerm clear that the current environment falls within the exception to the warrant 
requirement for national secunty searches. Foreign terrorists have succeeded in launching a direct attack 
on important military and civilian targets within the United States. The President may find that terrorists 
constitute an ongoing threat against the people of the United States and their national government, and he 
may find that protecting against this threat is a compelling government interest The government would be 
conducting warrantless searches in order to discover information that will prevent future attacks on the 
United States and its citizens. This surveillance may provide infonmtion on the strength of terrorist groups, 
the timing and methods of their attack, and the target. The fact that the foreign terrorists have operated, 
and may continue to operate, within the domestic United States, does not clothe their operations in the 
constitutional protections thatapplyto donr.stic criminal investigations. See Mermrandwnfor Alberto R 
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Gonzalez, Counsel to the President and William J. Haynes, II, General Co WISe!, Department ofDefense, 
from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General and Robert J. Delahunty, Special Counsel, Re: 
Authority for Use of Military Force to Combat Terrorist Activities Within the United States (Oct. 

· 23, 2001). While some information might prove useful to law enforcement, the purpose o fthe surveilJance 
program remains that of protecting the national security. As we have advised in a separate memorandum, 
a secondary law enforcement use of information, which was originally gathered for national secunty 
purposes, does not suddenly render the search subject to the ordinary Fourth Amendment standards that 
govern domestic criminal investigations. See Memorandum for DavidS. Kris, Associate Deputy Attorney 
General, from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Re: Constitutionality of Amending 
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act to Change the "Purpose" Standard for Searches (Sept. 25, 
2001}. 

Due to the President's parazmunt constitutional authority in the field of national security, a subject 
which we will discuss in more detail below, reading FISA to prohibit the President from retaining the 
power to engage in warrantless national security searches would raise the most severe of constitutional 
conflicts. Generally, courts will construe statutes to avoid such constitutional problerm, on the assuJl'l>f.ion 
that Congress does not wish to violate the Constitution, unless a statute clearly demands a different 
construction. See, e.g., Ed'Ward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Florida Gulf Coast Building & Construction 
Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568-, 57 5 ( 1988). Unless Congress signals a clear intention otherwise, a statute 
must be read to preserve the President's inherent constitutional power, so as to avoid any potential 
constitutional problems. Cf. ·Public Citizen v. Department of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 466 (1989} 
( construingFederalAdvrory Comrriitt:ee.Act to avoid unconstitutional infringement on executive powers); 
Association of American Physicians & Surgeons v. Clinton, 991 F.2d 898, 906-11 (D.C. Cir. 1993) 
(same). Thus, unless Congress made a clear statement in FISA that it sought to restrict presidential 
authority to conduct warrantless searches in the national security area- which it has not -then the statute 
must be construed to avoid such a reading. Even ifFISA' s liability provisions were thought to apply, we 
also believe that for a variety ofreasqnstheycould not be enforced against survetllance conducted on direct 
presidential order to defend the nation from attack. This issue can be discussed in more detail, if desired. 

ill. 

Having established that the President has the authority to order the conduct of electronic 
surveillance without a w~t for national security purposes, we now examine the justification under the 
FourthAillendrmnt for the specific searches that might arise. The Fourth Amendment declares that "the 
right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable 
searches and seizures, shall not be violated" U.S. Const. amend IV. The~dment.also declares that 
')lo Warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or affirmation, and particularly 
descnbingthe place to be searched and the persons or things to be seized." I d. This Part will discuss the 
reasons why several el.errents of a possiblesurveiDanceprogramwou1dnot even trigger Fourth.Am:ndment 
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scrutiny because they would not constitute a "search .. for £onstitutionaJ purposes. 

A. 

Aspects of surveillance that do not involve United States persons and that occur extraterritorially 
do not rail.'C Fowtl1 Amendment concerns. As the Supreme Cowt bas found, the Fourth Amendment doC!s 
not apply to military or intelligence operations conducted against aliens overseas. United States v. 
Verdugo-Urquidez,494 U.S. 259 (1990). In Verdugo-Urquidez, the Court tound that the purpose o f 
the Fourth Aqtendment "was to restrict searches and seizures which might be conducted by the United 
States in domestic matters. /d. at 266. As the Court concluded, the Fourth Amendment's design was "to 
protect the people of the United States against arbitrary action by their own government; it was never 
suggested that the provision was intended to restrain the actions ofthe Federal Govcmn~t against aliens 
outside of the United States territory." !d. Indeed, the Court reversed a court of appeals' holding that the 
FourthAmendment applied extraterritorially recause of its concern that such a rule would interfere with 
the nation's military operations abroad 

The rule adopted by the Court of Appeals would apply not only to law enforcement 
operations abroad, but also to other foreign policy operations which might result in 
"searches or seizures." The Uillted States frequently eJ11>1oys Aimed Forces outside this 
COWl try- over 200 times in our history- for the protection of American citizens or national 

security .... Application of the Fourth Am.en~t to those circumstances could 
significantly disrupt the ability of the political bra":ncbes to respond to foreign situations 
involving our national interest. Were respondent to prevail, aliens with no attachment to 
this country might well bring actions for damages to remedy claimed violations of the 
Fourth Amendment in foreign countries or in international waters .... [T]he Court of 
Appeals' globalviewof[theFourth~dmmt's]applicabilitywouJdplunge[thepolitical 
branches] into a seaofuncertainty as to what might be reasonable iu the way of searches 
and seizures conducted abroad. 

!d. at273-74 (citations omitted). Here, the Court made clearthatalic:nshadno FourthAimndmentrights 
to challenge activity by the United States conducted abroad. 

Thus, as applied, elements of a surveillance program would not even raise Fourth Amendment 
concerns, because be those ofnon-U.S. 
persons abroacf. example, which ~ ~ 
themselves do or .S. person, do not 
involve a "search or seizure" under the Fourth Amendment Further, any communications between 
terrorists that occur wholly abroad. and in which none of the terrorist participants are U.S. persons, also 
do not trigger FourthAmencbnent scrutiny. An even narrower program, which would limit the int.aception 
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ofcorrrnunications involving terrorists to those that origmate ortenninate outside the United States, further 
narrows the likelihood that communications between U.S. persons within the United States will be 
intercepted. 

B. 

Second, intercepting certain communications that move internationally may not raise a Fourth 
Amendment issue because of what is known as the "border search exception." A sw-veillance program 
could direct the interception of all communications to or from another country in which terrorists are 
operating, which by definition would be international communication. Therefore, much if not all of the 
corrununications to be intercepted would cross the borders of the United States. 

Under the border search exception to the Fourth Amendment, the federal government has the 
constitutional authority to search anything or anyone crossing the borders of the United States without 
violating any individual rights. In United States v. Ramsey, 431 U.S. 606 (1977), the Supreme Court 
upheld the constitutionality of searching incoming international mail based on reasonable cause to suspect 
that such mail contained illegally imported merchandise. Recognizing what it characterized as a ''border 
search exception" to the Fourth Amendment's warrant and probable cause requirements, the Court 
oh>erved that "searches made at the border, pursuant to the long-standingright of the sovereign to protect 
itselfby stopping and examining persons and property crossing into this country, are reasonable simply by 
virtueofthe fact that theyoccuratthe border." /d. at616. TheCourtmadeclearthatthemannerin which 
something or someone crossed the border made no difference. ' 'It is clear that there is nothing in the 
rationale behind the border search exception which suggests that the mode of entry will be critical" /d. at 
620. The Court also observed that there was no distinction to be drawn in what crossed the border, " [i]t 
is their entry into this country from without it that makes a resulting search 'reasonable.'" /d. Although the 
Supreme Court has not examined the issue, the lower courts have unanimously found that the border search 
exception also applies to the exit search of outgoing traffic as well.3 

Based on this doctrine, the interception of international connnunications could be justified by 
analogizing to the border search of international mail. Although electronic mail is, in ~sense, intangible, 
it is also a message that begins at a physical server computer and then, though the movement of digital 
signals across wires, is transmitted toano~ server con:.prter in a different location. Electronic mail is just 

3See, e.g., United States v. Oriakhi, 57 F.3d 1290 (4th Cir. 1995); United States v. 
Berisha, 925 F.2d 791 (5th Cir. 1991); United States v. Ezeiruaku, 936 F.2d 136 (3d Cir. 1991); 
United States v. Nates, 831 F.2d 860 (9th Cir. 1987), cert. denied, 487 U.S. 1205 (1988); United 
States v. Hernandez-Salazar, 813 F.2d 1126 (lith Cir. 1987); United States v. Benevento, 836 
F.2d 60 (2d Cir. 1987), cert. denied,. 486 U.S. _1043 (1988); United States v. Udofot, 711 F.2d 
831 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 896 {1983). 
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a different method of transporting a communication across the border of the United States. As the Court 
emphasized in Ramsey, "[ t ]he critical fact is that the envelopes cross the border and enter this country, not 
that they are brought in by one mode of transportation rather than another." !d. at 620. The fact that the 
method of transportation is electronic, rather than physical, should not make a difference, nor should it 
matter that the search does not occur precisely when the message cross~s the nation's borders. Indeed, 
searches of outbound or inbound international mail or luggage take place at facilities within the nation's 
borders, after they have arrived by air, just as searches of electronic messages could occur once an 
international message appears on a server within the United State.<i after tranmrission across our borders. 
It should be admitted that we have not found any cases applying Ramsey in this manner, although we also 
have not found any reported cases in which a court was confronted with a search effort of all international 
communications either. 

There are three further caveats to raise in.regard to the border search exception theory. First, it 
is altogether unclear whether Ramsey would apply at all to telephone conversations. While telephone 
conversations are like letters in that they convey Ine$Sages, they are also ongoing, real-time transactions 
which do not contain discrete, self-contained chunks of communication. Second, and related to the first 
point, the Court has cautioned that examination ofintemationalmail for its content would raise serious 
constitutional questions. In Ramsey, the government opened outgoing mail that it suspected contained 
illegal drugs; regulations specifically forbade customs officials fromreading any correspondence. Thus, the 
crime there was not the content of the connnunication itself, although the content could have been related 
to the transportation of the illegal substance. First Amendment issues would be raised ifthevery purpose 
of opening correspondence was to examine its content. Id. at 623-24. Third, the Court observed that 
serious constitutional problems inRamseywere avoided due to a probable cause requirement. While this 
Office has advised that a reasonableness standard might still be constitutional if applied to international mail 
searches, we also acknowledged that our conclusion was not free from doubt. See Memorandum for 
Geoffrey R Greiveldinger, Counsel for National Security Matters, Criminal Division, from Teresa Wynn 
Roseborough and Richard L. Sbiffrin, Deputy Assistant Attorneys General, Customs Service Proposal 
for Outbound Mail Search Authority, Amendment of Titles 31 US. C.§ 5317{b) and 39 US. C. § 
3623(d) (Oct. 31, 1995). In light of these caveats, we can conclude that the border search exception 
would apply most squarely to the acquisition of communication addressing infonnation, which for reasons 
we discuss below is not content, but might not reach the interception of the contents oftelephone or other 
electronic communication. 

C. 

third, the iri.tercept,ion of electronic mail for its non-contentiil.fonnation should not raise Fourth 
:Amendment' concerns. CaptU.ring only the non-content addressing · information of ~lectro?ic 
coinrimri.icationsmay be analogized to a "pen register." A pen register is ad~ that records the numbers 
dialed from a telephone. In Smith v. Maryland, 442 U.S. 73 5 ( 1979), the Supreme Court found that the 
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warrantless installation of a pen register for a defendant's home phone line did not violate the Fourth 
Amendment because use of a pen register was not a "search" within the meaning of the Amendment. 
Applying the test set out in Katz v. United States , 389 U.S. 347 (1967), the Court evaluated whether a 
person could claim a "legitimate expectation of privacy" in the phone numbers dialed. It found that a person 
could not have a legitimate expectation of privacy, because they should know that they numbers dialed are 
recorded by the phone company for legitimate business purposes, and that a reasonable person could not 
expect that the numerical information he voluntarily conveyed to the phone company would not be 
"exposed." /d. at 741-46. Because pen registers do not acquire the contents of communication, and 
because a person has no legitimate expectation of privacy in the numbers dialed, the Court concluded, use 
of a pen register does not constitute a search for Fourth Amendment purposes. 

The Cowt 's blessing of pen registers suggests that a surveillance program that sought only non
content infunnation from electronic messages would be similarly constitutiona1. An interception program 
for electronic mail, for example, could capture only non-content infotmation in regard to which a reasonable 
person might not have a legitimate expectation of privacy. E-mail addresses, like phone numbers, are 
voluntarily provided by the sender to the internet service provider (ISP) in order to allow the company to 
properly route the communication. A reasonable person could be expected to know that an ISP would 
record such message information for their own business purposes, just as telephone companies record 
phone nuinbers dialed Furthermore, other information such as routing and server information is not even 
part of the content of a message written by the sender. Rather, such information is generated by the ISP 
itself, as part of its routine business operations, to help it send the electronic message through its network 
to the correct recipient A sender could have no legitimate expectation ofprivacyover infonnation he did 
not even include in his message, but instead is created by the ISP as part of its own business processes. 
A person would have no more privacy interest in that information than he would have in a postmark 
stamped onto the outside of an envelope containing his letter. 

Whether-a surveillance program involving electronic mail would sweep in content poses a more 
difficult question. From Smith, it appears that a pen register does not effectuate a Fourth Amendment 
search, in part, because it does not capture content from a communication. '1ndeed, a law enforcement 
official could not even determine from the use of a pen register whether a coiiiiDJ.Dication existed" Smith, 
442 U.S. at 7 41. Here, it is no doubt true that electronic mail addressing information, created by the author 
of a communication, could containsorre content. Variations of an addressee's name"are commonly used 
to create e-mail addresses, and elements of the address can reveal other infonnation, such as the institution 
or place someone works -hence, my e-illail address, assigned to me by the Justice Department, is 
john. c. yoo@usdoj.gov. This, however, does not render such infonnation wholly subject to the Fourth 
Amendment. Even phone numbers can provide infunnation that contains content. Phone numbers, for 
example, are sometimes used to spell words (such as 1-800-CALL-ATI), phone numbers can provide 
some location information, such as if someone calls a well-known hotel's number, and keypunches can 
even send messages, such as through pager systelm. We believe that an"individual 's willingness to convey 
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to an ISP addressing information, which the ISP then uses for its own business purposes, suggests that an 
individual has no legitimate expectation of privacy in the limited content that could be inferred from e-mail 
addresses. We also note, however, that the courts have yet to encounter this issue in any meaningful 
manner, and so we cannot predict with certainty whether the judiciary would agree with our approach. 

It should be noted that Congress h~ recognized the analogy between electronic mail routing 
information and pen registers. It recently" enacted legislation authorizing pen register orders fornon-content 
information from electronic mail. See USA Patriot Act of2001, Pub. L. No. 107-56, § 216. While 
Congress extended pen register authority to surveillance of electronic mail, it also subjected that authority 
to the general restrictions offitle ill and FISA, which require the Justice Departrnentto obtain an ex parte 
court order before using such devices. While the requirements for such an order are minimal, see 18 
U.S. C. § 3122 (government attorney must certify only that information likely to be gained from pen register 
"is relevant to an ongoing criminal investigation being conducted by that agency"), a warrantless surveillance 
program would not seck a judicial order for the surveillance program here. Title m attempts to forbid the 
use ofpenreg:ist.ers or, now, electronic mail trap and trace devices, without a court under Title ill or FISA. 
!d. at§ 3121 (a). As with our analysis ofFISA, however, we do not believe that Congress may restrict 
the President's inherent constitutional power.s, which allow him to gather intelligence necessary to defend 
the nation from direct attack. See supra. In any event, Congress • s belief that a cowt order is necessary 
before using a pen register does not affect the constitutional analysis und~r the Fourth Amendment, which 
remains that an individual has no Fourth Amendment right in addressing information. Indeed, the fact that 
use of pen register and electronic trap and trace devices can be authorized without ash owing of probable 
cause demonstrates that Congress agrees that such information is without constitutional protections. 

D. 

Fourth, intelligence gathering in direct suppoit of nnlitaryoperations does not trigger constitutional · 
rights against illegal searches and seizures. Our Office has recently undertaken a detailed examination of 
whether the useofthe mi1ita:ry donr.stically in order to combat terrorism would be restricted by the Fourth 
.A.nX':ndment. See Mem:>randum for Alberto R Gonzalez, Counsel to the President and William I. Haynes, 
IT, General Counse~ Department ofDefensc, from John C. Y oo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General and 
Robert J. Delahunty, Special Counsel, Re: Authority for Use of Military Force to Combat Terror4t 
Activities Within the United States (Oct. 23, 2001). While we will only sunnnarizehere our reasoning, 
it should be dear that to the extent that a surveillance program is aimed at gathering intelligence for the 
military purpose ofusingtheAnned Forces to prevent further attacks on the United States, that activity in 
our view is not restricted by the Fourth Amendment. 

As a matter of the original understanding, theFowthAmendment was aimed primarily at curbing 
law enforcetrent abuses. Although the Fourth.Airendment has been interpreted to apply to governmental 
actions other than criminal law enforcement, the central concerns ofthe~dment are focused on police 
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acttvtty. See, e.g., South Dakota v. Opperman, 428 U.S. 364, 370 n.5 ( 1976). As we will explain in 
further detail in Part IV below, the Court bas recognized this by identifying a "special needs" exception to 
the Fourth Amendment's warrant and probable cause requirements. See, e.g., V em onia &hoof Dist. 47 J 
v. Acton, 515U.S. 646 (1995);/ndianapo/is v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 32 (2000). However well suited the 
warrant and probable cause requirements may be as applied to criminal investigation and law enforcement, 
they are unsuited to the demands of wartime and the military necessity to successfully prosecute a war 
against an enemy. In the circumstances created by the September 11 attacks, the Constitution provides 
the Government with expanded powers and reduces the restrictions created by individual civil liberties . 
As the Supreme Court has held, for example, in wartime the government may surmnarily requisition 
property, seize enemy property, and "even the personal bberty of the citizen may be temporarily restrained 
as a measure of public safety." Yakus v. United States, 321 U.S. 414, 443 (1944) (citations omitted). 
"In times of war or insurrection, when society's interest is at its peak, the Government may detain 
individualswhometheGovernmentbelievesto be dangerous." United States v. Salemo,481 U.S. 739, 
748 (1987); see also Moyerv. Peabody, 212 U.S. 78 (1909) (upholding detention without probable 
cause during time of insurrection) (Holmes, J.) . 

Because of the exigencies of war and military necessity, the Fourth A.J'rendment should not be read 
as applying to military operations. In V erdugo-Urquidez, discussed in Part Ill, the Court made clear that 
the Fourth Amendment does not apply to military operations overseas. 494 U.S. at 273-274. As the 
Court oooerved, if things were otherwise, both political leaders and military corrroanders would be severely 
constrained by having to assess the "reasonableness" of any military action beforehand, thereby interfering 
with military effectiveness and the President's constitutional responsibilities as Con:mander -in-Orief It also 
seems clear that the Fourth Amendment would not restrict military operations within the United States 
against an invasion orrebellion. See, e.g., 24 Op. Att'y Gen. 570 (1903) (American territory held by 
enemy forces is considered hqstile territory where civil laws do not apply). Were the United States 
homeland invaded by foreign military forces, our armed forces would have to take whatever steps 
necessary to repel them, which would include the "seizure" of enemy personnel and the "search" of enemy 
papers and messages, it is difficult to believe that our government would need to show that these actions 
were "reasonable" under the Fourth Amendment. The actions of ournnlitary, which might cause collateral 
damage to United States persons, would no more be constrained by the Fourth Amendment than if their 
operations occurred overseas. Norisitnecessarythatthemilitaryforces on our soil be foreign. Even if 
the enemies of the Nation came from within, such as occurred during the Civil War, the feder~ Anned 
Forces mJSt be free to use force to respond to such an insurrection or rebellion without the constraints of 
the Fourth Amendment. Indeed, thls was the understanding that prevailed during the Civil War. 

These comiderations couldjustifyiWch of a warrantless electronic surveillance program Although 
the terrorists who staged the September 11, 2001 events operated clandestinely and have not occupied 
part of our territory, they have launched a direct attack on both the American homeland and our assets 
overseas thathavecausedmassive casualties. Their attacks were launched and carried out fTomwithin the 
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United States itself. Pursuant to his authority as Commander-in-Chief and ChiefExecutivc, the President 
has ordered the use of military force against the terrorists both at home and abroad, and he has found that 
they present a continuing threat of further attacks on the United States. Application of the Fourth 
Amendment could, in many cases, prevent the President from fulfilling his highest constitutional duty of 
protecting and preserving the Nation from direct attack. Indeed, the opposite rule would create the bizarre 
situation in which the President would encounter less constitutional freedom in using the military when the 
Nat ion is directly attacked at home, where the greatest threat to American ciVJ1ian casualties lies, than we 
use force abroad. 

Thus, the Fourth Amendment should not limit military operations to prevent attacks that take place 
within the American homeland, just as it would not limit the President's power to respond to attacks 
launched abroad A surveillance program, undertaken for national security purposes, would be a necessary 
element in the effective exercise of the President's authority to prosecute the current war successfully. 
Intelligence gathered through surveillance allows the Corrnnander-in-Chiefto determine how best to 
position and deploy the Armed Forces. It seems clear that the primary purpose of the surveillance program 
is to defend the national security, rather than for law enforcement purposes, which might trigger Fourth 
Amendment concerns. In this respect, it is significant that the President would be ordering the Secretary 
ofDefense (who supervises the NSA), rather than the Justice Department, to conduct the surveillance, and 
that evidence would not be preserved for later use in criminal investigations. While such secondary use of 
such information fur law enforcement does not undermine the primarynationalsecuritypurposemotivating 
the surveillance program, it is also clear that such intelligence material, once developed, can be made 
available to the Justice Department for domestic use. 

IV. 

Even if a surveillance program, or elements of it, were still thought to be subject to Fourth 
Amendment scrutiny, we think that compelling arguments can justify its constitutionality. This Part will 
review whether warrantless electronic surveillance, undertaken for national security purposes, is 
constitutional under the Fourth Amendment. It should be clear at the outset that the Fourth .Amendment 
does not require a warrant for every search, but rather that a search be «reasonable" to be constitutional. 
In light of the current security environment, the government can claim a compelling interest in protecting the 
nation from attack sufficient to outweigh any intrusion into privacy interests. 

A 

The touchstone forreview of a government search is whether it is ''reasonable." According to the 
Supreme Court, "[a]s the text of the Fourth Amendment indicates the ultimate measure of the 
constitutionality of a governmental search is 'reasonableness., V emonia School Dist. 47 J v. Acton, 515 
U.S. 646, 652 (1995). When law enforcement undertakes a search to discover evidence of crimina.I 
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wrongdoing, the Supreme Court has said that reasonableness generally requires a judicial warrant on a 
showing ofprobable cause that a crime has been or is being committed. !d. at 653. But the Court has also 
recognized that a warrant is not required for all government searches, especially those that fall outside the 
ordinary criminal investigation context. A warrantless search can be cons titutional ''when special needs, 
beyond the normal need for law enforcement, make the warrant and probable-cause requirement 
impracticable." !d. 

A variety of government searches, therefore, have met the Fourth Amendment's requirement of 
reasonableness without obtaining a judicial warrant. The Supreme Court, for example, has upheld 
warrantless searches that involved the drug testing of high school athletes, id., certain searches of 
automobiles, Pennsylvania v. Labron, 518 U.S. 938 (1996) (per curiam), drunk driver checkpoints, 
Michigan v. Dep 't of State Police v. Sitz, 496 U.S. 444 (1990), drug testing of railroad personnel, 
SJdnner v. Railway Labor Executives' Ass 'n, 489 U.S. 602 ( 1989), drug testing of federal customs 
officers, Treasury Employees v. Von Raab, 489 U.S. 656 (1989), administrative inspection of closely 
regulated businesses, New Yorkv. Burger, 482 U.S. 691 (1987); temporary baggage seizures, United 
Staten. Place, 462 U.S. 696 ( 1983 ), detention to prevent flight and to protect law enforcement officers, 
Michigan v. Summers, 452- U.S. 692 (1981 ), checkpoints to search for illegal aliens, United States v. 
Martine:z-Fuerte, 428 U.S. 543 ( 1976), and temporary stops and limited searches for weapons, Terry 
v. Ohio, 392 U .S. I ( 1968). The Court has cautioned, however, that a random search program cannot 
be designed to promote a general interest in crime control. See Indianapolis v. Edmond, 531 U.S. 3 2, 
41 (2000); Dela....vare v. Prouse, 440 U.S. 648, 659 n.18 (1979). 

Reasonableness does n.ot lend itself to precise tests or formulations. Nonetheless, in reviewing 
warrantless search programs, the Court generally bas balanced the government's interest against intrusion 
into privacy interests. "When faced with special law enforcement needs, diminished expectations of 
privacy, minimal intrusions, or the bke, the Court bas found that certain general, orindividuaJ, ci:rcurnst.ances 
may render a warrantless search or seizure reasonable." illinois v. McArthur, 121 S. Ct. 946, 949 
(200 1). Or, as the Court bas descnbed it, warrantless searches may be justified if the government has 
"special needs'' that are unrelated to nonnallaw enforcement. In these situations, the Court has found a 
search reasonable when, under·the totality of the circu.rmtances, the "importance of the governmental 
interests" has outweighed the "nature and quality of the intrusion on the ind.ividQal's Fourth .AIJxndment 
interests." Tennessee v. Gamer, 471 U.S. 1, 8 (1985). 

B. 

This analysis suggests that the Fourth.Atrendnrntwould pemrit warrantless electronic surveillance 
if the governmenfs interest outweighs intrusions into privacy interests. It should be clear that the 
President's directi~ fulls within the "special needs" exception to the warrant requirement that calls for such 
a balancing test. The surveillance program is not designed to advance a "general interest in crime control," 
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Edmond, 531 U.S. at 44, but instead seeks to protect the national security by preventing terrorist attacks 
upon the United States. As the national security search cases discussed in Part II recognize, defending the 
nation from foreign threats is a wholly different enterprise than ordinary crime control, and this difference 
justifies examination of the government's action solely for its reasonableness. Indeed, as the Supreme 
Court recognized in Edmond, warrantless, random searches undertaken for national security purposes, 
suchasforestallingaterroristattackon an American city, would be constitutional evenifthesame search 
technique, when undertaken for general crime control, would fail Fourth Amendment standards. 

Applying this standard, we find that the government's interest here is perhaps of the highest order 
-that of protecting the nation from attack. Indeed, the factors justifying warrantless searches for national 
security reasons are more compelling now than at the time of the earlier lower court decisions discussed 

in Part II. While upholding warrantless searches for national security purposes, those earlier decisions had 
not taken place during a time of actual hostilities prompted by a surprise, direct attack upon civilian and 
military targets within the United States. A direct attack on the United States has placed the Nation in a 
state of armed conflict; defending the nation is perhaps thexrost important function of govenunent. As the 
Supreme Court has observed, "It is 'obvious and unarguable' that no governmental interest is more 
coinpelling than the securityofthe Nation." Haigv. Agee, 453 U .S. 280,307 (1981) . As Alexander 
Hamilton observed in The Federalist, "there can be no limitation of that authority, which is to provide for 
the defence and protection of the connnunity, in any matter essential to its efficacy." TheF edera/istNo. 
23, at 147-48 (Alexander Hamilton) (Jacob E. Cooke ed., 1961). If the situation warrants, the 
Constitution recognizes that the federal government, and indeed the President, nrust have the maximum 
power permissible under the Constitution to prevent and def~ attacks upon the Nation. 

ln authorizing an electronic surveillance program, the President should lay out the proper factual 
predicates for finding that the terrorist attacks had created a compelling governmental interest. The 
September 11, 2001 attacks caused thousands of deaths and even more casualties, and damaged both 
the central command and control facility for the Nation's military establishment and the center of the 
country's private financial system In light ofinfonnation that would be provided by the intelligence 
community and the military, the President could further conclude that terrorists continue to have the ability 
and the intention to undertake further attacks on the United States. Given the damage caused by the 
attacks on Septenix:r 11, 2001, the President could judge that future terrorist attacks could cause massive 
damage and casualties and threatens the continuity of the federal goveilliDmt. He could conclude that such 
circwnstances justify a co~Ilinginterest on the part of the government to protect the United States and 
its citizens from further terrorist attack. It seems certain that the federal courts would defer to the 
President's detenninatioo on whether the United States is threatened by attack and what measures are 
necessary to respond. See, e.g., The Prize Cases, 67 U.S. 635, 670 (1862) (decision whether to 
consider rebellion a war is a question to be decided by the President). These determinations rest at the 
core o fthe President's power as Commander -in-Chief and his role as representative of theN ation in its 
foreign affairs. See United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304 (1936). 
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Under the Constitution's design, it is the President who is primarily responsible for advancing that 
compelling interest. The text, structure, and history of the Constitution establish that the President bears 
the constitutional duty, and therefore the power, to ensure the security of the United States in situations of 
grave and unforeseen emergency. See generally Memorandum for Timothy E. Flanigan, Deputy Counsel 
to the President, from John C. Yoo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, Re: The President 's 
ConstituJional Authority to Conduct Military Operations Against Terrorists and Nations Supporting 
Them (Sept. 25, 2001). Both the Vesting Clause, U.S. Const. art. II,§ I, cl. 1, and the Commander in 
Chief Clause, id., § 2, cl. 1, vcsl in the President the powcrto deploy military force in the defense of the 
United States. The Constitution makes explicit the President's obligation to safeguard the nation's security 
by whatever lawful means are available by ~osing on him the duty to "take Care that the Laws be 
faithfully executed." /d., § 3. The constitutional text and structure are confirmed by the practical 
consideration that national security decisions require a unity in purpose and energy in action that 
characterize the Presidency rather than Congress. As Alexander Hamilton explained, "L o ]fall the cares 
or.conceroo of government, the direction ofwar nx>St peculiarly demands those qualities which distinguish 
the exercise of power by asinglehand." TheFedera/istNo. 74, at 500(Alexander 1 Iamilton) (Jacob E. 
Cooke ed 1961). 

Surveillance initiated in response to the September 11 attacks would clearly advance this interest. 
The President would be exercising his powers as Commander ... in-Chief and Chief Executive to direct 
military action against AI Qaeda and T aliban forces inAf~ and to use the armed forces to protect 
United States citizens at borne. Congress has approved the use of military force in response to the 
September 1 l attacks. Pub. L. No. 107-40, 115 Stat. 224 (200 1 ). It is well established that the President 
has the independent constitutional authority as Commander -in-Chief to gather intelligence in support of 
mlitary andnationalsecurityoperat.ions, and to employcovertmeans, if necessary, todoso. Set! Totten 
v. United States, 92 U.S. 105, 106 (1876). The President's "constitutional power to gather foreign 
intelligence," Wa"antless Foreign Intelligence Surveillance- Use of Television - Beepers, 2 Op. 
0 .L. C. 14, 15 (1978), includes the ~n to use them>st effective means of obtaining information, and 
to safeguard those means. lnielligence gathering is a necessary function that enables the President to carry 
out these authorities effectively. The CoiiiD3D.der-in..Qlief needs accw-ate and comprehensive intelligence 
on enemy movements, plans, and threats in order to best deploy the United States anned forces and to 
successfullyexecutemilitaryplans. Warrantless searches could provide the most effective method, in the 
President's judgment, to obtain infonnation necessary for him to carry out 1m constitutional responsibility 
to defend the Nation from attack. 

By contrast, the intrusion into an individualciizen'sprivacyintert"Sts may .not be seen as so serious 
as outweighing the government's most compelling of interests. The searches that would take place are as 
not as intrusive as those which occur when the go~J.lX)nitors the communications of a target in the 
nonnal Title ill or FISA context. These often require an in to 
telephone conversations. Here, as we understand 
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If privacy interests are viewed as intruded upon onJy 
Fowtb Atnendrnerlt interests would not outweigh the mt~t present here. In the 
context of roadblocks to stop drunken drivers, another area of "special needs" under the Fourth 

Amendment, the Court has permitted warrantless searches. See Michigan Dep 'I ofStatePolice v. Sitz, 
4 96 U.S. 444 ( 1990). There, the Court found that a roadblock constituted a "reasonable" search due to 
the magnitude of the drunken driver problem and the deaths it causes- in fact, the court compared the 
death toll from drunk drivers to the casualties on a battlefield. Jd. at 451 . It found that this interest 

81 
83 

outweighed the intrusion into nn'U!ll I''U 

duration and m' ,f,....o:1tv 

1be restriction of a surveillance program only to those comnmicationswhich originate or t.enninate 
inaforeigncount:ryorwbichinvolveterroristsfurtherredu~anypossibleint.rusionintoindividualprivacy 

interests. If probable cause is required, it scei:ns that DOD wouJd need specific evidence before deciding 
which messages to intercept Thus, for ~le, DOD nrust have some information that a certain person 
might be a terrorist, or that a certain phone line might be used by a terrorist, before it can capture the 
communications. This rreans that the NSA cannot intercept communications for which it has no such 
evidence. This would be the case even if the President were to require that there be reasonable grounds 
to believe that the comrmmications involve the relevant foreign country orterrorim. Tl:lls bas the effect of 
excluding co.rrmunications for which DOD bas no reason to suspect contain t~ communications or 
commmications with the forcign country, meaning that most innocent comrmnications will not be 

81 
83 

•Another factor examined by the Court was effectiveness of the warrantless search. The Court 
has cautioned that searches not be random and discretionless because of a lack of empirical evidence 

that the means would promote the government's interest. It should be made clear, however, that the 
standard employed by the Court has been low. In the roadblock context, for example, the Court has 
found reasonable roadblocks for drunk drivers that detained only J .6 percent of all drivers stopped, 
and checkpoints for illegal aliens that detained only 0.12 percent of all vehicles detained. 
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intercepted. 

Further, limiting the search parameters to international communications could further alleviate any 
intrusion into individual privacy interests. As our discussion of the border search exception in Part ill made 
clear, the govenunent has the constitutional authority to search anything that crosses the Nation's borders 
without violating the Fourth Amendment. To be sure, there is substantial doubt about whether this power 
could apply to searches involving the content of the corrununications. Nonetheless, United States v. 
Ramsey, 431 U.S. 606 ( 1977) (warrantless search of incoming international mail does not violate Fourth 
Amendment), suggests strongly that individuals have reduced privacy interests when they or their 
possessions and letters cross the borde~ of the United States. If individuals have reduced privacy interests 
in international mail, as Ramsey held, then it seems logical to assume that they also have a reduced privacy 
intereSt in international electronic connrrunications as well. As Ramsey held, the method by which an item 
entered the country is irrelevant for Fourth Amendment purposes. 

Just to be clear. in conclusion. We are not claiming that the government has an unrestricted right 
to examine the contents of all international letters and other foimS of conmmnication. Rather, we are only 
suggesting that an individual has a reduced privacy interest in international comnrunications Therefore, in 
applying the ba1ancing test called for by the Fourth Amendment's reasonableness analysis, we face a 
situation here where the govetlllreilt's interest on one side- that of protecting the Nation :from direct attack 

/ -is the highest known to the Constitution. On the other side of the scale, the intrusion into individual 
privacy interests is greatly reduced due to the international nature of the communications. Thus, we believe 
there to be substantial justification for a warrantless electronic surveillance JXOgf3lil, undertaken inrespome 
to the September 11, 200 I attacks, that would be reasonable under the Fourth Amendment. 

I would welcome the opportunity to discuss these issues iniiDre detail. Please contact me, at 202-
514-2069, or iohn.c.yoo@.'lusdoj.gov, ifyou have any further questions. 

Sincerely, 

?J;r-
Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
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AUTHORITY FOR WARRANTLESS NATIONAL SECURITY SEARCHES 

Presidents have long asserted the constitutional authority to order searches, even without 
judicial warrants, where necessary to protect the national security against foreign powers and their 
agents. The courts have repeatedly_upheld the exercise of this authority. 

A memorandum from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to Attorney General Robert H. Jackson, 
dated May 21, 1940, authorized the use ofwiretaps in matters "involving the defense of the nation." 
See United States v. United States District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, 407 U.S. 
297, 311 n.lO (1972) ("Keith"). The President directed the Attorney General "to secure information 
by listening devices [directed at] the conversation or other communications of persons suspected of 
subversive activities against the government of the United States, including suspected spie5," while 
asking the Attorney General "to limit these investigations so conducted to a minimum and to limit them 
insofar as possible as to aliens." See Electronic Surveillance Within the United States for Foreign 
Intelligence Purposes: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Intelligence and the Rights of Americans of 
the Select Comm. on Intelligence, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 24 (1976) (statement of Attorney General 
Edward H. Levi) ("Levi Statement"). President Roosevelt issued the memorandum after the House of 
Representatives passed a joint resolution to sanction wiretapping by the FBI for national security 
purposes, but the Senate failed to act. See Americo R. Cinquegrana, The Walls and Wires Have 
Ears: The Background and First Ten Years of the Foreign Intelligence SurveillanceAct of 1978, 
137 U. PaL. Rev. 793, 797-98 (1989). 

By a letter dated July 17, 1946, Attorney General Tom C. Clark reminded President Truman of 
the 1940 directive, which had been followed by Attorneys General Jackson and Francis Biddle. At 
Attorney General Clark's request, the President approved the continuation of the authority, see Levi 
Statement at 24, and even broadened it to reach "internal security cases." Keith, 407 U.S. at 311 and 
n.1 0. In the Eisenhower Administration, Attorney General Herbert BroWn.ell, as the Supreme Court 
noted in Keith, advocated the use electronic surveillance both in internal and international security 
matters. 407 U.S. at 311. 

In 1965, President Johnson announced a policy under which warrantless wiretaps would be 
limited to national security matters. Levi Statement at 26. Attorney General Katzenbach then wrote 
that he saw ''no need to curtail any such activities in the national security field." Id. Attorney General 
Richardson stated in 1973 that, to approve a warrantless surveillance, he would need to be convinced 
that it was necessary "(1) to protect the nation against actual or potential attack or other hostile acts of 
a foreign power, (2) to obtain foreign intelligence information deemed essential to the security of the 
United States, or (3) to protect national security information against foreign intelligence activities." Id. 
at 27. When Attorney General Levi testified in 197 6, he gave a similar list, adding that a warrantless 
surveillance could also be used "to obtain information certified as necessary for the conduct of foreign 
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affairs matters important to the national security of the United States." !d. 

Warrantless electronic surveillance of agents of foreign powers thus continued until the passage 
in 1978 of the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, 18 U.S.C. §§ 1801-29. Although the Supreme 
Court never ruled on the legality of warrantless searches as to agents of foreign powers, see Keith, 407 
U.S. at 321-22 (requiring a warrant in domestic security cases but reserving issue where a foreign 
power or its agents were involved), the courts of appeals repeatedly sustained the lawfulness of such 
searches. United States v. Truong Dinh Hung, 629 F.2d 908, 914 (4th Cir. 1980); United States 
v. Buck, 548 F.2d·871, 875 (9th Cir. 1977); United States v. Brown, 484 F.2d 41 8 (5th Cir. 1973); 
United States v. Butenko, 494 F.2d 593, 606 (3d Cir. 1974); United States v. Clay, 430 F.2d 165 
(5th Cir. 1970), rev'd on other grounds, 403 U.S. 698 (1971); but see Zweibon v. Mitchell, 516 
F.2d 594, 651 (D.C. Cir. 1975) (dictum in plurality opinion). The Fourth Circuit held, for example, 
that "because of the need of the executive branch for flexibility, its practical experience, and its 
constitutional competence, the courts should not require the executive to secure a warrant each time it 
conducts foreign intelligence surveillance." Truong, 629 F.2d at 914. As the court elaborated, 
"attempts to counter foreign threats to the national security require the utmost stealth, speed, and 
secrecy," and a ''warrant requirement would add a procedural hurdle that woul~ reduce the flexibility of 
executive-foreign intelligence initiatives, in some cases delay executive response to foreign intelligence 
threats, and increase the chance. ofleaks regarding sensitive executive operations·." !d. at 913 (citations 
and footnote omitted). Furthermore, "the executive possesses unparalleled expertise to make the 
decisions whether to conduct foreign intelligence surveillance.'' !d. (citations omitted). And "(p]erhaps 
most crucially, the executive branch not only has superior expertise in tbe area of foreign intelligence, it 
is also constitutionally designated as the pre-eminent authority in foreign affairs." !d. at 914 (citations 
omitted). In this pre-statutory context, two courts of appeals, the Fourth Circuit in Truong (id. at 915) 
and the Third Circuit in Butenko (494 F.2d at 606), would have limited the authority to instances 
where the primary purpose of the search was to obtain foreign intelligence." 

The I>assage ofFISA created an effective means for issuance of judicial orders for electronic 
surveillance in national security matters. Congress, however, had not given the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court the power to issue orders for physical searches. After nevertheless granting orders 
in three instances during the Carter Administration, the court ruled early in the Reagan Administration, 
as the Justice Department then argued, that it lacked jurisdiction to approve physical searches. SeeS. 
Rep. 103-296, at -36-37 (1994) . Thus, physical searches after the ruling had to approved by the 
Attorney General without a judicial warrant !d. at 37. In 1994, after the use ofwarrantless physical 
searches in the Aldrich Ames. case,_.Congress concluded that "from the standpoint of protecting the 
constitutional rights of Americans, from the standpoint of bringing greater legal certainty to this area, 
from the standpoint of avoiding problems with future espionage prosecutions, and from the standpoint 
of protecting federal officers and employees from potential civi1liability," id., FISA should be amended 
to cover physical searches. !d. at 40. 
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